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Tti9 •l«attnt of eharaotorlsatlan is vtry ii^optant la 
a drasia* The word *etiaraeter* s«aiit *tho eoaibination of 
^ualitlM * vhleh dittlngoii^as aojr person froa others* In 
literature it refers to the persons iD7oX?ed in the action 
of the play* This eXenent is ineorporated in tike *l^ eta* 
eXenent in Sanskrit Dramatorsjr* *8eta* is one %rho takes 
the sttbJeot«siiiftter to the foXfiXsent of its purpose't* «»•'*«). 
As aXX the oharaiters help in the attainaent of the desired 
objeetivof aXX of then are counted in this eXeaent of *Heta% 
Thus aXX the iaportaht and oniaportant eharaeters faXX ift:. 
the aboire categorjr* The hero and heroine and sa«h other 
iaportant eharaeters ate aajor ones and the heXpers of the 
hero and heroine have been counted as ainor ones* 
It tiouXd be vorthnhiXe to go into the etfaoXogjr of 
the wrd *ainor*» The word •ainor* is derired froa ^ » 
(ffrrrftl ©r ^""^^ > and it aeans *to Xess^** la 
Hindi * minor* aeans '''"* liiieh too aeans subordinate 
or seoondarjT. Thus * ainor* aeans 'inferior in ii^tortanee* 
or *com>arativeXy uniaportant** Minor charaoter is a 
character vho is ooaparativeX/ inferior in iaportanoe* 
According to the ruXes of Sanskrit Oraaaturgy, tha 
X« Webster's Third Sew IntemationaX Dictionary. 
eharaoters in a drasaa, bav« 1>««n dlvld«4 into thr«« groapi «• 
th« tttparlori th* adddilins «itd th» Inferior •• 
This elAssifieation of Bharat* is maiaiy bated oa tha 
bohavlonr of ths eharaotars eonoeroed but foUovias tht 
praeties adopted in Sanskrit play* tiiejr gsnerally point out 
to the heroes and heroines as superiorsp Ministera and sendi* 
cants etc. as middling and servants as infat&sr* This eon* 
olasioa is supported bjr the definition of the ITislcaa^ haka 
and Prairesalta in i^ hleh the words "yti^ m i w^\ f^ ii: *^ ^fhmiV* 
m|^f^« point to a certain cateftorF* In ^ aet they are so diiridad 
according to thitr cosiparative qualitiest statos and their 
roles in the drama• 
The superior diaracters are those diaraeters idio belong 
to a higher social status, idio possess high qualities or 
play an iaportant role in the play* 1%e inferior diaraeters 
are those who belong to the lowest category of the society 
or whose role is subsidiary in the aatioa of the draaa* The 
•iddling characters coae in between* 
As regards their languagCf the superior and the sdddling 
characters should use Sanskrit) wo«en in general and inferior 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Hatyasastra - 84.1* 
Oasarupaka • X«60« 
Xbid« 2.60. 
eharaotcrs ftr« reqalMd ta tptak toa* or tb* oth«r fora 
of Priicrti ftMr« aajr bo aoao dovlAtioao froa thoto rolot 
8 
undor tbo eondltlons pr«««rlb«d by Bbarata* 
Tfaoro iO'iio sttcb efttofory of ehajraotori as .*aiA07* 
or *BaJor* aoatioaod in Bharata'a natyaaastra* But in tho 
praaaot tbasls tba oharaetara baira boon tbui dindad* Xa 
tba group of 'i&ajor ebaraotars* ooaa th« siiparlor diaraotari 
and la tba group of 'alnor obaractara* ara oouatad tba 
alddllng and Infarior <daaraotars of Bbarata*« elasaifloation. 
Tba faaale obaractars of tbo draoai of Kialidasa eaa 
ba eattgoriaad aoeordlog to tba dlraetlon of Bbarata*t 
Natyaaattra* fbaa tfaXavlka» miariol, Xravatl and Vaaulaxad 
of tba Hilaviicag&laltraf Hrwaai and AuainarJ of tba Vllcraaor-
vasiyat Satyavati, Vaauaati and Baaapadlka of tba Abbljnuia« 
aakuntala fora tba group of aaparior obaraetara, ^ay ara 
tba aajor ebaraetara. In tba alddling group of ebaraetara 
faU Parivrajika in MalaHkagnialtra, Satyavatl In nkraaor. 
•aalya, Aaaauya, Prlyaavada^ Gautaid, Adltl, ^ i^nuaatl and 
Kanaka* Xba raat of tba mmux of all tba tbraa draoaa raaain 
aa infarior ebaraotara. tbasa Middling and infarior ebaraetara 
bava foraad tba group of ninor famala ^araetara in tbia 
tbaaia. 
I-8« Ifatyaaaatra «> 17*30*38« 
Th«t« Binor wom«a, eh«r«et«rs luiir* Agalo )>««n diirld«d 
in th« «boY«-««otlon«d e«t«sori«a of th« tupariort th% 
aiddXing and tb« inferior eli«raet«rs» thut Pftrlvrajilei 
and ffakalatallki la Mixmtagoiaitra, CttltraXakha in VikMMor-
vasiya aod>^Prljraafadi, Aiiaa«ya» daataal, AdiU aad Sianaati 
In Abhijaaoasakontala balonf to tha atiparior catagorjr* tlia 
ebaraoters beloaglng to th« tBiddXiaf groap ara Sipunit^ and 
Jayasena In HiXtrlkignlnltrat Hiitimika and Satyfttratl In 
Vikranonrasiya and Hanatca^  ?«tra«mtl« the tlir@« aaeatio 
voaen of Eanva^ s bernltaga and tba tifo aseatie woman of tha 
taernltage of Hirleha in AbhiJnana^aicsintaXa. Ihfi rast of 
tha vDoan eharaetara of al l tha thrae draoaa fora tha groap 
of inforlor onea among the alnor faaale eharaetora* 
m ragarda the language of theae obaraotersi al l 
_1 
the «oaen eharaoters except Parlvrajikay of the draoaa 
of lalldaaa apeak Prakft* 
XaXidasa haa depleted all aorta of women right from 
the mother of goda aueh aa Adltl In Abhljaiaaiaktintala ii^te 
the vomen belonging to the loweat atrata of the worldly 
aoolety aueh aa Yavanl and IClratl of hla Vlkramonraalya* 
Ttmf minor women eharaetera help In the deirelopaent of the 
plot and In unfolding the atory to the rmader* 
Natyaaiiatra - 17.35«37« 
The Mil«?lkigalmitrft is th* first amozig Sftlldata's 
draatas* It is a diraaa in flr« Acts* Its thmmm is Mstorleal 
(Prakhy&ta) as it dspiets tha Xoire>affair of Milairiki with 
1 
Agnimitra, a King of tha Post Maaryan Sanga d/nasty (148-140 B.C^ 
Malavikii a princass of Vidarbha, circaastaneially living incog-
nito aoong the flnid-sajrvants^ inspita of tha obstruetlons 
of alder quaans, through her sarviee to tha queen Dharini, 
suoeaads in har love for Agnlaitra. Other eharaetars either 
help or obstruct her in her love-affair* 
Out of the minor fenale charaeterS| Parivrajika is 
an unique character. She is the only woman ehraoter irdio 
speaks in Sanskrit. Though a Sanyasini by her apparel, 
serves as the helper of the heroine* Bakulavalika is another 
important character, on %ribom mainly rests the success of 
the drama. She fits in the category of a Duti* Jay;ena is a 
very important character among tha helpers in the love-
affair of Agnimitra and Malavika. She is a *Pratiharl*. 
Nipunito is a faithful and clever servant of Iravati vho 
occupies an important place in tha conflict in tha play* 
Kaumudika is another servant but she is not so important 
as Bakulavalika ;Madhukariki and Parabhrtika are tha keepers 
of the royal garden. Jyotsniki and Hadaniln are the maid 
servants, presented to tha King by his senapati, ^ o serve 
'^ jffn «m?r IT trtms — 9vfr mr^ ft?r, #,137, 
th« purpos* of Milavlki't rveogxdtlon as a prlneast* 
Candrlka, Nagarlka and Madanika ara the other serranta 
serving different purposes in the drasa* 
ikfter the Malairikagnisiitra ooaes the Yikraaorirasijra, 
the second draimtio creation of Kalidasa* It is based on 
a BgrtlN)XogicaX love.story of Puraravas and 0r?asi» lAio fall 
in love during Urvasi's deliverance by Puraravas froa the 
demon Kesin* Inspite of many diffieolties* the lovers are 
united in the end, 
Chitralekha has been counted as superior among the 
minor female characters of the Vikramorvasiya. Chitraletdw 
is an 4psaras and a bosom friend of Urvasi* She acts as 
helper to tJrvai^ i in her love for Purursvas. Satyavati 
is one of the ascetic women presented by Kalidasa. Hipunika 
is also a very important attendant of the King*s harem. She 
acts as an spy on the King* She even surpasses her namekake 
in the Malavikagnimitra. Sahajanyif Rambha, and Nenaka are 
the divine characters who produce a divine background to 
the heroine. Kirati is quite a new type of character who 
is not to be traced in any other play of Kalidasa, Yavani 
is the keeper of the King's weapons, possibly to emphasise 
the warring aspect of the king's personality. Women holding 
torches provide a royal atmosphere, 
Abhijnanasakuntala is the best of the three plays 
of Kalidasa. It deals with the famous love-story of king 
Ousyanta and Sakuntala, 
As regards the alnor fenuile oharaoters of Abhljnina-
sikuntala, Priyaavadi, Anasuya, Qaataiai, Aditl and Sanunatl 
are the superior of these eharaeters. Priyaonrada and Anasuya 
are the tvo eoBq;>anion8 of the heroine lAio help greatly in 
the development of the plot and the developaent of the cha-
racter of Sakuntala* The difference in their natare personi-
fies the youthful esliuberance of Sakuntala*s age on one side 
and the society of the Asraa life on the other. Qautaair 
has been presented as the matron of the hermitage who acts 
as superi!Asor of the girls too. She is an old motherly lady 
who accompanies Sakuntala ev«a upto her husband's house. 
Aditi is the mother of gods. She does not play an important 
role in the play. Sanumati is a heavenly character. She 
gives information of the happenings after the repudiation 
of Sakuntala by Dusyanta* Kenaka is also an Apsara, mother 
of Sakuntala. Vetravati, though a maid-servant, is a eonfidmnti 
of the King, tirn three ascetic ladies vho come to bless 
Sakuntala in Kanva's Asram appear to be representing the 
ascetic baokkround of the hermitage but the two ascetic 
ladies aocoBQjanying Sarvadamana are im>ortant partners of 
the play as they help in the development of the story by 
providing Ousyanta i^ his son - Sarvadamana. Madhukarika 
and Parabhrtika belong to the sersant class. They are the 
representatives of their class mentality. Their names suit 
the enviroxment they are presented in. Caturika is also a 
servant of the king vho simply carries out his orders. 
8 
Tarallka and Yavanl ar* the •th«r servants of tha king %dio 
appear on the stage only for a very short period* Natl 
Is a character vho oeeapies a separate plaoe in the draoaa. 
She fttlfiXs the dramatic reqairesent rather than the require-
ment of the story. 
Thus the ainor female characters of all the dramas 
of Salidasa have been shown living according to their status 
provided to them in the plays. They are either heavenly 
figuresf or ascetic ladies belonging to some Hensitage, or 
friends or maid-servants faithfully serving their respective 
roles in fulfilment of the purpose of the play. 
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Th» MgliXightf on tb« international «oa«n*t jrear in 
1976 toaebow i«d m» to tak* •toek of th« traatsMint of 
voaon in Sanilcrit Literatura and I found that ameh vork 
iuis bean dona on tha voaen eharaotara in Sanakrit Mahakavyat 
as trail at Sanakrit Oraaiat* In all thaaa worka conaralljr 
tha oain fenale eharaotara anoh aa qnaana and haroinati 
have baen daalt with at langth ai^ thora ia practically 
no diaoaaaion of tha tsiiu>r feaala eharaotara exoapt a tovm 
Evan tha namaa of many of theaa ainor faaale eharaotara 
hara not baen oantionad* X aleo eaaa aoroaa an artiola by 
Hra* S.S* Janaki "fTr^r^flf.q^tT jt^mHIMiimIMfP^l'*^o *^* 
Sanakrit Banga Annual*, vfal^ apaeially inapirad ata to 
undertaka a atHtaSy of adnor fanala eharaotara in tha Oraaaa 
of Kilidaaa, tharaby to provida aora or laaa a eoaplata 
pietura of all tha ainor faaala <^araetara of Kalidaaa'a 
playa, not aantionad avan in tha above artiola. 
It ia worth aantioning that there ia no aueh eategory 
aa aajor or alnor eharaotara in Sanakrit Poetiea* In 
:iatyaaaatra, a work of Sanakrit Oraaatorgy by Bharata, all 
the eharaotara both aale and faaale have been eatagoriaed 
in three elaaaea of the auperior, the aiddling and the inferior 
eharaetera. But the qoalitiaa of the eharaetersbelonging to 
theae three oategoriea, aa diaeaiaed therein are aueh that 
eannot be applied to all of tha woaan eharaotara fotiad in a 
(14) 
draaa* Tb«jr g«n*jpaXIy r«lat« to th« naia eharftet«rs(mly* 
Judged on this basi* th« average and ordlxiary voaen of 
tha draiiat of KaXldaaa find no plaea in tba abova elaaai-
fieation jrat for tho parpoaa of tba study of aiaor faaala 
oharaetars in thia thasla^ X hava first grouped all the feaale 
eharaoters of aaeh of tiak Xaiidasa'a pXays into the three 
oategories of Bharata Judging then aooording to their soelal 
status, personal qualities and iaportanoe and role in the 
plays* A eoaparatiire assessment of all these qualities 
has led lae to provide a certain category to a certain eharae* 
teri keeping also, of eau^e the general practice in available 
draamtic works in viev» 
Of the above three categories Z have taken the superior 
as oajor and the Middling and inferior eosprise the group of 
iBinor feaale characters and have classified the adnor eharao* 
tare also again in 3 categories according to their status, 
isqjortance and contribution in the play 
The thesis has been divided in six chapters. 1%e 
first chapter deals vith a general discussion of draaa 
and its three essential elesients • Vastu, Seta and Easa* 
The second chapter deals especially with a detailed 
study of the eleaent of characterisation and the etyiology 
of the tiord sdnor to draw a clear picture of a ainor fesu^e 
character* 
(Ui) 
Th« third cbapt«r proYld«s m d«tail«d and IndlTiduftl 
study of tb« Binor ftnala Qbar«et«r« la 2&IaTlkifnialtr«| 
with « bri«f introdttotion to th« plmy and its eharaotsrs. 
Th» ehspter fourth and fifth, bassd on tha pattara of 
tha third chapter daal with a datailad indifidaalistie studjr 
of tha mlnx>T feaala eharaetars tharain* 
The ehaptar six is an ovaralX assassoant of tha 
statits and voXas of tha siaor faoaia eharaotars of tha thraa 
dranas of Kaiidasa, 
I got an opportonitj^ to work nndar the guidance of 
Dr* Hiss Pushpa Hajela, Header in tha Daparti»nt of Sanskrit, 
Aligarh Masiia Ohivarsity, iaigarh* She sopervisad my work 
with great interest and affectionate care* I express mj 
gratitude and indebtedness to her in the folfilaent of this 
task. 
Squally I express aj^ BK>st sincere gratitude to 
Dr, R*S, Tripathy, Professor and Bead of the Departaent 
of Sanakrit, A.N«tJ. Aligarh, for hia constant advice and 
valuable suggestions* I express mjf gratefulness to all 
the teachers of the Departaent of Sanakrit, for their 
readiness to extend wrsf possible help needed in the 
completion of this thesis* 
— HIRHAL DALSU 
TABLB OF commts .« *« (it>»(vu) 
Xtt dofiaition and 3oop«{ tjrp«t 
of draoat aajor «ai ailiiov oAtagorio* 
of dr«aa{ the laoroie aoA the soeial 
plaiyst tlureo olonuats of a draaa •• 
Vasttti Nota aiad Basat tba &•• of 
thoao oleaaatt in goaoi«l aad in 
KaXidaaa's plajra* 
fh& tara *Gliaraot«r* in ganeraX 
and in dranat ^ata or tba haroi 
typas of heroat) tha atjnMlogy of 
tha word *ainor* and ita aaaning in 
regard to aueh a eharaeter$ Diviaion 
of fattaie eharaetera aentionad in 
Satyaaaitra} Their division into 
•ajor and ainor eharaotarst 2hrea 
eatagoriaa of ainor faaale cdiaraotera 
in general and in Kalidaaa'a draiiaat 
art of eharaotarisation in general 
and in xaXidasa*a playa* 
( » ) 
(?^m%*K III t ^tm^ g? |H^ iqyR fffWM^ i 
CHAaAClERS IB IflUAYIgAOHItgTaA . . 23.87 
(a) Zatro<Sttotion of tli« plajr Sfftla* 
vlkagnimltra — i t t th««t| <^ i*-
raet«rs ftotS ••x&tljnuit^  
(b) Clastifiestlon of th9 f«Md« e&a-
raotors in MaiLayiiBigiiiaitrA •• 
elassifiefttion of foaalo ctemotora 
of HaXavUngnialtPa in throo 
eatogoriof aeeordiog to the divialoa 
of Bharat*fl Hatjatastrai «iddllnc 
and infarlor ebaraotort takan at 
alnor eharaetarti alaor faaaXa 
charaetert in HaXavikagninitra and 
their olaaaifioatlon in aaparior, 
aiddling and inferior eatogoriat* 
(e) Zndividoal atud/ of tha ainor faaala 
cbaraetara >. Parivrajilui, SaloaavalilM, 
Ripimika» Jajrasana, Katanidiliay Faratohrtikay 
MadhiikarikaV Hadhavilca, Caadrika^ tagarika, 
JjrotsBika and Madaaika. 
(d) A ganaral evaluation of ttoe reiea of 
the ainor feaale eharaetera in tlM play* 
(vl) 
gfajP^fy W < STDDif OF MIWOR Fmi>B CHARACYSRS 
IR yigRAMoayAaiYA . • aa . ias 
(a) Introdaetion of th* pXajr - its 
th«mt| charaetori and ••ntiama.t* 
(b) Classifleatlon of tha fenala 
characters in yikranorraai^a •» 
elasaifieation of faaaXe eharaetara 
of Vikraoorvaaiya Into thraa oata* 
gorlaa aecordinf to the division of 
Bbarat*s Natyasastra) lalddXlxig and 
Inferior ebaraotars taken as iMlnor 
eharaeterst olnor fenaXe oharaoters 
In Vlkranorvasiya and their oXassi-
fleatlon in the saperlor, the aiddXing 
and inferior categories* 
(c) IndlvldaaX study of the alnor fenaXe 
characters of Vikraaorvasiya •• Satyavati, 
ChitraXekha, Nipunika, Sahajanjra, Raabhat 
Menaka« Yavani, Kirati» iraaen hoXding 
torches* 
(d) A generaX etraXuation of the alnor feaaXe 
oharaoters in the pXay. 
<?hn>Ur Y * sTtmr OF miioR FmLB CHARACTSRS 
IH ABHIJirAIIAaAKqyTAl.A . . 136-208 
(a) Introdaotioa of the pXay *• i t s 
theae, characters and sentiaent* 
(rli) 
(b) Clasflifleatloxi of tli« ehafaotora In 
AbhlJ&inaiiakiintAlft — eI«9«ifliMitioa 
of th« f«nftl« eh«r«Qt«rs in AbhlJauiA-
•kkuntala in thr«« eatogoriof aeeording 
to th« division of Blmrat*« T«^ it|ra9astr«t 
niddling and inferior oharaetors taken 
as sinor ebaraet«rs$ alnor faaalo ebarae-
ters in AbhiJnanasakuntaXa and their 
olassifieation in tbe superior>the aiddling 
and inferior oategories* 
<«) Individoai study of the ainor festale 
characters — PriyasrvAdai Anasi^ sii 
Qautasti, Aditif Sanaaatii (lenalcat 
Vetravatit the two feaale aseetios 
guarding Sarvadaoanat the three fenale 
asoeties of Kantra's heraitagei Madhu* 
karika and Parabhrtika, Catorika, Xavani, 
Taralilea and Mati. 
« 
(d) A genf'rai evaluation of the ainor female 
eharaeters in the play* 
ghfP^fr Yl.» COWCLPSpH .. •, 209.214 
DRAta .> A QENERAL DiaCgSSIOW 
Of all literary typaa, drana la tha aoat popular 
ona. It haa a aaorad station in tha haarts of villiona. 
Tha raason liaa in Ita Yiiaaliaing factor* Ita diraet 
appaal to tha ayas and aara of tha eoBUBon Ban haa kapt up 
tha livaly intareat of all persona through all agaa. 
Thaoritioians rogard drama as a part of poatry* Draaa, 
no doubt, is an aspaet oi poatry hut its oanrass is vldar 
and more nodlfiad. So draaa is sore valiiad than any othar 
sanra of lltoratora, Kalidasa, the great dramatist of 
Sanskrit Literature haa also given hia views on drama. Thus 
in his play Halavikagnimitra he says that 'Drama is generally 
1 
the only means of entertaining men of diverse aptitudes*. 
Drama has come to be regarded as one of the highest attain* 
monts of literatmre. In the vords of S.C. Bhatt, *Drama is 
Drshya KAvyai an axpression of the poet's genius, designed 
not only to please the ears but also the •^ff « work of 
art, the exeellences of vdiloh have to be drawn in through 
2 
the audio>visttal agenoy. * 
In faet, drama ineludas in its sphere everything from 
the highest to the lowest . the utmost sublimity and the 
oommonest trivialities. It can rise to the height of human 
1. Nilavikagnifflitra - I»I7. 
2. Drama in Ancient India — S.C* Bhatt , Int. p.2« 
2 
grandtor and it can wn daaeand to tha laval of buffoonary* 
Allardyea Nieoll also saya that *tha dram is at oaea tha 
most pacallar, thamost alaslvai and the aost anthraXXing of 
all typea of Xlteratura*• 
Xhla unique and all-infXueneing ohraotar of draaa 
did not escape the notice of the Indian adnd and it enjoyed 
great regard. This is apparent from the otany vorka of 
dramaturgy avaiXabXe in Sanskrit of %ihieh the Natyasastra 
of Bharata is the most compXete treatise on dramaturgy 
and deaXs with each and 9tety aspect of drama. 
The Drama is eaXXed Drsyakavya* the term Rupa or 
Rupaica is also used for it because it is primariXy a visuaX 
representation i 
The term Rupaka denotes the assumption of different 
roXes by the actors « 
Rupaka and Uparupakas are the two broad dirisions 
recognised in Indian dramaturgy. The Rupaka is of ten 
X. Theory of Drama — AXXardyce HicoXX, p.7. 
2. Dasarupaka - X.7. 
3. Ibid. 
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tjrp«s — Hataka, PrakaraiMi, Samvak»ra| X h m g a , Diioai 
Vyayofa, Anka, Prahasana, Bhaoa and VltM *. 
fhe iratyasastra desoribes the ten Eupaltas* It is 
obvious that the author of the Hatjrasastra had a large 
body of plays available to him for oaldng such a class!• 
fixation* 
They can also be divided into two classes, a major 
class and a minor class« The major class consists of two 
types, namely the Kataka and the Prakarana» ftk9 only 
difference is that in a Hatalsa, the story is taken from 
ancient epics and concerns itself with the kings and divine 
persons i^ile in a Prakarana the theme is taken from current 
story books and folk tales describing ordinary persons. 
These two types can be designated as the classical drama 
2 
in Sanskrit. 
Dr. V. Baghavan has divided these forms of Rupaka 
3 
into the Heroic and the social plays. In the category of 
Heroic plays come Nataka, Vyayoga, Samvakara, Pima, Xhamrga 
/ 1. Dasarupaka - X.8, Hatyasastra « 18.2.d. 
2. C. Kttnhan Raja — Survey of Sanskrit Xtiterature, p.l90. 
3* J>r. V. Raghavan •• The Social Play in Sanskrit, p«dS« 
and Aakaj and in th« toelal play ar« counted Prai»rana, 
Prahasana, Bhana, and Vlthl. though Bharat callad thaaa 
Dasarupaka and later forma (^arupalnt assuialng that all 
tba varlatlas in the former were taajor ones and all those 
in the latter were diminitive forms. But Dr. Raghavan 
has said that in the development of Sanskrit drama, the 
movement vas on tvo parallel lines — the heroic and the 
social — each culminating in a perfect type of its own 
trend— the Natalca and the Prakarana* All the three dramas 
of KHidasa i.e. the Kalavikagnimitrai the Vlkramarvasijra 
and the Abhijnanasakantala •— come in the category of 
'Natalias'. 
It has already been mentioned that the Hupakas are 
of ten types. This division is done on the hasis of three 
factors •>• the subject-matter, Hero and Sentiment, "the essen-
tial elements of a drama are thus plot, characterisation 
2 
and sentiment. As far as the plot of a Rupaka is concerned 
it may be of three kinds •• Prakhyat (legendary]^ Utpadya 
(invented) and Mishra (aixe^j. A Kataka is required to have 
a Prakhyata Itivrtta. As K^lidasa has written only Natakes 
(though some critics call Vikramorvasiya of Kalidasa a 
'trotaka* - most probably a division of Suiter period) ve 
1. . Dr. 7. Baghavan — The Social Play in Sanskrit, p.35. 
Dasarapa • 1.16. 
ar« cone«m«d with his eonfomdLtjr with th« gald«liii9s of 
Naty&flistra and find that th« thaisat of all hit draoaa 
ara of th« Prafaliyat typa« Tha Malavlkagnlaitra ia unlqua 
In the aanaa that it Is basad on a historical thaaa vtiila 
the other two are based on ourthology. In eharaoterlsation 
too, Ealidasa seeos to have followed the roles of Natya-
sastra. AgnlKltra • the hero of Milavikagnimitra is of 
*Dhiralallta type* and PoruraTas and Dusyanta • the heroes 
of Vikra»orvaaya and AbhijEina^akiBitala respeetiTely are 
of *I]hiroddatta type' as nentioned in Natyasastra* fhere 
is an array of characters» in all the three dramas of 
Kalidasa - each dear-eat and distinct f»>a the other* 
It is the power of character delineation of Kalidasa i^ich 
has enabled him to present such a irariety of characters 
infusing them with a sense of indiYldoality* As the present 
thesis is mainly concerned %rlth this element of chraoteri-
satlon in Kalidasa, it has been discussed in detail in 
the subsequent chapter. She third element i.e. the 
sentiment may be said to be the soul of a drama. In a 
Nataka there should be a principal rasa and other rasas 
should be used as subsidiaries. Mainly Srhgara or the erotic 
sentiment, is used as angi-rasa. Of all the dramas of 
Kalidasa, the Srngara is the main sentiment but there is 
some minute difference in them. The erotic sentiment of 
/Vlalmvikagnimitra is *outward erotic sentiment*. 13ie erotic 
ssntlment of Vlkraaorvasijra is a divine one. But that 
of th« Abhijninasakantala is ^Sattvika*. According to 
Bharata daeh plajr should hava tha nartralloas santiatnt 
in tha end. Kalidasa, too, has foXloved this principle• 
He has utilized other sentiments too. 
Thus the dramas of Kalidasa brought to perfection 
the dramatic theories set forth by Bharata. Though 
Kalidasa is pre-eainently a poet, his dramatic genius can 
hardly be minimised. As a dramatist, he shows a gradual 
development in his art. fhe first tvo plays of Kalidasa • 
the Malavikagnimitra and the Vikramonrasiya are inferior 
to the Abhijnanasakuntala. The beautiful diction and 
versification, the poetic element, dramatic devices and 
his imaginative changes in Abhijnanasatomtala can never be 
equalled. His genius reaches its senith in Abhijninasakuntala* 
Chapter II 
tm ELBMEHT OF CHARACYBRI2A7I0H 
The •I«isent of characterisation is vory iaiportant 
in a Nataka. *Character' a« the word sbova, neans 'the 
combination of qaalitlas distingoiahing any parson or 
I 
class of parsons* or *the individuality idileh is the 
2 
preduet of nature, hahits and environsent*• In literature 
it refers to the players, or persons involved or aade use 
of* Xbis eleaent has been incorporated in the tern *Neta* 
in Sanskrit Dramaturgy. Nets takes the subject-matter to 
the fulfilment of its purpose. In this sense Agnimitra, 
Pururavas and Dusyantra are the heroes of Malavikagnimitra, 
Vikramorvasiya and Abhijnanasakuntala respectively. Begard-
ing the heroes in a drama, they should be one of the four 
categories i.e. Dhlralalita, raiirasanta, Shlrodatta and 
3 
Dhlroddhatta, as enumerated in the vorks of dramaturgy. As 
stability should be the main trait of a hero*s character 
so the epithet *Dhira* has been added to all of them. But 
in a vider sense the *Neta* element means all the characters 
necessary to bring a Nataka to its desired objective. Thus 
the helpers of the hero and heroine etc have all been 
included in this division. And these characters are the 
minor characters. It would be proper to look into the ety-
mology of the word 'Minor* before going through the canons 
of dramaturgy regarding these characters. 
1«2. Webster * Third New International Dictionary. 
DaiarujpAka . II .2. 
Also - iriTtyasastra - 24.3. 
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Aocordizig to U«bst«r*t third S«w International Dic-
tionary 'Klnor* l8 an ad4«otltre derived froa *KB** In 
different European language! as veil as in Sanskrit it 
refers to more or less the same meaning• In French it 
means smalleri leas, inferior. It is akin to Old High 
Geroan where it is pronounced as *ninniro* meaning smaller* 
The pronunciation in Old Horse Is 'liinni* meaning smaller* 
In Gothic it is *minnisa* and moans least, jrounger, inferior. 
In Greek too it means less vhile it is pronounced as *meion *• 
liatin is nearer to the meaning of Sanskrit. In Latin it is 
*fflinuere* and means *to lessen'• In Sanskrit too the root 
of the word is •'^ ^^  ( rf>i ..r^ or r^.,.,|>- ) and it means 
the same as *to lessen'• Though in Sanskrit '^ v^ *^  is 
in the senses ir^.^p-o meaning to lessen, injure or trans-
gress. In this sense too it may mean one whose position 
or importance is lessened, injured or transgressed by stme-
one i.e. major one. 
In Hindi, the word 'minor* is translated as ».i^ * , 
idiich too means subordinate or secondary. Thus the w>rd 
'Minor' can be explained as 'inferior in importance*, 
'comparatively iinimportant', 'lever in standing or reputation 
than others*. 
Thus 'minor character* means the character who are^ /^  
comparetitrely inferior in importance. Like the dramas of 
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iBost of tim dr«aatitt«t ia tbe dranai of Kalldata toO| 
tb9S« slaor eharaotort tak« the draaa to erlsia and again 
bring it to tha danoaaant. Of theaa faoala minor charaoters 
piay a far graater rola than the nale asinor eharactcra and 
are in the aetlon aa long as the oonfliot of the draaa 
requires thair presenee* In the Hiyataptl stage (oertalntjr 
of saooess) they are dropped by the dramatist* Of these 
the present thesis is eoneamed only with the study of 
ilinor feoMle eharaeters in Kalidasa^s Dramas* It is worth 
eonsidering in this eonneotion that though Bharat is the 
otttstaeding authority in the field of dramaturgy yet there 
is no sttch category of eharaeters as *minor* or 'isajor* 
charaoters aientioned in his I3atyasastra» Aeeording to hin 
all the charaoters enuaerated under the eleaent of charac-
terisation or Eeta eleaent have been divided into three 
groups — the superior, the Middling and the inferior, 
according to their superior, middling and inferior qualities 
and status *• 
Their relative supremacy is determined by their 
possession of qualities in different degrees* Dhananjaya 
1* Hatyasastra - 24.1< 
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too agr«ea with Bharat — 
the aajor or t^tania ( ^^^ ) eharaoters are thoia 
character8 idtio belong to a higher category of social atatiu» 
who posaess high qualities, who play an iaqj^ ortant role in 
the plajr and with wboot the story is aainly concerned* The 
inferior or Adhaaa characters are those idio belong to the 
lovtst category of the society or «^o£e role is subsidiary 
in the action of the draiaa. The middling or ftedhyama 
characters coae in between* 
Bharata has ntentionod four types of heroes (Nayak) 
and four types of heroines (Hayiloks) • Other characters 
are the helpers of the hero or the heroine, iftmong the feaale 
characters he has mentioned Gai|ika, Silpakari, Presyai 
Mahadeviy Devi, Swinlni, Sthayini, Bhogini, Hatakiya, Nartaki, 
Anacari, Ayukta, Paricarika, Saocarini, Presanakarikia, 
1» Dasampa - II •46* 
Ibis assessment can be compared with that of 
M« Williams - *The dramatis personae were 
divided into three classes • the inferior cha-
racters (nicha), who were said to speak Prakrt 
in a mpnotonoas onemphatic tone of voice (ana-
dattolqra){ the middling (madhyama), and the superior 
(pradhana), who were said to speak Sanskrit with 
accent, emphasis and expression ( adattoktya)*• 
— Sakoontala, p.xix. 
XI 
-I 
l!abattftrat Pratihari, Knaari, Sthaviri and Ayaktikm* 
B«sld«a th« boroiaai Bbarata IUM aentionod th« quailti«a 
of thaaa eharaotara too. A uroiiaiiy who Is young and btautl-
fol and !• devoid of oavy «tc« la oallad Sthiylol. 4 vonum 
vlth a subadaalvai noutral and cala natura Is ICoglnl. 
ailpakarlka Is one who Is e3[p«rt In different types of arts, 
Hatakiya Is adept In danelng and she knoirs the sentlnents 
and aetlons of the body, Rartakl Is very beautiful and Is 
expert In aitielng and dancing, Anucarlka always follows 
the king. &n Inoharge of some or the other store Is called 
Ayulcta* Farlcarlka manages the bed etc* She helps the 
king In his personal decoration and dress* A woman servant 
who walks In tiCie different apartaents of the palace Is 
8aacarlka. Anvesanakarlka Is so naawd because she finds 
out the secrets froa others* Fratlharl Is the bearer of 
the official orders of the king and the ministerial board* 
fCuaarl Is one 1^0 has not experienced carnal satisfaction 
2 
and Is of a shy nature* there are also such ladles as 
Gakbi» Oisi, Pratlvesya, Daruallplkay Dhatrli Pakhahdlnl 
and Dttti etc* (a feaale friend, a aald*servant, a nelghbott|» 
crafts woaan» foster*slster| a prude and a aessenger etc*)* 
Bharata has also discussed hov the aald-servants should be 
naaed* According to hla the naaes of these aald«servants 
1* Kityasastra • 24th chapter* 
8* Ibid* 24*27.43. 
3* Ibid* 23*9. 
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e 
shoold ba either b«n«diotorjr or ttlif shoold b« naatd 
aftor th» nan** of tho flov«r«. Other* should b» xuuiad 
according to thair actions or casta. 
Thus wa 9eB that tha fanous dramaturgist has enaoMratad 
aanjT minor faisaXe characters in bis vork« Mny of these can 
he found in the plairs of F;:alidasa also) • 
Coming to the fcoale characters Bharata has again 
ruled •« 
T^T H«HT Ipr ^ €t!rr mmr ^r 11 
Out of all the female characters in the dramas of 
Kaiidasa Ohirinii Jf'&LafriIti, Irairati and VasuXavai of the 
Halavikagnioitrai Urvasi and 4u8inari of the Vikraaorvasijra 
and Salnml»da, Vasunati and Haaspadika of the Ahhijnana-
sakuntaXa can be placed in the category of superiors, being 
the current beloveds or queens of the heroes or belonging 
to the royal court* In the category of the laiddling character 
coae Parivrajika, of Maiavikagnindtra, Satyavati of 
Vikraaorvasiya and Anasuya, rriyamrada, Qautani, Aditi, 
Menaka and Sanuaati in Abhijnanasakuntala. The inferior 
1, Natyasastra • 17.96>97« 
£• Ibid. 23.33» 
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eharaeUrs are Bakulavalika, Ja/asanii Kaaaadlka, Sa(Bahitil»t 
Madhokarlkii Hlpimllca, Hadaniki and Jjrotsnika In Malatril^ni* 
Qiitra$ ChltraXakha, Sahajanya, ftaisbhai Menaln, Ifipanika, 
Tapaai and tavanl in Vikraaonraaiya and Natl, Tapaala, 
7etravati, Catarlka, Parabbrltika, Yavani, in Abhijnana. 
sakuntala. 
1 
Or, V, Ragbavan has divided tha feminine world of the 
dramas of KaXidasa in four groups : *(i) the heroines, 
(ii) the elder queens ylho inpede the kings* love for the 
heroines, (iii) the cetis or the young aecomplioes or 
friends of both the heroines and the queens, and (iv) Sudra 
eharaeters with very little aetion*. 
Be again says that the third group comprises two 
parties —• (1) acconplioes of the heroines who help their 
love for the king, and maids waiting on the queens ^o 
help then in their conflict with the kings in their new 
love-affairs, 
Batyasastra gives instructions regarding the language 
2 
to be used by a certain character. Bharata thinks that a 
!• Annals of Oriental Research of the IJhiversity of 
Madras. Vol.1? 1939-40, Part II. *Wom«fi Characters 
in Xalidasa*s Dramas* — Dr. V. Baghavan, p.2. 
2. Ratyasastra - 17.41-63 • 
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eharaet«jr should 8p*«k a languAg* according to his placo 
and ftotus In tho society. Tho superior characters should 
speak Sanskrit. Ihe aedloore characters «lso speak Sanskrit. 
The klngy the Brahnana, the Valsya and the educated aen 
are required to speak Sanskrit but the king who has become 
I 
very poor ot abnoraal, should not use Sanskrit. Though 
Prakrt should be the language of female characters In 
general, Sanskrit can be used In some dasSs by feoale 
2 
ascetics, by the chief queen, by daughters of ndnlsters, 
3 
and by courtesans. The divine nymphs should use Sanskrit 
but they mail use Prakrt %^en they are In the coiqpany of 
earthly beings. Some regional Prakrits and some tribal 
languages are also given by the Natyasastra, tdilch can be 
used In conformity vlth the characters. The watchmen and 
the servants of the harem are required to speak Hagadhl. 
Prakrt is generally to be the language of voaen, and 
Saursenl in the case of male characters of lov rank. Similarly 
very low persons such as palsacas etc. are to speak Palsael 
and Hagadhl. An Inferior character should speak the language 
of his own region. But for a special purpose the language 
1. Natyasastra - 17.33. 
2»3. Ibid. 17.35.38. 
4. Oasarupaka - 11.99. 
Dasarupaka 11.99. 
U.S. 17.36. 
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1 
of the char«ot«rs may bo ebangad. 
Cosiog to the female characters of the draoae of 
Kalldaia, with the exception of ParlTraJika in the 
Malavikagnimltra, all of them speak in Pralcrt. As pres* 
erihed in the dramatic treatises, a Parifrajika or an 
2 
educated ladjr or a female ascetic can use Sanskrit. Kalidasa 
has made Parivrajika speak in Sanskrit.Even the hoatrenljr 
nynphs ae^ some heavenly characters speak in Prakrit. Though 
the nymphs are required to speak in Sanskrit but they can 
3 
use Prakrit when on earth. The nynphs of the dramas of 
Kalidasa (Vikramorvasiya aivS Abhijnanasakuntala) speak in 
Prakrit probably because they come in contact with earthly 
persons. It seems that Kalidasa intended to present them 
as human characters or having human feelings and weaknesses. 
To give a touch of reality to theSe characters, Kalidasa 
has made them use Prakrit. Hatyasastra too conforms to the 
idea of Kalidasa, by authorising playwright to make divine 
females speak in Prakrit when they come in contact with 
human beings -« 
1. Dasarupaka » XI.99. 
2. Natyasastra • 17.36-37. 
3. Ibid, 17.42-43. 
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From this elassification of Bharat, we ean put tha 
2 
abova aantionad suparior cbaraeteri in the Category of 
major characters and all the adddling and inferior cha. 
ractera in the category of ainor charaotera» We ean then 
divide these minor ones too in the above-mentioned catego-
ries of the saperiori the middling and the inferior characters, 
according to their comparative role and importance in the 
play. 
Thus the minor female characters of the Malavikagni-
ffiitra can be divided in the following manner - Parivrajika 
and Bakolavalika, can be counted as superior characters 
and Hipunika and Jayasena, as middling characters but the 
inferior ones are Parabhritika, Madhukarika, ICautoudikai 
Madhavika, iTagarika, Candrika, Jyotsnika and Hadanika. 
/-
In Vikraaorvasiya Chitralekha seems to be the only 
superior (minor) character* The Middling characters are 
Nipianika and Satyavati. Kanaka, Sahajanya, Ramfbha, Xavani, 
Klrati and the attendants bearing torches are the inferior 
ones. 
1. Ifatysastra • 22,316, See also 316, 320. 
2, Page^u-ij of Present Thesis* 
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At regfirdt tfa« famale ffllnor characters of tha 
Abhijnanasaktmtala we can put Priyaonrada, Anasiyra, Oautatai, 
Aditi and Sanaaati in the category of superior characters* 
The middling ones are Vetravati, Menaka, the three ascetic 
WDoten of the Kaffifra.^8 hernltage and the tvo female ascetics 
guarding Sarvadaoana, Madhokarika, Parabhritika, Caturika, 
Taralika^ Yavani and Nati can be counted as inferior charac-
ters. 
The basis of this categorisation in the above three 
divisions has been brought up fully in the subsequent study 
of each of the three dramas of Kalidasa in chapters 3rd, 
4th and 6th, 
Characterisation (Heta-tatva) is the basis of a 
successful representation of a drama. And Kalidasa has 
been highly praised for his characterisation. He has 
depicted all sorts of characters in his dramas — male, 
female, animate, inanimate, divine, semi-divim but he 
holds human <^araeters as the ideal ones. He forges 
combination between the earthly and the celestial characters. 
The human characters rise to the divine and the divine 
characters descend to the human level. To Kalidasa, man 
is the best breation of the creator and therefore heavenly 
beings covet the companionship of earthly beings. A perfect 
man is the harmony of humanity and divinity like Dusyanta 
18 
In tb« AbhlJnanasakQntala. & tpeoialtty of Kalldaia*9 
obaraotari Heat In this that the/ appear aa the spoHiesaen 
of the dramatist. I^ey exhibit their individuality• For 
exaaple the Ahhijnanasakuntala of Kalidasa has superseded 
the presentation of the hero and heroine of its original 
in the Mahahharata, in all rospects. Dusyanta of Kalidasa 
appears before us purified of the stains of character of 
his original in the Epic* 
Kalidasa*s plays serve to mould the life of people 
by presenting idealistic characterisation* Ho infuses the 
80i^9 of morality in his characters* His characters served 
as models for the later playwright* By gradual development 
of their personality Kalidasa presents human characters 
at their best and free from all blemishes* He develops 
his characters through the ordeals of duties and obligations 
and thus brings out their integrated personality* He aims 
at the liberation of the soul through nx>ral and psychological 
discipline* He believes in the observance of the four 
4sramas of life* Kalidasa's priestly characters play impor* 
tant role in the life of the people* they become useful 
oitisens and work for the good of the people* Arya Kausild, 
Qautami and Aditi are such female characters* He presents 
Kanva not as performing a Itajna ceremony or as engaged in 
penance but as a loving father and thus he becomes universally, 
appealing* The sanva of Kalidasa can be equally appreciated 
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by Indian adnd as waXX as by one who has DQ knowledga 
of the Indian Sas«s and thalr aode of life. Similarity 
Parlvrajlka (Arya Kauslkl} saeas to b« a religious mendi-
cant vho has renooneed the world but In t&lavlkagnlmltra 
drama she serves an altogether different type of purpose. 
7he psychological treatment of his characters by Kalldasa 
makes him a vorld-dramatlst. The popularity of his dramas 
Illustrates the fact* 
Kalldasa has also not left the characterisation of 
the child. He Is vell-irersed in child psychology too. Its 
greatest example is the behaviour of Sarvadamana in the 
last 4ct of Abhijnanasakuntala. Similarly the shocked 
condition of Vasulaxml (in Malavlkagnlmitra) at the sight 
of a monkey really represents the poet's insight into ehild< 
behaviour. 
But Kalldasa has achieved greatest success in present* 
ing his female characters. His female characters have 
greater appeal than the male ones and they reveal universal 
1 
virtues. They are beautiful, virtuouS| amiable and self-
saerificing, women from all stations of life have been 
presented by Kalldasa. They are mothers, wives, daughters. 
1. 'Through the vom«i, Kalldasa ennobles the m«i 
characters.* 
— History of Sanskrit Literature 
by 7. Vardachari, p. 148. 
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boXov«di8) aseotie vontn aad maid-s*rvants« Kalidaga has 
dvploted all sorts of wom^a right froa th« iiotl]M>r of gods 
apto the voaen belonging to the lowest strata of the vorldly 
society* Thoy are types as veil as individuals* Eadi one 
of them has a eharaoteristie of her own that distinguishes 
her froB the rest of her group. Host of them are young 
and beautiful. Iifhen they talk with others or among them-
selvos they disclose tnany points connected with the story, 
like the diseussion between Priyamvada axid Anas^ira in 
Abhijnanasakuntala idiich informs us about the gandharva-
marriage of Sakuntala and Dusyanta in the absence of l!Janira. 
There are a few women of the ascetic type presented 
to us by ICalidaaa. Satyavati in Vikramorvasiya, Gautami 
and Suvrata in Abhijnanasakuntala are such women* "The 
perpetual grace of huaanness t^lch is so eminently 
Kalidasian, forming the atmosphere of all his plays, seems 
to deepen with a peculiar boauty around his ascetics, Kanva, 
Uatyavati and the learned and unfortunate lady of the 
1 
Halavika*• 
The harems of all the three kings (Agnimitra, Pururavas 
and Dusyanta) seem to have maiyr women as attendants. Apart 
1* ICalidasa — Sri Aurobindo, p*73* 
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from th« old ehaaberlaln all other atttndaatt ar« young 
and bemutlfttl woa«&« Th« natural oonolusion is that wontn 
In gauBral did taka np amplaymant in arittoeratio faailiaa 
at sarrantst kaepers of gardana^ door-kaapera and attandanta 
and the aoeiaty thought nothing wrong In It. 
Most of the voaen attenlanta presonted by Kalldaaa 
generally have the 9tmo paeollaritlasi while they are 
slailar In daaraeter and eondaot, aaeh one of thea haa a 
speeial trait of her own suited to the ataoaphere of the 
play to ulileh she belongs and also to the heroine thereof* 
For exaaple,>v^ the Halvikagnialtra while Nipunika suits Iravatl, 
we can not ioagine her as a friend to Malavilm. Baknlavalika 
alone seems to befit that position, aieilarly in Abhijnana-
sakuntala^ Kanaudika, Madhukarlka and Jyotsnlka are the girls 
^ o ean serve queen Dbarini while Farabhritlka and Hadhulkrlka 
seea to be quite befitting to the inner courts of Dusyanta, 
presided at that tioe by queen Vasuaati and, full of ladies 
lika Bftaspadika* 
Thus Salidasa*s eharaeterisation of feaale eharaeters 
ean be aptly suaaarised in the worda of K. Raoaswaay t 
*One ean indeed go further and say that his insight 
into the woaan*a alndi heart and soul is even truer and 
aore intricate and vivid than his insight into the nature of 
aan* Hone of the poets of India exeluding of course Valaiki 
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lo him portpaltore of Sita, haa dxc«li«d RaXldatm in 
th» preaentatioa of pare and real and jBt Idealised pietores 
of t^« blgbast aspects and graces of Indian woaenhood.* 
!• Xalidasa t Qls Qenias ideals and influence, Vol.ZX, 
K.s. Raaasvaai Shashtri, Chapter IK, p«214« 
atmi Qg THE WIHOR FBHALC CHARAGgERS IH YHE 
(«) Zntrodttetion of the pjlmy • Ita then*, eharftcters 
and i«atliB«rit« 
(W Classlfleation of tlio faaialo eharaetort* 
(e) Xndividaal study of tho alnor fonala eharaotQrs« 
(d) A general evldaatlon of the rolea of the slnor 
feaale charactera in the play. 
{«) ptttodVLOtion of tha play MiXarikigniadtra -» 
itg thgiaa. charactera aM stntJmant t 
the Malavlkagnimltra of Kalldasa is a light comadjr 
in fira Acta, depicting tha love theme between Agnlnitra 
and Malavika. Some of the oritioa have the idea that 
MaXavikagnlmitra is a very ordinary drama and due to this^ 
thesebolara at firat reJ^ l8ed to believe that this drama 
was also the fruit of Kalidasa's creative genius. It was 
Or4 Wilson 1^0 first questioned Kalidasa's authorship of 
1 
the play J^&lavikagnimitra* fie maintained that in spite of 
Kalidasa being mentioned in the Prastavana of the Malaviluigni-
mitr% the author of the drama was an inferior poet and 
certainly different from the famous author of the Sakuntala* 
He thought so because there is neither the 'same melody 
in the verse nor the sane fancy of thoughts in the ;&lavikigni< 
2 
aitra as is found in Vikramorvasiya and Abhijnanasakuntala*, 
and secondly that the 'manners described in the drama appear 
3 
to be those of a degenerate state of Hindu society*. But 
his theory was found unconvincing and was refuted by late 
4 
Mr« S.P« Pandit. Identical expressions, words, phrases and 
1. Dr. Wilson — 'Select Specimens of the Theatre 
of the Hindus', 1826-27. 
2,3,4. Malavikignimitra -> A Critical Study — Or. M.O. 
Paradkar, pp. 27-28. 
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Aruiiogl«i of thought «r« found in th« thr«o drams* All 
thot« plays open with a banadlotory stansa ia honoor of 
Slvat introdttetion of all the throe plays are short and 
the lover as veil as the beloved cone together on Icnoving 
eaeh other's love onlforaly in the third Aet of all the 
plays, the controversy is now over and the play tteilavilcagni-
taitra is attributed to Kalidasa, the author of the Vikraaor-
vasiya and the Saltuntalan* 
the Kalaviicagnimitra bears testinony to Kalidasa*s 
budding genius which developed in the Vikramorvasiya and 
ripened in the Abhljnanasatoantala. Scholars differ as regards 
1 
the chronology of these works. Cappeller places the 
2 
Malavikagniditra as the last play of the poet, %^ile Buth 
assigns second place to l&lavikagnintltra in the dranas of 
3 
Kaiidasa* Some of the scholars are of the view that Hala-
vikagninitra is the first play of the great poet and Abhi. 
4naaasakuntala the last, while the Vikravorvasiya coaes 
in between* They support their assttiq>tion on the basis of 
the apologetic and modest tone in the Prastavana .-
Ita* A.D* Singh .. Kalidasa - A Critical Study, p*10. 
3* P«V. Bajanaannar • Kalidasa, p.ll| 
Or* M.D* Paradkar* (6d) Malavikagniaitra, p*23| 
Tanshldhar Vidyalanlnr (Bd.) - 3hakuntala, p .2 | 
Prof* O.C* Jhala . Kalidasa • A Study, p*106{ 
T* Tarda^ari • A History of Sanskrit Literature,p*146t 
A*0, Singh - Kalidasa - A Critical Study, p.11. 
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secondly by th« over-i^ttXiaing laportano« of a minor 
charaetor like Vlduiaka robbing the hero of any Initiative, 
thirdly by the onlnproved eharaeterlaatlon, fourthly by a 
tendenoy to parade imovledge and lastly by the Insignificant 
X 
place aislgned to Hatare, Dr. Snrendradev Shastrl has 
made a detailed study In this regard* He Is also of the 
view that Malavlkagnlnltra Is the first drama of fCalldasa. 
He has based his theory on the facts of the use of Srngara 
Hasai the respect idilch KJslldasa shovs to his former writers 
like Bhasa» Sauallla and Kavlputta, the plot-construction, 
2 
characterisation, style and philosophy. 
The Halavlluignlmltra Is mainly an Invention of Kalldasa's 
Imaginative mind, though a skeleton of the plot existed 
In the Brhatkatha of Guxiadya. This work embodies an Interest-
ing engagement between king IJdayana of Vatsa and Bandhumatl* 
But unfortunately, the Srhatkathi Is not available to us. 
The story has been preserved In the Brhatkathamanjarl of 
Ksemendra and the Kathasarltsagar of Somdeva. There Is a 
2. Compare - Dr. Dlmbeswar Sharma - An Interpretative 
Study of Kalldasa - pp.231-232 and 
Dr. R.D. Paradkar, pp.145-162* 
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•trikins res«mblaao« betif««n th« love th«a« of Bandhaaatl 
aadl tikQ story of Halavil(a» TIJHI po«t has fltt«d tbls lov@« 
ftory in an bistorteaX fratts. 
KaJLavikagniaitra is a eonady in fivo Acts* Its 
thana is historieal and tbe eharaetare are drawn mostly 
from reaX Xifa* Agnimitra is a historical figure and belongs 
to the post-^aryan attnga dynasty i^ich ruled in 186 A»D, 
Pusyanitra Sunga, the co»iander«in*ehief of the Hauryan 
Arwy slays Brhadratha, the last king of the Mauryas and 
declares himself an eaperor. In his plaee retaking his 
title of Senapati* He is thus the founder of Sanga dynasty* 
fho hero of the play is the son of Pusyaaitra* Vaaunitra 
has been nentloned here as the son of Agnimitra in this play. 
1 
fhey are historical poraonages. 
!rhas Kalidasa has draim apon the history of the land, 
yet he has enlivened it vith a roaantie setting* The plot 
of the play deals with the affairs of king Aghisdtra and 
Malavikat a 7idarbha princess, %iho, ovlng to several un-
fortunate eircttSMtanees is living incognito aoong the retinue 
*Pusyaaitra| Agniiiitra and Vasusitra are 
historical persons. Yajnasena, Madhavasenat 
Soaati and Virasena too appear to be historical. 
AgniadtraU conquest and the perfornance of horse-
sacrifice are indeed facts of history*. 
Kalidasa ** A.D. Singh, p.d6. 
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of King Agoiaitr**! stnlor ^u^ec Cliftrlnl. The King has a 
youngar qaaen aiao^ n<u>a<S Irairatl* The king faUs in lova 
with i^lavika. The quaenai avara of tha traaicnaaa of tha 
Icing for any beaatyy put up obstaclas in tibair aaeting. 
But tha love-affair goes on with tha help of tha Vidtaaaka 
and Bakolavalika a naid tervant of the qttaan* As Halavika 
has sarvad Dharini with devotion and as she eatisas to hlooa 
the Asoka tree before the ejcplry of five nights,^14^ perforadni 
^ ^ ^ t she is rewarded by Dbarini asking Agnioitra to aeoept 
her as his wife* Moreover at the «ad of the play she is 
recognised as the prinoess of Haiwa. Thus the lovers are 
vedloeked. 
Prof. Jhala holds a critkieal view as regards the 
eharaeters of Malavikagnimiitra. Aooording to his *^ fala-
vikagniaitra has no depth of motion or of eharaetarisation* 
1 
The eharaeters are aostly static'• Thla «ay apply to 
feaale eharaeters but a such aore correct astlnate of thea 
is given by Dr. C. R. Devadhara. 
*A1 though there is wtf little scope for the develop, 
aent of aharaeter, yet every one of thea ia very carefully 
individualisad. Oharini possesses dignity and forgiveness 
and Xravati, the passionate Jealousy and virolence of a 
1. Prof. O.C. Jhala •• Kalidasa • A Study, p.113. 
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eo.vif«, Th« Parlvi«^ilcji 1« th9 f«a«I« counterpart of 
tb« sehwd-Qg Vldasaka and eonsiderlng tbat ilaXavite uaa 
hor prineaasi tharo la nothing vulgar In har Joining tha 
I 
plot of tba Vlduaaka*, 
Aa plot and eharactarlsatlon are Important elenenta 
of a draaa almllarly the santlnant la an aaaentlal eleaant 
of a drama* According to Natyasaatra, In a drassk^ thara 
ahottld ha one aaln aentlaant and other aantlnenta or raaaa 
aa eubaldlarlee. In that aanaa Srngara la tha oaln sentl* 
aent of ^lavHcagnlisltra* In that too It la tha Saioyoga 
Srngara i^leh la depleted In thla play vlth brief hlnta 
to the aeparatlon of the tvo lovera. fhe seed of this 
sentloiant la town In the dance*lneldence of thla play, the 
aetlona of the heroine In particular and those of the other 
oharaoters In general and each other Incidents help In the 
development of thla aentlnent. It ei^s In the wedlock of 
the hero and the heroine. Thus the erotic sentlaent of 
Malavllnignlialtra la mainly based on physical beauty. It 
has not attained that purity and serenity of love which Is 
to be found In Vlkramorvaslya and Abhljnanasikuntala. Other 
sentiments or rasas are only touched here and there In the 
Malavlkagnloltra* 
1. Dr* C.a. Oevadhara — Works of Kaildasat p* xlv. 
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(^> g^gglficatlon of the f^aale characUrt in 
Th« mjor ftoMlo cbaraetcrt of th« Halavikagnioitra 
aro ISwrini, Malavika and Iravatl. Dharinl Is tha ehiaf 
qttaan of King 4gnlnitra. Sha la tha Idaal of an Aryan 
vlfa* Sha poaaesaea dignity and forgivaness. 8ha is eaUad 
as *l>oiri* bat aha raally deaarves to be eallad aa *Hahadavi* 
baeauaa aha baflta the raqulraaants of a *Matiadavi' as 
1 
praaerlbad by Bharata. She possaaaes all tha qualities 
- 2 ^ -
of a *l7ttatB pralcrti atri*. Irairati ia the younger quean 
of theJting* She possesses Jealousy and virulence of a TO. 
ndlfa* She is of an iitpulsive and irasdrlla teoiperaflmnt* 
In the drana she ia eallad aa *Bhattini'* Malavika is tha 
heroine of tha play* She ia awtehlassly beautiful who atonea 
attraeta the attention of king Agnisitra* She ia really 
of a noble faaily but due to certain cireusstanees she is 
led to hide heraalf in the guiae of a maid-serrant. She 
ia intelligent and aeeoapliahed but aha is tinid. Thus 
Oharini and Iravatlt being tha queens and Malftvika, being 
the heroine and later on beeoaing a queen, are major eharaetars< 
Taaulaxsi haa a vary aaall role to play in the drana but, 
1. Natyasastra • 24.18.20• 
a* Ibid. 24.106-107. 
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l>«ing a royal prloeaa fib* balongs to « hifbvr aoeial atrate 
to aha aay ba oountad as a aapcrior eharaoter. 
Itia rest of tba faoaale eharaetera ara ninor oharaetara. 
kamng than Parivrajlka la an unlqua eharaetar. She ean 
QOt ha aaailjf oooatad as a minor or a major dtiaraotar. Sha 
Is the onlf WOBAQ eharaetar In tha dramas of fCalldasa idDo 
spaalcs In Sanskrit nblla Bvn the qiiaens speak In Prakrt* 
fhe reason Is tbat she Is a learned lady. She Is an aged 
woman and has adopted the holy order of a Parltrraj. Sha 
la highly respaeted In the family of Agnlmltra. Bar family 
baelcgroiind too provides her a higher status. She Is the 
sister of Siamatli the minister of the King C4adhavasena of 
Malna. But thla lady Is serving as one of the aasoolates 
or helpers of the qaeen. She has been called as *Plthamardlka*. 
though aha has taken to the holy order of *3anyas' yet the 
part she plays In the drama hardly seems to fit In well with 
her robes* She seams to be a partner In the secret plana of 
the ridaaaka, Bakulavallka and Agnimltra. If we put Oharlnl, 
1. Natyasastrai 17.35; Oasarupaka • 11.98. 
2. Ibid. 17.38.37. 
3. Itelavlkagnlmltra - Translated by Bam Chandra Nlshra,p.36. 
Co^^ra - Oasarupaka • 11.12. 
iota t *ln dramaturgy, a plthamarda la among the 
helpers of the hero. In Milavlkagnlmltray 
yidusaka seems to be cutting a_Joke, pointing 
to the aompanlonahlp of Parlvrajllc* ^o ^ * 
queen. Owing to thla aspect of h«rst Yldutaki 
haa attributed the epithet of 'Plthaaardlka* 
to Parlvrajlka.* 
3X 
IriivAti azid MaXavlkm in th« category of tap*rlor eharaet«rs 
aeeordifig to tli9 ruloa of ^ '4«tya«astjra« Pafivrajlka alsould 
bft eonntad &s a aiddXlog ebaraetar. Bakolavallka la anotbar 
important eharaetar. If v« taka ioto aeooimt bar rola In 
the drami abe Bnjr vary wall ba eountad as a «ain eharaotart 
baeaaaa the auoeass of the draoa rests on hftr plans* She 
- - 2 
fita in the type of the eharaetar of 'Duti'« Though she 
ia only one of the servants of the Royal Boasehold bat aha 
seens to be guiding the actions of the major eharacters too, 
and her inportanee is equal to that of Parlvrajlka in the 
play bat being a maid servant she falls in the category 
of inferior eharaeters as is proved by her appearing in 
3 
the facHi-^ -x"^  in whieh "Jiui^ if/ has been shown as a-irvw^ r'n^  • 
Of the inferior eharaeters Jayasena is the flK>st important* 
She plays a greater role in the love-affairs of Agniiiitra 
and Malavika* She is next to Bakulavalika in iaportanee* She 
-4 
is a *Pratihari* as the poet has hivself called her. Mipunika 
as her nana shows* is a very clever servant of Irivati, the 
aaeond queen of 4gaifld.tra* Iravati calls her 'Hanje** It 
shows that she is a *Presya** Just aa Bakulivalika haa linked 
1. Raty«Mstra - 23.33* 
2. Ibid. 23*11. 
3* Malaviittgnimitra . I Act* 
4. li^Hasastra • 84.42* 
6. Ibid. 17.88* 
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herMlf vith Mftlavitoi, siailarly Siptmlka too baa attaohad 
harsalf to Iratati and thus eautaa tha stmggXa In tha drama 
to apraad to a great aztent. Kaaimadllca is anothar aarfant 
ilka Bakulavallka bat aha doaa not play aueb an iiaportant 
rola. tladbukarll^ and Parabhrtika are the faoaXe attandants. 
fhey take part in the Praveaaka beeauae they are the inferior 
eharaetars, Bharata observea that the feoale attendanta 
( 5«rr: ) ««y l>« naoad after different flovera or their 
i _ -
namaa aay ^o^H^g^mfpj* • Bakalatralika ia named after the 
fXover* Parabbrtika ia nased after a female oukoo and 
Madhukarilci after a female bee« !£hey are named aignifioantiy 
aathey fit in the atmosphere %&ere we find them. Jyotanito 
and Hadanika are also the servants* To add to the dignity 
and prosperity of the king so many seriiPants are shown in 
the harem of the king, Hagarika and Chandrika are sudi 
other servants, Cha<»lriltt plays a greater role than tiagarika. 
As her name algnifies Chandrika brings to light the secret 
plans of Vidttsaka, Though ^^dhavika never ooaas on the stage 
but she plays an important role in the folfilmant of the 
purpose of drama, ^ e ia a sergant of the king, it is better 
to oall her an ^fYm^ ^* '^* ^' ^^ keeper of the *Bhandar* 
grha* as Bharata mentions «• 
1, Ratyasastra - 17,96• 
8-3, Ibid, M,d4«36. 
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Thast following tho ral«» of Bbarata in llaty«tistr», 
Dliftrlnl, Iravatl and Malavlka shoold bo eounted at superior 
diaraotert, Parlvrajlka as a Middling eharaetar and ttia rast 
as Infarlor eharactors* All of tham oxoapt Parlvrajlka 
spaak In Prakrt. 
For the parpose of the dlsousslon In this thaslS| 
ve have pat tbam In tvo divisions. Dharlnl, Zravatl and 
MalavlkaT have been ooonted as major cbaraeters and tba rest 
as minor eharaetera* Atsong the minor oharaeters also 
Parlvrijlka and Bakolavallka have been put In the category 
of superiors aeeordlng to their eoaparatlve roles In the 
draisa and due to their greater partlelpatlon In lt« Para-
bhrtlkflii Hadbakarllca, Kiauaudltca, l<!adhavlka, Hagarllca; 
Candtlloii Jijrotsilka' and Madanlka are the servants belonging 
to an Inferior class of characters. Nlpunlka and Jajrasena 
stand In between, therefore they au^ r be put In the category 
of the Middling characters. 
The olnor fasale characters in itelavikagnlaltra have 
been discussed Individually in the subsequent chaptert in 
the light of the above classification. 
(c) |g4|y^^ua^ §\n^f Qf the aii|or ff^^f <^ay%g^fyf 4i 
Parlvrajlka, In the Malavlkagolaltra^ stands quite 
by herself In the whole arena of Sanskrit draaatle 
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literature. She is a widow* She is the sister of the 
minister Suraati in the court of Madhavasena, the king 
of Bidarbha, a neighbouring state of Vidisha. According 
to her own statement, she is left helpless after the death 
of her brother Sumati ^ o dies in an ambush of the doeoits 
on his way to Vidisha when he was taking the sister of 
Vidarbharaja Madhavasena for the purpose of her marriage 
with Agnimitra, the king of Vidisha. After the death of 
Sumati, Parivrajika is separated from the princess and takes 
to ascetic life. Chance brings her to the court of Agnimitra 
and there she meets MEalavika, the princess. In the interest 
of the princess she does not acknowledge her acquintance 
with her princess though all her endeavours are in her favour. 
Both the king and the queen respect her. She is a woman 
of great scholarship and knowledge. She is well informed 
in Oharma and Hiti. Her benedictory remark to the king shows 
her wisdom .* 
Moreover it shows the reverence she enjoys from the King 
and the queen. 
She is expert in music and dance and thus is honoured 
1. Malavikagnimitra - 1.15. 
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wltb th« post of the Jttdg« In the danee-contest between 
Qenadaee and Haradatta. All accept her as the best judge 
in the dance-contest as is apparent by the readiness of 
teachers to accept her as Judge in their contest. It Is 
she vho says that dancing is sore a practical art than a' 
theoritlcal onej hence a debate between the tvo teachers 
is of no use ** 
Thus none could accuse her of contriuing to bring 
about a meeting between !folatrilGa and the King which was 
the real purpose of this contest as engineered by the 
Vidttsaka, 
She suggests the type of the dance, dress and piece 
to be sung in the contest •« 
As we learn at the time of the actual contest the 
king is selected by her and is put in reality a veiled 
direct appeal froB lovelorn Itelavika to the king* The 
dress she chooses is to show Malavita*s beauty in her 
fulness and thus aake the king aspire for her — 
1. 7.P« Joshi I Malavikagnimitra > I. p.368, 
2« Ibid* p«371* 
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Th« vordg *'^ufmf\j45Tt Mtf*?"" show h«r eonfi4«ne«. 
For all appearances, Parivrajlka is Just and Inpartlal 
In all her statements bat it is not difficult to sea hov 
skillftaiy she is taking the situation to a tery definita 
purpose as we coiae to know in the end of the drama. When 
Parlvrajika is asked as to the defects in the performanca 
of Halavika, her answer shows her full appreciation of the 
2 
art of dancing, 
*Th« meanings of the words were intimated well by 
the correct and significant movements oftha limbs{ tha staps 
were in tuna with the music$ there was full identification 
of the various sentiments| the gentla actions with the hands 
were graceful and the different emotionst developing one 
from the other kept up the interest throughout. In short, 
everything was perfect*. 
This shows her deep knowledge of tha art of danca 
beyond any doubt. The king himself is profuse in his praises 
1. Complete Works of Kalidasa -* V.P. Joshi, p.378. 
Nalavikagnimitra, 11.8. 
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for h«r« At on« plac* fa« tayt *yoa ^^t indtted, Panditi •> 
the learnad KauslM*, 
It is not iQ vain that the Parivrajika Is called 
Pandlta Kausikl. She it aceoaplished In aany arts and 
hranehes of asafial learning with which she Is doing nueh 
service in the harem and thus deserves the epithet Pandita. 
2 
Or* ?• E&ghavan eonments — 
*It is likely that the correct name of the Parivrajika 
is Pandita Rjiisika and not Pandita Saasiki* Kaisiki is the 
name of the Vaidarbha or Daksinatya Pravrtti, according to 
Bbarata*. 
Parivrajika is a good story - teller and it makes her 
trusted and esteemed companion of the queen* She is equally 
well versed in medicine and treatment. She prescribes 
amputation for the snake-bitten finger of the Vidusaka and 
sites texts speaking of other popular remedies tot snake-
bite .. 
Complete Works of Kalidasa — T«P« Joshi, 
P»do8« 
2. Annals of Oriental Research of the IMversity of 
Madras• ?ol. I?, 1939-1940, Part II. 
'Women Characters in Kalidasa*s Dramas*,Dr. V. Raghavan. 
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I^nt m^ TTWt IT ^n^Wt' 
It nay be that she vas thus aiding the Vlddsaka In 
his strategy to get Malavilca released from the prison. But 
none can doubt the knowledge that propped the statement* 
Parivrijlka appears to he In secret league vith 
the Vidusakat lliough in this task of making the king's 
nev love-affair a success, the main burden is borne by the 
Vidusaka, a voman in the harem of the nature of Parivrajika, 
in vhom the queen has perfect confidencoi is of great help 
to the Vidusaka, All the cleverness \dbich Parivrajika shows 
in the beginning of the play, brings to success the plan 
to show (feilavika to the King through the dance-coo^etition. 
Vlhen the queen says that Parivrajika should alone view the 
performance of the disciples of the two dance-masters, then 
the plan of the Yidusaka is completely upset and the king 
also feels that everything is lost. It is the Parivrajika 
who then comes to the rescue and saves the situation. She 
says that even an omniscient Judge is liable to give a wrong 
Judgement, if he does it alone and unaided — 
^4<j^[uls.tPHT fiT^nVrsfpmt ^^-m i 
1. Malavikagnimitra . IV.4. 
2. Halavikignimitra — complete works of Kalidasa, p.370. 
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and 8h< asks the king also to give judgement after seeing 
the performance, thas It Is she vho waters the seed sowed 
by the Vldusaka and nurtures the sprout of his plan. The 
Vidusaka seems to be taking her help In his plan from the 
very beginning. As It Is clear from his remark vhen she 
enters the scene for the first tine — 
arRWT arfwr vJMrwti i TTs^rfwr TRScnmwT ^T^frq ^ wr 
Here comes the queen Dharlnl, Accompanied by the learned 
Kauslki, who Is the Plthamardltea. And really this Parlvrajlka 
Is the Plthamardlka . the helper to the heroine I.e. MaXavlka, 
In the play. Among the oon^anlons of the hero Plthamarda 
Is one. He Is Intelligent} assisting the hero and possessed 
of the qualities In a less degree. So is Plthamardlka to 
the heroine. Vldusaka may bungle in the execution of his 
plan but she does everything In a way that none can doubt 
her actions. In the snake bite episode also the Vldusaka 
seems to have settled his plan In consultation with the 
Parlvrajlka before she went to the queen and he came after-
wards with the king. Her presence with the queen was necessary 
for the purpose of removing any suspicion of her hand In the 
matter and also to help Vldusaka In Inducing the queen to part 
1. Malavlkagnimltra • complete works of Kalldasa, p.367. 
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1 
with hei* ring* 
Parivrijika Is skilled In various ways of decorating 
girls In different ways and costumes for marriages and 
other festive occasions. The queen herself asks her to 
decorate MalavikGr In the bridal attire, when she wants to 
2 
give her away to the king in marriage, 
Thlo also points out to her connection with a royal 
life in her life previous to taking robes of Sanyas, 
Dr, V, Baghavan finds a similarity of character and 
role of P&rivraJikeT with that of Kamandaki of Bhavabhuti •• 
But Parlvrajika is a unique personage by herself. 
In the wo?ds of Ratnamaya Dixit .— 
'Perhaps, Parivrajika is a representative of the 
noble women who took to ascetic life and lived as dependent 
4 
on the aristocratic or royal families,* 
1, We have a meeting between the queen and Parivrajika 
here in Act IV, but it may not be the same referred 
to by the talks between Hadhukarika and Parabhirtika 
in Act III, Shall we suppose that Parivrajlka made it 
a point to see the queen as frequently as she could, 
with a view to see how the wind was blowing and also to 
remove the suspieloiu, if any would be entertained 
by the Queen, C,R, Devadhara, p,214, 
2, Ck>iBplete Works of Kalidasa — V,P« Joshi, p«429« 
3, Annals of Oriental Research, Madras, Vol,IV, 1939-.1940, 
4, Women in Sanskrit Drama .- Ratnamaya Dixit, p.105* 
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?h« eomm«nt of K.S. Ramasvami Shastri| on the 
character of Parlirrjikai ia also worth mentioning •*>-
'She is hovever not an ascetic hating life and human 
beings T)Ut an ascetic fall of love of art and friendliness 
to all, A saint severely aloof from life would be too high 
and shadowy for a drama which is concerned with warm.hlooded 
1 
figures in a state of hostile class or friendly in the play*. 
^ u s , whatever her character may be, her contribution 
to the development of the plot and action of the drama, is 
very significant. 
Bakulavalika 
The Prastavana of Malavikagnimitra is of the 
Prayogatishaya type in ndileh a character is introduced 
by the remark of the Sutradhara. Such a character introduced 
is Bakulavalika• 
She is a maid-servant in the retinue of Dharini, the 
chief queen of king Agnimitra. About to enter the stage 
in the very beginning of the play she is introduced to the 
spectators by the Sutradhara thus — 
1. Kalidasa —> His Period, Personality and Poetry, p.243« 
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•Riwr '^*^M^ji$1^lHl>!^^r^^iPT T7fr*nr: ^  i 
The words «rrft^T: ^^TX^!'4fe^5^«tf^ows that she 
is very keen in falfilling the duties assigned to her by 
Dharini* 
Her very first words on the stage — 
introduce the two main characters — Dharini and ffelavika 
with viiom she is mainly associated. 
She is always ready with a reproof to her co-maid 
servants as gave negligence in their part. Kaumudika, 
intant on looking at the beauty of the serpent ring of 
Dharini %rtiich she is carrying from the goldsmith does not 
become aware of the presence of Bakulavalika, then she has 
to fall a prey to Bakulavalika*8 reproof — 
She is the main character of the very first Interlude 
of the drama in %diloh she first converses with Kaumudika 
1. Malavikagnimitra . I. Sloka. 3* 
2. Ibid, p.4, (Ed. C.R. Devadhara) 
3. Malavikagnimitra « Works of Kalidasa - C.H. Devadhara, 
p«4. 
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and then with Ganadasa. Their conversation tells us 
that beautiful Malavlka was sent as a present to the 
queen Dharlnl by her brother Vlrasena} she was put in 
charge of Ganadasa for being trained in the art of dancing; 
Her beauty vas observed by the king in a picture of a group 
of females attending on the Queen and the King was greatly 
impressed by her charms) hence the queen is scrupulously 
guarding her from the king's sight. There a reference 
has been made to the Queen's ring with the seal of a serpent 
engraved on it; ^ich plays an important part in Act IV. 
Bakttlavalika is a cultured lady. She knows how to 
behave with different persons and on different occasions. 
This assumption is clarified by her words to Ganadasa •* 
Bakulavalika seems very friendly and devoted to 
Malavika. On learning from Ganadasa, the music teacher, 
that Miilavika is making excellent progress in her dancing, 
she feels highly satisfied and tells Ganadasa — 
1. Malavikagnimitra .- Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, 
p.10. 
2. Ibid, 
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Mtd harrl«fl to ooav«/ to Malatrika tho tatlsfaetlon of 
th« t««eli«r. fMs r^floots on hmr Intloaoy with ifaXairllca. 
But her satisfaotlon In tho excolXenee of her friend 
surpassing the second queen of Agninltrft »* 
gives us a hint that she i s sooeiAiat dissatisfied with her. 
Qanadasa understands vei l that BakuIavaXildi must be 
knowing hov the queen did secure l^arika so he asks her 
(Bakuiairalika) the source of {falavika*s arrival and she 
readily iBq;>arts the facts to him. 
Bakolaval&ka loves l^av i lu very much and thus plays 
a significant part in making her succeed in her love for 
the king* Beiause of her love for Naiavika~ as vei l as 
also to earn the favour of the King she atonce agrees to 
the request of Vidusaka to take the King*s love-aessage 
to Malavika. She se«is to be reputed for her cleverness, 
in such natters and that i s idiy the Vidusaka takes her 
into his eonfidenee in his plans of making Malavitoi fa l l 
in love with the king also himself i s pining for her. But 
the propriety of her answer to the message of the king i s 
worth-aotieing in which she makes everything dear to the 
King through Vidusaka —> 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.lO« 
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itvnPm -wr^ ctrr Tvnfwn w PffwC ^mmai^Vn^mi i wrrf^ ^inr^ i' 
ar« eharaeteristie of her eultared and bold natore. She 
veil realises the intrlgaet of the harem and knovs that 
her task is fall of dlfflooltles. 
71d08a^ is confident enoagh of her and feels that 
Baknlavatika is sure to sucoeed in her atteoipt to make 
Miiairilca pine for the king, so he asks the king to oonpose 
hiouelf as he has devised means for the attainmwit of the 
objeot desired .. 
Again afterwards vhen Vidusaka finds that Bakalaralika 
is approai^ng Malavika in a solitary place» he asks the 
king to leave behind his doubts about the feelings of Malavika 
for the King .. 
He folly appreciates the fact that Bakolavalika is 
adept in finding out the feelings of a person's innermost 
heart* 
1* Works of Xalidasa <-« C«Il« Devadharaf p.56. 
2* Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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BakoXavallka is a beautiful but submissive lady. 
She is most competent in the art of decoration specially 
in decorating the feet. Bakulavalika is seen at her best 
in the scene at the foot of the Asoka tree vbere i&lavl^ 
has come, at the command of queen Dharizii» for dohada-
Purana » (for administering the kick) \idiich would make the 
Asoka bloom. After decorating Malavika's foot, Bakulavalika 
asks her i^ether Milavika liked the decoration or not. The 
following reply of I4ilavika to Bakulavalika shows how 
impressed she is with her art — 
Bakulavalika*s conversation with Milavika in the third 
Act shows her keen intellect and shrewd understanding* In 
very few lines and clever words, she first makes I^laflka 
confide in her completely ( ^:^ p. r- -^ ) and soon 
makes Malavika feel that Bakulavalika is the one means of 
attaining success in her apparently hopeless love. She deco-
rates Malavika*8 feet exquisitely and when Malavika asks 
her where she learnt the art, she deftly introduces the name 
of the king -« 
ar^ ^  *=i^ : -nsn^nfF? i 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.74. 
2. Ibid. 
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To i t MalavlkaT replies — 
^ , I 
fT^STT T Tfwrf^ I 
This indicates Ifolavlka's regard and love for the 
King. Therefore Bakulavalika feels that the way has been 
paved for her success in her enterprise as a love-messenger. 
This is indicated by her uords to herself -* 
f ^ ^ ^fK^ I 
Really she is a *Duti* or love-messenger. Bharata 
has mentioned the qualities of a 'Duti* that she should 
be veil-versed in conversation, expert in instigating *-
Thus her words are true to her being a successful 
'Duti', After noticing the reaction of M^lavika, Bakula-r 
valika blesses her with the w>rds — 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Oevadhara, p,74« 
2. Ibid. p.76. 
3. Natyasastra - 23.11. 
4. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara , p.76 (Act III). 
Note I This blessing of Bakulavalika refers to a 
certain action in love-aaking. It can be 
compared to a similar utterance by the friend 
of Parvati in Kumarasambhftva, who after deco-
rating the feet of Parvati ironically blesses 
her — 
Kumarasambhava• VII•19. 
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Even Xravatl, hidden In a bo%rar nearby and listening 
to heri gets surprised at such a bold blessing of Bakulavalika. 
When ^^lavika expresses her disbelief and astonishment, 
Bakulavalika gets the opportunity and instigttes Malavika 
by the most appropriate vords — 
This remark reflects the ^^ ['QWR^ * of Bakulavalika 
besides making thereby dear that if Kalavika has any doubt 
as to what Bakulavalika has said about the King, ^lavika 
can realize it for herself; and if t^eilavika expresses her 
love to the king, she will soon find that her love is res-
ponded by the King, Moreover she makes it clear that what-
ever she has said is not her ovn invention but it is the 
message of the king himself which it indirectly conveyed 
to her through Bakulavalika* Hence, Milavika opens her 
heart saying that she is afraid of the queen*-
Bakulavalika emboldens her by saying that the fear 
of the queen should not deter Kalavika from loving the King* 
There may be some risk, but nobody leaves off the persuit 
1. Vorks of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p«78. 
2, Ibid, p,74. 
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of one*8 cherished object because of such threatening 
dangers. She conveys this under the garb of the words 
She Is so bold because she knows that the King himself 
is behind her to protect her if the plan somehov misfires. 
I^lavika seems to have consented to respond to the king^s 
love as she appeals to Baktailpalika to help her in the 
perilous condition, if any such comes later on. Bakulavallka 
agrees to her request and says that she will be at her best 
when she is faced with danger. She puns on the word 
*Bakulavalika*| a garland of Bakula flowers which emits 
more fragrance )dien it is crushed •> 
It signifies her nature of helping others 1^0 are 
in trouble and shows how strong-willed she is and this la 
essence is the sum total of her character appreciating which 
Or. S.S. Janaki has paid a fitting tribute in her article •« 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.74. 
2. Ibid. p.78. 
3. The Sanskrit Ranga Annual .- Dr. S.S. Janaki, p.S5. 
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All the three qualities of a Bakula flower can be 
traced In Baknlavalika too. Like a Balcala flower she makes 
everybody happy whoever gets her companyi whose heart she 
touches and fills with tender emotion; again like the Bakula 
flower, she is a source of happiness to the youths. 
Even the King, eagerly looking at her performance 
of a 'go-between* on his behalf, asked at first — 
is all praises for Bakulavalika and he is even compelled 
to comment that the life of a lover is dependent on a love-
messenger indeed »• 
The way in which Bakulavalika touched f^alavika*8 
heart and mastered it in no time, the way in which she 
made the love of M^lavika for the king firmer, has made 
the king understand that a lover's life is in the handsof 
his love-messenger* Everything depends on her and the 
way in which she would manage the affair. The success is 
assured if the pleading is done skilfully. 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.R, Defadhara, p.66, 
2. Milavikagnimitra, 111.14. 
&x 
BakttlairalilcaU ski l l lyi All citing adaisaiooi of lotr« 
from t^aviica w l ^ th« help of a tit&olr pon in ^4t|7|^(iit; ^ . 
Hfifw Ki* qw|j> a ^ ** ^^ iift>i'tli'-notleing« ThB triek of 
laioiXavallIca has stteosedsd and Halairika tdio understands 
h9f reaark which rofersnoss to the King, dearly discloses 
her loTS for the King in an instanti thas patting the donbts 
of the King at rest* 
The whole Act ( i . e . I l l ) i s an example of the art 
of Bakolavalika, !Ehe vorking of Bakolavalika^ i s seen hjr 
Xravati too %dio cooes to realise that ^ t h a person like 
Bakulavalika, participating as a messenger of the Sing, i t 
i s a lost game for herself. In viev of Iravati i t i s 
Bakulairalika uho has induced l^lavika to yearn for the 
king •« 
Zhis i s really a handsome compliment to Bakolavalika. 
Hiponika also observes that sach vas the goading talk of 
Bakularalika that i t seemed i t would create longing even 
in hearts % i^eh have no feeling — 
'Hr<d-n UT^rn {¥*i^^^\A-m ^q^:* 
!• Works of Kalidasa — C«R. Devadharai p«80« 
2, Ibid, 
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This again refers to Bakulivalika^s succeasfol i^tc^^ • 
fhus Niptmlka tries to pat the whole blame on Bakolatrallioi 
who is encouraging Innocent Miiavlka In the affair* ^en 
Malavlka is not ready to accept that the King loves her, 
Bakolavalika tells her that it can be ascertained hy seeing 
the beaut if til, pale and thin limbs of the King* Here the 
reaction of Hipunlka in the following words is also a tri-
l»ute to Bakolavalika's skill in conversation and quick 
repartee >-
^ ^ I 
Such remarks of Nipunlba disclose some envy on her part 
towards Bakulavalika %diom she considers a favourite of the 
King, 
As a servant of Dharinl, Bakulavalika is a bit ill-
disposed towards Iravati, or is rather satirical towards 
Iravati by reason of the latter*s opposition to Itelavlka's 
love. She is bold \i^ en she meets Iravati and her being on 
the king's side emboldens her more. When suddenly an 
awkward situation arises by the unexpected appearance of 
Iravati, Bakulavalil» replies to Iravati - *lftio are we 
servants to seek the king's love ?' — 
1, Works of Kalidasa — C.R, Devadhara, p.78. 
2, Ibid, p,86. 
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Bakulavallka la of a very jolly nature and likes 
cutting Jokes and saying a tl^ng saeoastloally* In 4ct XV» 
Bakulatrallka shows Malavlka a picture of the King and his 
wives In which he is portrayed as gazing at the feet of 
Ivivati* BakulaTaXlka refers to the picture hut she Is 
purposely vague in order that she may en^oy herself a 
1 
little at her friend's expense. ( ^yy uom ^^fx^ ) 
She purposely declare, iravatl to be ^^^^ ttereb, 
bringing out }^lavlka's Jealousy, Thus she provides the 
^i( position of Kaishlki ^^ which is essential in 
M*iim>4H ^T^ * ^®>^ Bakulavallka is successful In 
organising a meeting between the King and t^lavika, Iravarl 
comes on the scene due to the fault of Vidusaka, she has 
scented the arrival of Iravati, so she gives a veiled hlnt.» 
The above discussion fully brings about the skill 
of Bakulavallka as a successful go~between. As she is 
a friend of Malavika and loves her, she agrees to become 
the love-messenger of king Agnimltra to Malavika. According 
to Visvanatha, the writer of Sahityadarpana, a dutl should 
be ready-witted, skilled in conversation and should have a 
1' ^f^^ W t TKPf ^ frr^ fq^l^ I m^ frns^Tt^ 
Works of KAlldasa — C*R. Devadhara,p.llO, 
2. Ibid. p.124. 
M 
eapaeity to •aeottafolXy carry out th« plan* ondartaken* 
All th«*a qaaliti«t vmy ba caan In Bakulavalilau-f^ r^ Tsz^ rar ^rV 
it ona of tba catagotlas of lova^aataangars to tdileh 
BakaXaYalika balongt. According to Visvanatha — 
Tha seane at tha foot of tha Asoka trea in Act III 
and again^ the piotora.inoidant in Act IV go to prova har 
saecasfl as a diiti. Sha worka up h^r plan vary cautionsly 
and intalXigantly. Sha first ascertains tha feelings (Bf 
HiXavika for the King. She finds Maiavika longing for the 
King so she congratulates herself "f^ ^ ^^iA% . 
Then she proceeds to work on the oind of l^alavika for the 
king and vith her clever talks she is able to make ^lavika 
open her heart before her* Ihe king is all praises for 
Bakulivalika* Hipuxiika too gives credit to Bakulavalika 
for inducing Malavika to long for the King. Moreover she 
has to nndergo itaprisonaent too, along vith Malavika as 
she had proaised to itelavika to help her in all oircoauitances. 
At last she Manages a Meeting betveen the King and Milavika* 
There too she behaves as a go>betveen« She takes sides vith 
the King and asks Milavika to reply, thereby naking her speak 
out her heart before the King — 
1* Sahityadarpana ~ 3 u6. 
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I 
"^, ^: fm ^ ^ f w ^ ^ : i ^ rc^^^m^ f^^^RFfm: 1 ^ ^ ^ i^  
The Ironical congratulations of Iravati *-
prove her atiocess in the mission of a go-between^ Her 
Intelligent answer to Xravati is worthy of notice «-. 
'f¥ =T ^^ «m5(HfiRi W. ^ t f f^ nFrrfH i 3 
Thus she proves herself to be a successful love.* 
messenger able to meet any situation - boldlyt She is 
compared with a cuckoo also \i^ om the Sanskrit poets style 
as Cupid*s messenger, thus emphasising her role of a *dnti*« 
Bakulavalito seems to have an insight into the characters 
of those ySa.0 she serves* When Halavika despairs about the 
fulfilment of her desires, Bakulavalika' reassures her saying 
that the queen is true to her words — 
She remains on the scene upto Act IV and is dropped 
in the Avamarsha Sandhi, She was entrusted the job of a 
duti which she has performed successfully* Then she is 
dropped by the dramatist. 
1* Works of Ealidasa — C,R. Devadhara, p*114* 
2, Ibid. p.124, 
3, Ibid, 
4, Ibid, p.130. 
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She is really the precursor of the Intelligent 
Chitralekha of Vikramorvasiya as veil at the sprightly, 
Vlvaoloas and lovable prlyamvada of the Sakontalam. 
Ratnamaya Dixit provides as vdth a sincere assessment of 
Bakttlavalika*s character in the following lines .-
'The resourcefulnessI cleverness, quick repartee 
and the refined nature of this young girl leave a deep 
and lasting impression of affection and admiration in our 
1 
minds,' 
Nipunika 
Hipunika, in *Maiavikagnimitram*, is maid-in-
attendence on Iravati, the second queen of Agnimltra, She 
is clever and devoted to her mistress, Iravati but she 
has not got so much part to play as Bakulavalika has. 
She is truly clever in flattery as in paying compliment to 
the beauty of her mistress heightened by intoxication in 
agreeable words such as —-
* ^ <!)?*«4K ^ ?TR w^: ^ : * 
When she was asked by Iravati as to how she knew that 
1, Women in Sanskrit Dramas — Ratnamaya Dixit, p*99« 
2. Works of Kalidasa - Malavikagnimitram .. C,R.Devadhara, 
III Act, p.TO. 
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Agniraitra had gon« to the Pramadatrana earlier than Iravatl* 
She Iznmedlately answers — 
Thus reassuring her about her command over the 
king*8 heart, 
Vfhen Iravatl asks her to tell It Impartially then 
only she gives out the truth — 
That It was the noble Vasantaka (Gautama), greedy to receive 
presents offered In the month of spring, lAo told her to 
hasten her mistress. 
One may question such a behaviour of Nlpunlka* Xhe 
possible reason of this behaviour may be the easily Infuriated 
nature of Iravatl, 
When Iravatl expresses sorrow on not seeing Agnimltra 
In the house where the swing Is, she consoles her by saying 
that the king must have concealed himself some^ere for the 
sake of a joke at her expense. And she advises Iravatl to 
1, Works of Kalldasa — HaXavlkagnlmltram - C,R« Devadhara, 
III Act, p,70, 
2. Ibid, 
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sit doun on the slab of stone under the Asoka tree* Again 
the indication of dramatic action \>y the poet -
shows that it is Nipuniki ^ o can persuade Iravati to do 
according to her wishes* 
She excels in v^&| ]*CCM ^^^ puns. Her ability can 
be appreciated in Act III, in the incident of Dohadapurana 
by Malavika at the foot of the Asoka tree and at the enterance 
to the Samudragraha in Act I?. In Act III, at the sight 
of J&lavika being decorated by Bakulavalika, Nipunika 
commentj^ y satirically ^ .* 
*IiOok mistress, while searching for mango-sprouts 
^^wh!^ qf^sfr WW f^lV^Fcqt: f^^1t1wrN«r«CT •" 
we haire been bitten by ants'. 
Sad2 a sight must be most unpleasant and very much 
like the bitting of ants for one who is up on the tree to 
3 
find out a mango sprout* 
1. Works of Kalidasa -. Kalavikagnimltra .. C.R* DeTadhara^ 
p. 72. 
2. Ibid. 
3. In the words of M.D* Paradkar *Xt is very apt as it 
brings out the unwelcome presence of the two maids 
at that time*. 
MalaTikagnimitra, p.80. 
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If V take sfW^ nr iJ^ stead of ,-,„ as some Mss. read, 
the expression beeomes aore appropriate. It vould then 
mean — 
*Ve see the red ants as ve are in search of the 
mango-sprouts, The red ants are a sure indication of the 
existence of the mango-sproat in the vicinity.* Similarly, 
since Malavika is there with Bakulavalika, the King also 
must be nearby % 
They knew that the king had started taking interest 
in a beautiful maid 'Ifilavika* who was serving as a servant 
in the king's harem. Hence such a remark of Hipunika at 
the sight of Malavika and her associate Bakulavalika, 
When Iravati expresses doubt about the access of 
Malavika to Pramadavana, it is Nipunika who gives words 
to her doubts •««> 
It explains her power of understanding and her clever' 
ness in interpreting each and every incident, 
!Qiis statement also provides the information that 
1, Works of Kalidasa — Malavikagnimitra — C,R, Devadhara, 
p. 74, 
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the queen Dharlnl has fallen from the swing and has got 
pain in her feet. Therefore, she has appointed Halavika 
to perform the Dohada ceremonjr of the Asoka tree* ^ r e -
over, she proves her statement by the fact that Oharlnl 
has allowed MaXavlka to wear her own anklets —> 
the reation of Nlpunllca' to the answer of Bakulavallka 
to Halavlka*s misgivings about the love of Agnimitra at the 
time of their conversation at the foot of Asoka tree where 
Bakulavalika Is decorating the feet of Ifelavika", is worth-
mentioning -. 
The word ^^ rr^ rr '^'^^^^y shows that Nipunika is not 
happy with the doings of Bakulavalika, But she understands 
well why Bakulavalika is teaching Malavika like that, Vftien 
Iravati says that Bakulavalika has induced Malavika to aspire 
for the King, Nipunika says that even a person who is free 
from passion would become restless by such teaching. Thus 
Nipunika tries to put the whole blame on Bakulavalika who 
has encouraged innocent Malavika in this affair -<*r 
* r-f r<f* I ( w I i-5[o *^ci m^^ g f r ^ : r 
1, Works of Kalidasa — Malavikagnimitra — C,R, Devadhara, 
p.74. 
2, Ibid, p,78, 
3, Ibid, p,80. 
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But vhen she explains It as — 
it means that It is not the fault of Bakulavalika, She 
is doing what she has been ordered to do by the King him~ 
self. 
• 
When ]^ &lavika has kicked the Asoka tree vdth her 
decorated feet as the dohada-purana requires, the king 
and the Vidusaka come on the stage* Nipunika atonoe notices 
the presence of the king there and informs Iravati of it. 
This shows that Nipunika was all attention to what was 
happening there at the foot of the Asoka-jCree, 
Like her namesake in the Vikramorrasiya,she is attached 
to her mistress and loves to ridicule the Vidusaka who is 
aiding the king in disliking her mistress. In Act IV, when 
Iravati is informed by Nipunika about the Vidusaka sleeping 
at the gate of the Samudragraha, Iravati an innocent at heart 
suspects that the effects of the earlier reported snake-bite 
must still be there, then Nipuxiika answers - *the expression 
of his face is serene. Besides Dhruvasiddhi has cured him 
of paison so we need not worry.* 
1. Kalidata - Grantharali, p,306. 
2, Works of Kalidasa - Malavikagnimitra - C.R. Devadhara, 
p.120 
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This shows that Nlpunika is even more olever than her 
mistress Iravati. Her description of Oautama as •^ r-„ru,„«, 
jpsnr wn r;i-|n3 * is bound to create laughter in the 
audience* She has reasons to be angry on seeing him dream-
ing about Malavika and proceeds to frighten the opfzipfHr^ 
^^PF^ by "i^^l^te <S"^ *»r'\S f She feels that Vidusaka 
fHls his belly with the sweetmeats given by Iravati but he 
is talking respectfully about Malavika even in his sleep 
so she goes to frighten him with a piece of stick? !niis 
action of hers brings the secret plan of the king's engaged 
meeting with Hklavika to light. 
In Act V she reappears in the last scene* Here too 
she represents Iravati and says on her behalf i 
Here role in the play fits in the category of apsSh^ nrpfrrftfT 
as mentioned by Bharata in his Natyasastra —• 
1, Works of Kalidasa « Malavikagnimitra >- C.R. Devadhara, 
p.164. 
2, Natyasastra, 24,40, 
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Thus we see that Nipunlka is an Important figure In 
the servants though she is not one of the main figures as 
Bakulavalka and Parivfajilea are. She is similar to her 
namesake in the Vikramorvasiya. In the words of Hatnamaya 
Dixit — 
'Nipunika, the friend and maid-in>attendence on 
Iravati, and also Nipunika in attendenoe on queen Ausinari, 
are more or less similar to each other) and both of them 
remind us of the women who enjoy creating troubles in ordi-
1 
nary life. • 
Jayasena 
She is one of the important servants of the King. 
She is not specially attached either to the king or the 
queen as are Vidusaka, Nipunika or Bakulavalika but she 
is given a greater role in the affairs of the king and 
Malavika. She may be said to be next to Bakulavalika. 
She is introduced only in Act IV. The King seems 
to have great faith in Jayaaena so he asks the Vidusaka 
to take her into his confidence to bring the plan into 
1. Women in Sanskrit Dramas — Ratnamaya Dikshit, 
Ed. 1964, p.99, 
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1 „ 
practice^ Btsldtts Jayasena has observed the Vldusaka 
whispering some secret in the King's ear and henoe this 
preoautlonf Her assistance is also necessary to cheat 
the queen, in surrendering her serpent ring for the treat-
ment of Oautlam who is reported to he bitten by a snake as 
it was necessary to get Malavika and BakulavaXika liberated 
from the prison cell^ 
She does the king*s work with great care. It is she 
2 
who is asked by the king to take Vidusaka to Dhruvasiddhl• 
She very carefully puts the necessity of the ring to Dharini 
for the cure of Vidusaka — 
When Jayasena is able to get the ring of the queen 
Dharini, the king asks Jayasena' to inform him about the 
performance of the work — 
Here there is pun upon the word f f W ^ . On the 
Works of Kalidasa «. Malavikagnimitra, 
Act IV. p.96. 
Ibid. p. 102. 
a. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
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surface It means the cure of Vldusaka vhile the Inherent 
meaning id regarding the liberation of ^lairika from the 
cell by showing the ring to the cell-keeper. 
Jayasena again puts in a falsehood, 
to enable the king to leave Dh'arlnl immediately without 
2 
rousing her suspicion* 
The king asks Jayasena to take him to Pramadavana 
by the secret way, which she knows well* She informs the 
king that Vidusaka has performed his work i.e* liberated 
Malavika. 
Thus she is quite an important participant in this 
episode. She is introduced at the crucial moment.. Again 
in this very Act when the king and Vidusaka are caught red-
handed by Xravatii Jayasena informs the King that the princess 
Vasulakshrai is terribly frightened by the monkey and this 
solves the tension much •«. 
1, Works of Kalidasa — C,H, Devadhara, p,104. 
2, 'Note how the innocent soft-hearted Queen is 
being successfully duped by a pack of scoundrels 
around her i ' 
— C.H. Devadhara - Malavikagnimitra Notes, 
p.270. 
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^^ frrfr ^^f^: w^pv^j^tm^ "pqfi^PTRt^ aj^j^^j^TTHacrr^-
She comes In Act V too and remains apto the end 
of the play* Queen Dharlnl wishes to witness the glory of 
the l^ lossoming of Asoka in company of the King. So with the 
orders of Dharlnl, Jayasena appears to acquaint the king 
with the desire of the queen. By the Jaya-recitations she 
comes to know that the King is coming from his Judgement» Seat-
She leaves the main path and stands under the arch of the 
main terrace. Perhaps she wants to hear the conversation 
between the two, or she wants to know the mood of the king* 
She gives the full details of the whereabouts of the 
Queen because she knowt} well the king's mind and knows that 
the King is sure to hasten to the place on hearing that 
Malavika too has been brought by the queen along with her *•. 
1, Works of KRlidasa — C*R, Devadhara, p.136. 
2, Ibid, 
3, Ibid, p.138, 
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In the last sctne too Jayasetia is present» \Aiere 
the King, Queen Dharini, MalaYlka, Parivrajlka and the new* 
comers (servants of princess MaXavika) are preaentf ^ere 
Malavika is given to the King in marriage, though Ir'avati, 
Nipunika and even BakulavaliksT are kept away from that place* 
It is she who brings the silken veil for )&lavika as ordered 
by queen Dharini, 
Thus she is one of the faithful servants of the king 
and also the queen» Aa she is a follower of th@ king and 
is prone to carry out his orders, she should be called, 
in the vords of Bharata, the king's servant, i*e, Anuclirika* 
Kaumudika 
Kaumudika too, like Bakulavalika, is a maid.servant 
of queen Dharini^ She Is introduced from the very beginning 
of the play, When she comes on the stage, she is so engrossed 
in carrying the serpent marked signet ring of the Queen 
Dharini that she is unaware of the presence of Bakulavalika* 
Hence, Kaumudika falls under her reproof]^. She says ^  
mr^- rn^ i^ Hfn ^^^hw^ ^mmTm i^  
1^  Natyasaatra, 24.33. 
2, Works of Kalidasa - C.R. Devadhara, p.4« 
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She does not indulge In useless talks. As proper to 
the occasion, she asks Bakulavalika — 
Like Kaumiidika, Bakulavalika is also the servant of 
queen Dharini so Bakulavalika must also he bearing out some 
order of the queen^ ^ Hence this question. 
When Bakulavalika mentions the name of Malavika, 
Kaumudika straightway asks her how she could have been seen 
by the King though she was purposefully kept out of his way 
by the Queen through placing Malavika under the supervision 
of Ganadasa, to be trained in the art of dancing —. 
Bakulavalika tells her that earlier Malavika has been 
seen by the King accidentally in a picture. This fact raises 
the curiosity of Kaumudika and she wants to know the facts 
in detail as her question q^jqfi^ ^ shows. Bakulavalika tells 
her that the king approached the queen ^ o was looking at 
a picture in the painting hall. The king saw a beautiful 
maid painted in the picture by the side of the queen Diharini. 
He asked the queen the name of that beautiful girl. At this 
moment Kaumudika comments -> 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.6. 
2. Ibid, 
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By mentioning an univeraal truth that such forms 
of extraordinary beauty engage one's admiration, she seems 
to be sharing the king's feelings for being enamoured by 
the beauty of ^lavlka. This tribute to Halavika's beauty 
introduces the heroine well. 
When told that the suspicious queen did not like 
to glire a reply, the princess Vasulaxml mentioned her name -* 
The reation of Kaumudlki Is worth noticing. She 
smilingly says •. 
It shows that she is happy at the outcome of the 
Incident; she becomes more curious to know more about 
their affair. Why she feels happy is a matter of conjecture. 
May be that Kaumudika loves Malavlln because of her beauty 
or because she was also. On<» of the servants' category to 
vhlch Kaumudika belongs. Besides it is in the nature of 
the inferior class of society that they are curious to know 
the scandals about their superiors and thus Kaumudika too 
is Interested in the happening in the harem. 
1. Works of Kalidasa . Malavlkagnlmltra . C.R. Devadhara, 
p.8. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
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After knowing the latest positlnn of the affair of 
MaXairlka and Agnlmltrai she feels satisfied and makes 
her exlt^, She is Intent to carry out the orders of the 
queen. Therefore, after advising Bakulayalika to mind her 
business she also goes away to take the ring to the queen — 
Thus the heroine l^lavika is Introduced to us by the 
conversation between Bakulavallka and Kaumudika* Their 
conversation forms one part of the Interlude« It also makes 
clear the stage which their affair have reached, In other 
words the main theme is thus introduced. Incidentally it 
also refers to a ring with the seal of a serpent engraved 
on it, which plays an important part in Act lY. 
Parabhrtika 
Parabhritlka is the maid-servant of Parlvrajika. 
She makes her appearance on the stage only once i,e. in the 
Praves'aka or Introductory scene to the Act III* She is 
shown in the Pramadavana garden talking to Madhukarika, the 
lady-kdieper of the Pramadavana garden. She has been ordered 
by Parivrajlka to fetch for her a fruit of the citron for 
offering as a present to the queen Dharini. Because 
1. Works of Ealidasa - Milavikagnlmitra *« C.H.Devadhara, 
p.8« 
Parlvrajlka does not want to approach th« queen without 
any present .-
Parabhrtika does not pluck the citron herself but 
she searches out Hadhukarlkay the keeper of the garden* 
She knows the proplrlety of behairiour. Though both of them 
belong to the same class (servants' class) but to show 
Madhukarlka her due respect as the keeper of the 
she first takes her permission to pluck the fruit of 
citron* 
It is Parabhrtika vtio informs us about the result 
of the quarrel of the two teachers^ It also makes clear 
that the king had kept up his promise of witnessing the 
performance of Haradatta's pupil next day, and only after-
wards the decision was given in favour of Oanadasa, She 
says that both the teachers are learned and skilful but 
Ganadasa has the palm because of the excellent merits of 
2 
his pupil* 
1» Works of Kalidasa .- C,R« Bevadhara, Malt * p.52. 
It shows that it was customary at that time 
that one should have something to offer as a 
present if one wanted to see and wait upon the 
queen or the king. 
2. 
fqi»]ui vjHfMtt] <iui^i^: r 
Mai, III Act, Pravesaka* 
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The scandal about Malavika Is on board but It Is 
Parabhrtika who has the exact knowledge of the affairs 
of Malavika and the King. She says that the King is 
deeply attached to Malavika, only out of consideration 
for the queen's feelings due to his ^•~^,,%'LU » ^^ does 
not exhibit the strength of his authority --
The reason as to how she has the exact knowledge 
of the affairs of the king and Malavika, may be that she 
is the servant of Parivrajika who as we can confirm in the 
end is an active but secret worker for the union of HlQ»r^ 4»l 
with arfT=ffjpr , Again, being the servant of ParivrajiJka, 
she is mostly present at the meetings of the king and the 
queen, t^ere she could easily read their behaviour or could 
get the impression that the king loves Malavika but respects 
the queen. 
Moreover sheknows the condition of Malavika too. She 
says that Malavika also seems to have been affected by a 
reciprocal feeling of love as a result of which she has lost 
the fresh lustre of her face —> 
1. Works of Kalidasa >- C.R. Devadhara, Mai. p.54. 
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VQien Madhukarika asks Parabhrtika to pick up th« 
citron from the bough, Parabhrtika" blaasei her saying that 
Madhukarika has been of much service to Parivrajika in 
securing her the required present. This service %dll not 
go unrewarded. The present of a hard fruit will yield to 
her a softer reward in the near future •— 
VAiat does she refer to ? Perhaps she refers to some 
favour of the queen or the king through her service to 
Parivrajika. Or sheoould also be lucky like }^lavika« 
Thus the Pravesaka tells us that the king is deeply 
in love with Malavlka who also entertains similar feelings 
but out of respect for the queen's feelings, he does not 
use his authority to gain his ends. The craving of Asoka 
tree, on par with that of the king is also referred to, as 
it gives an opportunity to lialavlka to satisfy both. This 
information is necessary for the audience to follow the 
2 
action of the scene which commences. 
The conversation of Parabhrtika and >fadhukarika, 
reveals the status of Parivrajika in the kingis house. 
1. Works of Kalidasa - C.R. Devadhara. Mai, p.54. 
Mai. C.R. Devadhara, p.64. 
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Kalidaaa is in the heblt of depicting the female characters 
(specially minor characters) in pairs as there are Parabhrtika 
Mathukarlka, Bakulavalika - Nlpunika', Priyanmada - Anasoya 
etc. The same names (Parabhrtika and Madhukarika) hare been 
given to the tVo female attendents in the Shakuntala, also 
in the beginning of the Sixt^ Aot^ 
Madhukarika 
She is the caretaker of the Pramadavana, She is 
introduced to us in the Pravesaka of 1 act where she is 
shown standing and looking towards the golden Asoka »* 
Kalidasa has been very cautious in giving dramatic 
actions to all his characters» Madhukarika*s attention 
towards Asoka Is not without purpose* She is thinking about 
the delay in the blossoming of that tree and therefore look-
ing towards it. This direction is suggestive of the coming 
scene in which Malavika is directed by the queen to provide 
Dohada to it by kicking. 
Madkukarika seems cleverer than Parabhrtika. She 
wants to know the details of the scandal about Malavika but 
it might have not been proper to ask it directly so she 
1, Mai* C.R* Devadhara, p.5S« 
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first enquires about the result of the quarrel of the two 
teachers i.e. Qanadasa and Haradatta. Thus, after asking 
her — 
*qm K[Iqg^^Tw^^^grr^fti^iTH\\^\M\ik]i^m^ki y « ^ w i t 
She atonee asks «. 
^aw HlcJr«s|*MI« ^ ^^H ^ 5pt I * 
The word Madhukarika literally means 'a female bee'; 
as a bee is always hung on the flowers, she too is shown 
to us eonneoted with the Asoka tree. 
She again appears in Act V in connection with the 
Asoka tree. She is counted as the keeper of the Pramadanama-
garden but actually she is the caretaker of the Asoka %*iich 
is rery dear to the queen, as it is clear from her following 
words uttered in the begiibiing of Act 7 — 
She is executing the orders of the queen. It seems 
that like other maid servants she too is also the servant 
of the fueen. 
1. Ma. C.R. Devadhara, p.52. 
2. Ibid, p.64, 
3. Ibid. p.132. 
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She feels happy at the blossoming of the Asoka tree 
whloh Is honoured by the kicking of the foot of Malavika, 
mainly because she loves Malavika on account of her beauty 
or perhaps because she was also one of them •-
She does not provide any information; she merely asks 
questions as Kaumudika" does, but her part is important and 
necessary as some other character, through a conversation 
vith her, gives us much information. Her conversation with 
Sarasika, the servant of queen Dharini, when she goes to 
inform the queen about the blossoming of the Asoka tree, 
makes us acquainted with the news from Vidcxbha. It is 
learnt that ever since the prince Vasumitra has been appointed 
by the fen^pati to guard the sacrificial horse, the queen 
(Dharini) has been bestowing the daily dole to the worthy 
2 
Brahmins to secure his long living life. Later on she tells 
us that the victorious army of the king led by Virasena has 
subjugated the king of the Vidarbhas and his relative Madhava. 
sena is set free. He has sent many presents of very valuable 
jewelled vehicles along with some attendents, mostly maidens 
1. Malavikagnimitra - C.R. Devadhara, Pravesaka. 
mi, p. 134. 
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accomplished in the arts* 
This gives us a clue to its possible connection with 
Miilavika vhich takes the action of the play to the happy 
ending* We also get the idea that the servants always like 
her take interest in the happenings of the court* 
Madhavika 
Madhavika is never brought on the stage* She is 
introduced to the audience by the conversation of the king 
and the Vidusaka* She is introduced as the Xn-charge of 
2 
the treasure-house* The Vidusaka informs the king that 
poor Malavika along with her friend Bakulavalika is made 
captive and put in the underground cell by the angry queen. 
Moreover the queen has commanded Madhavika, who is in charge 
of the cell -.. 
Here the question may be why was Madhavika chosen 
for the job 7 May be that she was the keeper of the cell 
1, Mai, p*134. 
Most of the information, however secret on 
important it may be, is given by the minor characters. 
Shri Eamchandra Mishra, p*143. 
3. IbldX *^^  ^\^ 
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or that sh« vat tha »oat hard•baartad or eunniog or trust-
worthy of sarvants who oottld not he aaally ehaatad hy tha 
avar-tehaalog Vldttaatia and tha king. 
Bat aa tha ineidanta latar on ravaal aran auoh a 
lady vai bafoolad by tha Vldiiaaka. It it not tha fault 
of Madhavika rathar it la tha tuooatt of tha brain of 
Vidtitaka. Ha had to dodga mn tha quaan bafora bafooling 
Madhantca, to libarata Halavika and BatoiiivaXika. Fidutaka, 
with tha help of Jayaaana, gata tha ring from tha quaan 
Dh&rini and goat to Ifadhavika to gat tha pritonars libera tad, 
Tha king atkt Vidutaka at to how eould ha liberate 
Malatrika from aueh (Madhavika) a lady — 
llhe king mantiona her aa T ^ • If we take thit 
word to mean ^dullard* aa it trantlatad by Oeradhara, 
Vidutaka doat not need to be ready-witted for the tuoeett 
of the planning of the releaaa of Malavika, Ittiarini would 
have not put Madharika there aa a guard. If we take thia 
word aa naaning*canning* it auita tha ooeaaion* Bvan after 
Worka of Xalidaaa * C.R. Devadhara. Mal.t p«104« 
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seeing the Queen's ring she Is not ready to release the 
prlBoners. She Is hesitant In doing so and asks Vldusaka 
certain questions. She asks as to why these prisoners are 
being liberated and vhy the queen has specially oommlssloned 
Vldusaka to bring the message. This question shows that 
she well understands the ounnlngness of Vldusaka. Vldusaka 
gives her reasonable answer saying that the prisoners are 
being liberated because of the king's adverse fortune. 
Secondly the queen, out of her regard for Iravatl has 
ordered Vldusaka to get them released so that Iravatl 'may 
understand that It Is the king vho Is setting them at liberty. 
Only after such reasonable possibility, MAdhavlka gets 
convinced and sets M^laslka and Bakulavallka at liberty — 
Her job In the play makes her an grracjffj**^  Bharat's 
Natyasastra. 
Thus she never comes on the scene but plays an Impor-
tant role. She helps In taking the drama to the denoument* 
1, Works of Ealldasa - C.R, Devadhara, Mai. p.106. 
2. Natyasastra .24.36, 
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Chandrlka 
GhandrikaT is the maid-servant or more correctly a 
spy of Iravati, the second queen of king Agnlmitra, She 
appears on the stage only once but her name is mentioned 
twice. She utters not a single word. It is from other 
characters that we come to know what she has done, 
with the successful planning of the Vidudaka, Malavika 
and Bakulavalika are freed from the fetters and the king 
goes to meet Malaviksf in the Samudragraha. At this moment 
Chandrika makes her appearance whom the king sees. The 
king and Vidusaka hide themselves behind a wall, When the 
King tells Vidusaka — 
Vidusaka puns on her name saying — 
The moonlight has to be avoided by thieves and lovers 
who have to work unseen. As the moonlight spreads widely 
and exposes the hidden parts too, similarly the girl Chandrika 
witnesses Vidusaka though the king and Vidusaka try to hide 
1. works of Kalidasa — C,R, Devadhara, Mai, p,108. 
2, Ibid, 
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themselves from her. She sees Vidusaka sleeping at the 
door of the ocean-pavillon. She reports the matter to 
Nipunlka who in her turn hurries to Inform of It to her 
mistress Iravati* This thing is made clear by the words 
of Iravati --
It seems that she was spying on the king and the 
Vidusaka, Her information brought Xriavati on the meeting 
place of the King and I^lavika and thus the play could not 
end abruptly. If the play had ended, there, the misconcep. 
tion about Milavika would not have been removed from the 
minds of Iravati, Dharinl and the audience too. Had the 
identity of Malavika not revealed, she could not get the 
due place in the harem. She possesses the qualities of 
Bharat's d|>-^ |^ u|4i|p(<}t{ - Natyasastra - 24,40, 
Thus the role of Chandrika is very limited but it 
helps in taking the plot to the climax, 
Nagarika 
Nagarika is one of the female servants of queen Dharini, 
1, Works of Kalidasa .- C*R, Devadhara, Mai, p,118. 
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Sh« <!o«8 not plajr any laportant role in the drama* She 
eoaes on the stage only once. She seems to be the most 
impartial one of. the servants of Dharini. She Is Introduced 
in the fourth act of the drama where she conveys to Zravati 
the message of queen Dharini. After her proper salutation, 
NagarilEsr repeats the words of Dharini thus <•• 
1^ 5? ^  ^ si^ »rrf «riff^ wi^mr m -Pmrn^ fsn m^V^m i 
*My time of showing Jealousy is past and therefore 
only with a riev to increase the great respect (in idiich 
you are held) that I put in fetters Malavika and her friend; 
if you give me leave, 1 will request ay husband on your 
2 
behalf. Let me therefore know your wish*. 
On most of the occasions, Dharini is shown trying to 
keep away Malavika' from the king but those words of hers 
from the mouth of Nagarika reveal that Dharini understands 
the king well and she knows it that it was useless now to 
thtarart his wishes. But she put Halavikirand Bakulavalika' 
1. Works of Kftlldasa . c.R. Devadhara, Mai. p.l20 (Act IV) 
2. Ibid. p.121. 
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in chains on Ir'avatl's complaint out of her regard for 
Iravati as her co-wife. She wants to make them free only 
with the wish of Iravati* The line -
This shows the superiority of queen Dharinl, She 
means to say that if Iravati so likes, she can speak to 
the King on her behalf and request him to be reconciled 
with Iravatif 
But it is from Iravati that we come to know the name 
of Kagarika who says — 
Iravati asks Nagarika to inform the queen that 'the 
queen has shown great favour to Iravati by punishing her 
own servants on hi| complaint. She says this sarcastically. 
But Nagarika makes no comment. She says tf<7T only and then 
goes away with the message of Iravati to Dharinl, 
Jyotsnika and Madanika 
Jyotsnika and Madanika are the two maid-servants of 
the Vidarbha king who has sent them as a present to the 
1, Works of Kalidasa - Mai, -- C.R. Devadhara,p,120. 
2. Ibid. 
* In some Mss., she is named as Hajan^ka. 
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king Agniaitra. In th« present drama they are introduced 
in the Xaet Aot« They are introduced by the ohanherlain* 
When they come on the stage, they are shown talking to 
each other. Their hearts are filled with exciteaent or 
joy or the approaching happiness. Both of them feel in 
ishe same way. Thus their oonrersation gives a clue to the 
coming union of the king and Malavika — 
They feel happy perhaps because of their kinship with 
Malavika~and Parivrajika. Here Kalidasa proves their 
behaviour by an universal proverb that the heart fortells 
approaching happiness or misery^ 
Kalidasa has fitted them in his drama very veil* They 
are said to be the accomplished ladies, ii^ o are well-versed 
in music. Because of their being versed in music the queen 
Dharini asks Malavika, an expert dancer and musician, to 
choose one of them to aceoo^any her in singing -* 
1. Malavikagnimitra, Act V — Kalidasa 0ranthavali,p.346. 
2. Malavikagnimitra <•- C*H. Devadhara, p. 144. 
3. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, Mai. p.146. 
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As soon as they looked towards Mfalavlka because her 
name was pronounced by the queen, they recognised her who 
was previously their princess, They did not expect the 
presence of Malavlka and Parlvrajlka there In the harem 
30 _ 
of Agnlmltra,^they could not recognise Malavlka at their 
very enterance. 
They are the witness to the high parentage of llalavlka* 
They say that Malavlka Is their princess and younger sister 
of Prince Madhavasena --
They do not tell the whole story because they did 
not know what happened to ftelavika and Parlvrajlka after 
their leaving-js-q^  • But they give a clue to the story 
which Parlvrajlka knows flully but did not find it proper 
time to disclose it earlier. They could not recognize 
Parlvrajlka because of her ascetic garb* They recognized 
her by her voice. When they come to know that Sumati was 
killed, they also f«*l very sorry as behoves devoted servant. 
They help in bringing the dramatic purpose to Its 
fulfilment. Thus they come in Nirvahana Juncture. 
1. Works of Kalidasa — C.H. Devadhara. Mai. p.146* 
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(d) A ganeral •valaatlon of the rol»s of the minor 
fgiaale eharaetera of th€> pli^ 
In tha light of this study of the minor female 
characters In t^avlkagnlraltra, we find that the Itela-
vlkagnlmltra is based on a very human footing* Its eharaeters 
are dravn mostly from real life and delineated as ordinary 
human beings. They are portrayed only in relation to the 
central theme of the love-affair between the hero and heroine. 
Instead of as human complexes that they should be. In a 
great drama, events develop out of the wevy nature of cha-
racters and as this Is not to be seen In fiilavlkagnimltra, 
It can be said that the poet has achieved only moderate 
success In characterization. 
There are more women characters than men characters 
In the Halavlkagnlmltra. Though these female characters 
too act in relation to the central theme yet their individual 
traits come out. Apart from the queens and the heroine, 
other women characters are the minor characters but they 
are carefully individualized by the great dramatist. Pari-
vrajlka is a unique character of this drama. Interested 
as she is in Malavllca~'s fortunes, she takes a hand in further-
ing the love affair of Malavlka and Agnlmitra. She Is justly 
called the learned Kausiki. Bakulavallka, though a maid-
servant, serves as the soul of the love-affair of the hero 
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and heroine, Nlpuiiika, a befitting sergant to Iravati, is 
clererly and liriefly portrayed inciting Iravati^ her mistress 
against Malavika and thus helping in the conflict in the 
drama. Apart from the queens and the heroine, the rest of 
the female characters are the usual female characters intro-
duced in the dramas for different types of characters and 
provide the royal background. 
Again according to the threefold division of these 
minor female characters, followed in this thesis, Parivrajika 
stands as the superiormost of these characters, due to her 
comparatively higher social status and important part played 
by her in the drama. Bakulavalika too has been put in the 
same category in \iMoh Parivrajika stands. NipunikeT and 
Jayasena are neither so important as Parivra^ika and Bakula-
valika nor so inferior as the rest of the female minor 
characters. Hence they have been put in the category of 
the mediocre ones of the minor characters. Kaumudika, 
Parabhritika, Madhukarika, I4adhavika, Nagarika, Candrika, 
Jyotsnika and Madanika are the maid-servants who belong to 
an inferior class of characters. They hkve to play compara-
tively unimportant parts in the drama, though individually 
they have their own importance. So they have been called 
as inferior characters of the minor ones in the present 
thesis. These women characters fit in the categories prescri-
bed by the dramaturgists but they have their own individual 
roles, making them important partners of the play. 
Chapter lY 
STUDY OF MINOR FEMALE CHARACTERS IN VIKRAMORVASIYA 
(a) Introduction of the play — Its theme, 
Characters and Sentiment. 
(b) Classification of the female characters. 
(o) Individual study of the minor female characters, 
(d) A general evaluation of the roles of the minor 
female characters In the play. 
(») IntrodactiQn of th» play — its them»« Characters 
and SgntiawQt 
the roisaaca of Pururavas aad Urvasi whloh K^Xldasa 
has dramatized la the Vlkramonrasiyai la one of the most 
ancient and popular stories that we have In Indian Lltera-
tare, this play Is considered to he written between the 
}^lavikagnlmltra and the Abhljjnanasakuntala, As In Mala, 
vlkignlmltra, so In Vlkramonraslya too, the poet seems to 
be very maoh under the spell of the stage and the arts 
of the dance and the draoa. 
The keroal of the theme of Tlkramorraslya goes to 
great antiquity as Is borne out by the dialogue between 
Pururavas and Urvasl found In the hyons of the Rgveda* 
The King Pururavas, a mortal, and the Apsaras tJrvasl find 
themselves In mutual lotre. t7r«asi agrees to live with him 
as his wife, on the condition that she should never behold 
him divested of his apparel. This agreement Is the central 
point of the story. After they have lived a happy life for 
four years, the Qandharvas do not wish her to stay away from 
1. *Kalldasa reshapes the theme In the play which 
stands between the Malavlkagnlmltra already 
revlwed and the Sakuntala to be considered•* 
V. Raghavan *Love in the Poems and Plays 
of Kalldasa', p.25. 
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tl)«m any aor*. Th«7 eoa* oa« night and produe* a tound 
of tha bloatix^: of laal^ a* Urvasi fanelea that hai> pat 
Iambs ara balng itoXan avajr to sha oalla upon Parnravaa 
to res^ua tham. As soon as Pararavas Jtwps out of his bad 
in ordar to parsua tha supposad thiafi tha Oandharvas sand 
forth a flash of iightoing and in its light Oftasi aaas 
Pararatas nakad. fha contract is thus bt»kan and Unrasi 
laavas Pnrararas and ratttrns to tha Gandharvas» Mod vlth 
griaf Pnrurvvaa vandars about hara and thara in saareh of 
har« Onea ha aaats har aeeidantally* Ha io^loras har to 
ratarn bat sha rajaots hia edldlyf though afterwards sftia 
eomforts him with tha hopa of a distant futura happinass. 
Tha story is also narratad in tha saffla context 6f 
tha Rgvadic hjnm, in tha Brhaddavata. Later on it assuoas 
different foras in the Puranas i^ieh atteapt to fill up the 
gaps and present a consistent narrative. This very story 
with nore or less sooie variations appears in the following 
books too — 
!• Satapatha Brahaaana. ll.fi. 
2. Vedartha Dipika. X.90, 
3. Harivaasa. X.26 ff« 
4. Visnu Purana. XT.6* 
0« Bhagavata • IX.14* 
6. Hatsya Parana - XXIV. 
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In aany of th«s« ttita, th« original story suffer• 
A trsrjr iaportant ohsngs in its tragic ebaraetsr bsing givsn 
ap. According to thsss, taking pity upon Puraravas, Urvasi 
alXowad him to visit hsr ones a ysar» or bsoauss of a saori* 
fios tfhieh Pararavas perfowed, Urvasi wis allovid to livs 
wittt him apto tbs snd of his Xif«» or that Pararavas was 
sxaltsd to tho position of a dandharva and hs was unitsd 
with Unrasi for aver. 
7h« account given in the Matsya Purina> comes closest 
to Kalidasa's version* 
*In Ealidasa*s hand, the theoe undergoes a cooq>lete 
Bodiflcation and Urvasi, the heartless heavenly courtesan 
vho abandons Pururavas, cooqparing herself and voaenfollc 
in general to hyenosf is thoroughly setanorphosed by the 
poet into a perfect lady in love, tdth her heavenly features 
kept in their barest ainiaoat to serve such technical needs 
1 
as coaing down or reaaining in hiding* * 
Considerations of art have led him to iMke several 
deviations and aodifications in the story* Kalidasa has 
changed the tragedy into one of blissful union of the hero 
and the heroine* Other changes are as following t 1* The 
1* Or* r* Raghvan • *IU.idasa*, pp. 33-34* 
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abduetlon of Crnrail b/ the d^mon K«tin and h«r d«llver«ne« 
by Pafuravass £• Th« •pltodt of lovo-Iottor in aet II. 
3. The epliodt of th« heavenly draiaa and the eurae of 
Bharata pronoo&oed upon Urvati, 4. Urvatl** flight from 
Puraravaty her aetaaorphosla Into a creeper, due to the 
earae of Kunara In Koniarairana, and her recovery due to 
the SangaoMnlya Jwell) 5. The lots of the Jwell and Ite 
recovery along vlth the restoration of Ayus to Puraravast 
6* The final regK>val of the earse of Urvasi, 7. The men. 
tion of Aasinari as the \#ife of Puraravas, The story of 
the Vth Act is conpletely the product of the fertile imagi-
nation of the poet. Thus in the words of Dr. V. Baghavan t 
*Oat of a heary mrth of the nation, the national 
1 
poet has recreated a heroic love-play*. 
Kalidasa has introduced many new characters in the 
story. The chracters who owe their existence entirely 
to the inventive genius of Kalidasa are - the clown, the 
artful Kipunika, the heavenly nymphs, the menerable Cyavana, 
the old Tapasi, the sage Marada and also the idiole para-
phernalia of the royal court. Comm«Eiting on this C.B. 
Oevadhar says i *he has done all that was necessary in the 
1. 'Kididasa* — Dr. ?. Raghavan, p.34. 
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interests of dramatic art to turn the ancient tragic story 
1 
into a noble drasra. of intensely teaman interest'• 
As regards the recensions of Vikraaonrasiya, it 
has two recensions.. The northern recension represented 
by Bengali and Nagari Hss., and the Southern Recension 
represented by most of the South Indian Mss. Tte former 
is commented upon by Ranganatha,while the latter by 
Katyavema* 
In the Northern E^ -cension the play is called *Vikramo> 
trasl* and is spoken of as a 'frotakaS In the Southern 
Eecension, it is called *Vikramonrasiya* and is designated 
as a Nataka* Host of the scholars like to call it a 
Trotaka. The Trotaka lAiich is one of the eighteen Upariapakas, 
is a drama having five, seven, eight or nine acts. It deals 
with the doings of Gods and men and the Vidusaka makes his 
2 
appearance in every Aet. Vikramorvasiya observes most of 
the rules but the last rule is not strictly obserfed. Speak-
ing about Vikramorvasiya as a Trotaka, Dr. 7. Raghavan 
comments -
*Uhatever its other features, its main characteristic 
is that the gods and the human mingle here and the drama 
1. 'Works of Kalidasa* - C.R. Devadhara (Ed.), pp. x-xi. 
Ibid. p. xxvi. 
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passes from heaven to earth and from earth to heaven. 
It Is such bridges hotveen the two vorlds, the aortal and 
the dlvinei the laaterlal and the spiritualf that Kalldaaa 
1 
has built in his dramatic creations.' 
The existence of the Maharashtrl and Apabhraasha 
stanzas in the northern Recension raises a problem in the 
textual critioisiB of the 7ikraaorvasiya. Most of the 
scholars (S.P. Pandit, Th. Block, H. Jacob! etc.) think 
that the stanzas in question are spurious. Mr. S.P. Pandit 
observes that six out of the eight Mas. collated by him 
did not contain these verses. Secondly they are not kno%ai 
to another commentator of the Vikramorvasiyai i.e. Katyavenoa. 
Thirdly, the king even in his demented condition can not be 
expected to speak in Prakrt. Fourthly, most of the stansas 
oriy repeat what is contained in the Sanskrit stanzas. 
For these reasons it is believed that these stanzas are 
interpolations probably made in the North with a viev to 
heighten the charms of the Act by the addition of Prakrit 
verses set to music and dance. 
On the other hand. It is argued that the verses should 
1. Kalidasa -. Or. V. Raghavan, p.34. 
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b« tr««t«d at gvnoln* beoaut« so nanjf Prikrit staniat 
could liot hav« |}««n intarpoXated into tba Aet i^leh it 
vholly In Santkrit* Saeondlyi tho vartat ara not apolsan 
by tha kingitkigr ara intandad to tajpva at baok-groond 
ottsle and tupply tba naeattary atootphara to tha diffarant 
aotiona of tba king. Prof. Q.C. Jhalai too, at ona plaea 
tblnkt that *Kalldata Might hava availad hlatalf of tbia 
1 
Prakrt In thlt tlnguiarXy aoaieal Aet*. 
Idiatavar tha fiavt of diffarant aeholart nay ba, 
tha (luattion it ttill tab>Jadiea. 
Kalidata bat oingXad tha aaparnataraX aXamant vith 
httsan tantiaantt in tha Vikraaorvatiya. In thit draoui 
va find tha oaXattiaX nynpha roaming in tha tky betvaen 
tha huaan and aaper-hasan vorXdt. Thay ara abXa to oonoaaX 
thaataXvat froa aortaX ayaa. tJrvaai can oraata a biroh-laaf 
at har viXX. Batidat, KaXidata hat introdaoad tha ineidant 
of Urrati baing trantforaad into and back again froa a oraapar. 
!tha lanaarthXy Sangaaaniya jwaXX ia ratpontibXa for tha 
raoaion of tha taparatad Xovart. SavaraX haavanXy eharaetart 
go to aooantnata tha tttpamaturaX oharaotar of tha pXay. 
But tha intaratt of tha draaa dapandt on itt huaan eharaetart 
X. KaXidata — Prof. Q.C. JhaXa, p.Xd2< 
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and t«ntlBwntf. OrvAfl, th« h«roln« li depleted «• a huaan 
baiof aXthoagh bar divlna eharaotaar la aot ellalnatad* 
Sha la shown full of haaan faallngt on dlffarant ooeailona. 
Though this according to Wk% Jhala .. *Xha VlkraoMiriraalya 
lacks the rapid and eonslstant fXov of action which Is the 
1 
oonsploaoas feature of the tteiavHcagnlodtra', yet the draoa 
Is rich In poetry* Bov beautiful Is the description of 
the revival of Hrvasl from the svoon** 
(1.7) 
Ttm poet*s love of Nature too finds anple expression 
In various descriptions. 
As regards the sentlaent In Vlkraaorvaslyat Srngara 
Is the oaln (Angl) sentlaent of the play. Both the aspects 
of this sentlaent are depleted though the Saiqyoga Srngara 
Is tn abundance. (X.9 dk 2.11) ather sentlaents as *hasya* 
(Vlk. p.85) and Adbhttta etc. are used as subsidiaries. 
Thus, this play Is *one of the otost profound and 
1. Salldasa • Prof. 0. C. Jhala, p.137. 
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splendid allegories in the great repertory of Hindu Ifyth 
that ICalidasa has here rendered into so sweet, natural and 
1 
passionate story of human love and desire'* — Aurohindo* 
(b) Classification of the female characters 
in Vikramorvasiya 
Following Bhandt women characters of the Vikraaor-
vasiya can also be put into three categories as the superior, 
the middling and the inferior characters, Urvasi and Ausinari 
belong to the category of the superior characters. Urvasi 
is the heroine of the play. She is a divine character. In 
the Malavikagnimitra, there was no divine diaracter but 
in the Vikramorvasiya,most of the Characters are divine 
though they stand on a human footing* Ausinari is the chief 
queen of king Pururavas. Because of their higher social 
status and role they are the superior characters. They are 
the central womssi characters of the story of the drama. 
The heroine of the play is divine therefore her 
associates too are also divine. Cbitralekha Is a fast friend 
and a guide of Urvasi. Her hold in the drama is felt every-
where in the play* She serves the role of a *Duti'.Though 
1. Kalidasa — Sri Aurobindo, p.ft5. 
2, Natyasastra. 23.11. 
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she dts«rvei to b« inoIad«d in the eattgory of alddllof 
ebaraot«r du9 to th« laqportanoe of her role in tho play 
she also falls in the category of inferior oharaetere 
as is proved by her participation in the J^^r?; 
at the beginning of the IV Act. Niptmika is very important 
inferior character* She is the attendant of Ansinari. She 
liven surpasses her naaesake in the Ibilavikagnialtra. She 
is an active spy* We can call her as Anvesanakarika as 
Bharata observes — 
Satyavati \ibo is a hermit voiaanf belongs to a 
superior order of the society and though her role is very 
limited in the play, has been called a middling character. 
Sahajanya, Menaka and Rambha are the female associates of 
t/rvasi. According to their qualities and their actions 
in the drama» they can be put in the category of inferior 
characters. Kirati is a female attendant in the palace of 
Pururavas. Possibly she has been named on the basis of her 
2 
caste. There are the female attendants bearing torches. 
Yavani too is an attendant but she is a peculiar character 
/ -
1. Natyasastra, 24.40. 
2. M. Williams observes *a voman of the Kirata tribe. 
a lov easte woman iiho carries a fly-flap or anything 
to keep off flies'. 
Dictionary, p.283. 
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In the Sanskrit drama. In Vlkramorvaslya, she is presented 
as the keeper of the King^ weapons. These charaoters act 
I 
as their naaes suggest* 
/- / -
Ihas Urvasi and Ausinari are the superior characters. 
Satyavati comes in the middling category and the rest of 
the woioen of the Vikramorvasiya form the group of inferior 
characters. According to our dassifioation Urtrasi and 
Ausinari are thus the major characters and all others the 
minor characters. 
According to their comparative role in the drama 
minor characters have been divided as the superior, 
the middling and the inferior characters. Chitralekha is 
no doubt, the superior most of these characters* (It is 
vorth mentioning that Chltraleidia takes part in a Pravesaka 
in the play where only the minor characters are required 
to play. Hence, according to this ruling of Bharata, she 
is an inferior character)• Her role in the play and her 
association with Urvasi make her an important figure in 
the drama. This brings her also in the superior category 
of characters. Nipunika too takes part in the Pravesaka 
but she can not be counted as an inferior character. Her 
Natyasastra. 17.97. 
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roI« In the play ftnd Satyavati's status make them middling 
characters. The Apsaras come only for a very short time 
to show the status of TTrvasl among the Apsaras. Their role 
Is not of great Importancet Therefore they should be counted 
among the Inferior characters. But they are far superior 
to Yavanl and Klratl vho helong to the lowest stratei of 
society. 
After this classification of the minor characters 
of Vlkramorirasiya we now take up the IndlirlduaX study of 
each character* 
(c) IndlylduaX study of the minor female diaracters 
In Ylkraaoryaslya 
Satyayatl 
Satyavatl Is the name of the hermlt*woman belonging 
to the hermitage of the Sage Chyavana. She Is the care-
taker of the boy Ayus, the son of Urva4i and Pururavas. 
As Urvasl was ordered by the great Indra to stay with 
Pururavas only upto the time when the latter should behold 
the face of his son born of Urvasl, so with the fear of her 
separation from Pururavas, she entrusted her son Ayus to 
the care of Satyavatl} the motherly old woman, Immediately 
after his birth, without the King hearing any thing about 
It. 
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In the beglzmijQg of Act V we come to know that the 
much valued Sangamanlya gem has been snatched off by a 
vulture and the king is greatly worried by the loss of 
the gem. At this juncture the chamberlain brings the 
report of the shooting of the vulture and hands over 
to the King the gem and aiiarrow. The king is surprised 
to read the owner's name inscribed on the arrow as one 
'Ayus - son of king Pururavas and tTrvasi*. The King Is 
perplexed to know when and how Urvasi could have given birth 
to a son without his knowledge and why she concealed him 
from Pururavas, It is at this moment that Satyavati along 
with the boy Ayus, is introduced. Satyavati tells the 
King that the boy accompanying her is none else but the 
king's son Ayus who was brought up with paternal care and 
affection and educated in all the civil and military sciences 
and arts by the Sage Chyavana. Further she says that the 
boy violated the discipline of the hermitage by shooting 
down a vulture and so she has been bidden by the sage to 
hand over the boy Ayus to Urvasi -
1. V.P. Joshi — Vikramorvasiyam ^ Act V. l  
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Satyaratl is act old ascetic woman with raotherlf 
feelings. The icing and Urvasi call her as g^x^ • Both 
the king and Urvasi pay her their regards, the blessings 
she gives to the king are proper to the occasion <--
As the king apparently had no son how could he continue 
the line of Sonia. This blessing shows that the king has 
the son t^om she has brought with her. The boy had never 
seen his father or his mother so he does not recognize 
either of these. It is Satyavati again ^ o bids the boy 
to pay respects to his mother and his father, and the boy 
does accordingly. Even Urvasi does not recognize her son. 
When she sees that Satyavati is there with the boy ohly 
1 
then she understands that Ayus is her son. 
The boy is shown acting at the bidding of Satyavati. 
The king wants to embrace his son, only vdien Satyavati 
asks the boy to make his father happy by doing so, the boy 
goes to him. 
Satyavati is as hermit-woman, so she does not want 
1. Vlkramorvasiyam . Mishra, p.215* 
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to remain unneesssarily long in th« court of Pururavaa. 
She says *« 
Urvasi has affeetlon for Satyavati too which sh« 
esepressos in the following words *• 
(Having seen you after such a long time, X feel 
particularly eager. I am not able to give you leave to 
go. But it would be unjust to detain you. So may you go 
now to meet again). 
Satyavati is made the instrument of introducing 
the boy to the court of Pururavas. She is thus made the 
witness to the parentage of Ayus. 
The boy is shown attached to this lady of the hermitage 
which is but natural. He wishes to go with her. He says — 
1. Vikramorvasiya — R. Mishra, p.217. 
2. Ibid. pp.217-218. 
3. Ibid, p.218. 
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IsSien SatyftTAtl asks him to rsatin vith his father, 
he asks the lady to send for hia his toy ths peacock, a 
very childlike vish, to vhioh she accedes. In the vords 
of Sri Aurohindo .- *Satyavati is a slighter but equally 
attractive figure, venerable,kind, a little impersonal owing 
to the self-restraint which is her vocation, but with glioqpses 
through it of a fine motherlinessand friendliness**^ 
Chitralekfaa 
^wwrPT^nfTwr ^wmfni ar^ wr: fj^^ f imr 
Dr. S.S. Janaki 
Chitraleldia is the favourite comrade of Urvasi as 
is Bakulavalika to Hslavika in Meiavikagnimitra, but 
her task is less difficult than that of Bakulavalika. In 
the play, Vikramorvasiya, she is introduced to us from 
the very beginning when the name of Orvasi is introduced. 
The first reference to her (Chitralekha) occurs in the very 
beginning of the plsy, when Menaka tells the king that 
1. Kslidasa — Sri Aurobindo, p.73. 
2. Xh# Sanskrit Range Annual - 1968.69 •« Dr. S.S. Janaki, 
p.27. 
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/- _ 
Urvasl along with Chitralekha Is taken captive by the 
demon Keain of Hlranyapura, After their liberation from 
the demon with the help of the king, she is seen with 
unoonscioas tJrvasi In her arms. She consoles Urvasi and 
when she does not gain consciousness soon, she even taunts 
her saying <— 
It isdhe ifAio makes it clear to Urvasl that she 
has been rescued not by Indra but by king Pururavas who 
is equal in prowess to Indra and thus she may be called 
instrumental IJ 
and Pururavas. 
/ -
in bringing about the love between Urvasi 
/-
Vjhen Urvasl stands spellbound looking at Pururavas 
/ -
it is Chltralekha again who tries to direct Urvasl's atten> 
tion to Rambha' and Sahajanya who are standing on the summit 
of Hemakuta, waiting for them. Urvasl understands her mean. 
ing, but all the same continues looking at the king with 
steadfast gaze and says -.. 
Ihese words apply to the group of friends of Urvasl 
/' 
1. Works of Kalidasa • Vikramorvasiya .- C.R. Devadhara, 
p.10. 
2. Ibid, pa4. 
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as well as to the King, Urvasl does this In order to draw 
the attention of Chltralekha to her ovm feelings as regards 
the king, and she succeeds in calling her friend's atten^ 
tlon to that fact. For In Act X Chltralekha asks her — 
arn? Vt shoifdng that she has become aware of Urvasl' s 
state of mind* That Is why when Urvasl asks her to move 
a bit as tJrvasi was feeling ashamed of being touched by 
the shoulder of Pururavas due to the jolt of the chariot, 
she In a friendly mood and anxious to make Urvasl experience 
the bliss further says that she cannot — 
This expresses her love for her friend and her habit of 
cutting jokes. Her friendship with Urvasl and some other 
habits make her similar to Bakulavallka of Malavlkagnlmltra 
to some extent — 
'Chltralekha Is a direct, though remote, lineal 
desoendent of Bakulavallka In Malavlkagnlmltra. Like the 
latter she Is ever ready to help her friend In her love-
affair and Is disposed occasionally to Indulge In a light 
2 
vein.' says Prof. Q.C. Jhala. 
1, Works of Kalldasa - Vlkramorvaslya >- C.R. Devadhara, 
p.l4. 
2. Kalldasa — Prof, Q.C. Jhala, pp.133-134. 
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She Is a true friend of Urvasi. In Act I vhen Urvatl 
finds herself unable to thank the King for rescuing them, 
It is Chitralekha who speaks to the JEClng on her behalf. 
In Act II TTrvasi and Chitralekha are seen going in 
the air to meet Pururavas, though Chitralekha' does not 
know where the/ are going. With clever questioning she 
comes to know that tirvasi is going to meet, her lover -
Pururavas on her own and like a true friend thinking of the 
subordination of Urvasi to Indra and possible hinderance 
in her love with Pururavas > she advises her to think well 
beforehand so that she may not suffer afterwards . 
This brings out the inborn prudence in Chitralekha' 
which Urvasi in her lovelorn condition lacks* Ratnamaya 
Dixit comments ->- 'At the same time, it is quite clear 
that Chitralekha does not at all approve of her friend's 
love for a terrestrial beings however great he may be. 
She is a true friend, wise and resourceful counsellor, and 
/ 2 
ever alert helper of Urvasi*. 
1. Works of Kalidasa • Vikramorvasiya — C.R. Devadhara, 
p.38. 
2, Women in Sanskrit Dramas >- Ratnamaya Dixit, p.lOO« 
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In Act 1X1 tJrvaii, going to a««t th« King ask* 
Chitral«ldtia to set «h«re the King la 7 C3iltraX«khay playing 
with words I entertain* herself at her eost bjr stating that 
the King Is In a place fit for enjoyment, happy In the 
company of his beXoved vhon he has obtained according to 
his wishes — 
When Urvasl beseaehes her to see that no hindrance 
ocears In her way, she assares Urvasi that they have been 
made InirloXable of the eneay by Brhaapatl, throogh, impart-
ing to them the mystic art 'Apara^lta* - a particular way 
of trying up the hair. From her statements it becomes 
clear that the kingdom of Poruravas Is Pratlshthana, at 
the confluence of the Qanges and the Yamuna* This shows 
her capacity of fine description too, 
Chltralekha is clever and witty. She creates charm-
ing situations and helps to advance the love of her friend 
Urvasi for the king. She acts according to her friend's 
wishes, because she loves her very much as is apparent in 
the very I Act of the play, by her anxious solicitations 
/-
for Urvasi — 
1* Works of Kalldasa — C.R» DejKadhara, p.78. 
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and this shows her d««p Xovs and anxiety for Urvasi. 
Chitralekha behaves nore as a t^mph than Urvasl. 
On most of th* oooasions tJrvasl begins to behave like 
an ordinary love-lorn wonan bat CSiltralekha reproaches her 
for this lapse and afterwards reminds her of her being 
a nymph. In Act XI Urvasi goes to meet Poruravas, lAio is 
talking to Yidasaka* Urvasi, after overhearing the king, 
gets confused and asks diitralekha about the lady who was 
the subject of the king's thoughts. Chitralekha makes 
her aware that she is not a human being but an Apsara. 
So she can, by consulting her own supernatural powers, 
easily find out v^o is the subject of the king's thoughts. 
She also accuses her for behaving like a mortal —> 
When they are personally to meet the king in the 
Pramadavana, it is Chitralekha, who first goes to the 
king on Urvasi's behalf to inform about her impending 
1. Works of Kalidasa «. Vikramorvasiya » C.H. Devadhara, 
p.lO< 
2. Ibid. p.42. 
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arrival and conveys her message to the king. She says 
that as the king was her sole liberator at the time of 
the kidnapping by Kesin, hence she is now being afflicted 
by a strong sense of love for the king and he should take 
pity on her — 
This message is not dictated by Urvasi but Chitralekha 
herself composes the supplication of Urvasi in befitting 
words. Knowing the condition of the King's heart, Chitralekha 
gives a clue to her friend to appear before the king — 
At this Urvasi reproaches hir '- 'how suddenly have 
you deserted me '•' and Chitralekha's comment at this is 
worth-noticing <-. 
Thus she acts as a messenger between the king and 
1, Vikramorvasiya - R, Mishra, p.71. 
2, Ibid* p.73. 
3, Ibid. p.73, 
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Urirasl* Like a true friend she acts as a go-betveen 
for the promotion of their love. She can be rightly called 
a 'Dati', because she possesses the qualities of a Duti 
1 
mentioned by Dramatic canonists. 
VOien the divine messenger asks Chitralekha to hasten 
/-
Urvasi to heaven ^ere they have to act in the play taught 
by Bharata, it is she who apologises to the King for their 
hurry by explaining their survitude to Xndra -. 
Chitralekha is more active than Urvasl* At times 
Urvasi is lost in thoughts and she does i^t act when called 
out to do so. In Act III inhen they go to meet Pururavas, 
Urvasi does not act on her own) it is Chitralekha who asks 
her to go to Pururavas *« 
It is again Chitralekha who makes her remember that 
she has not put off the Tiraskarini which makes them invisible 
to mortals and with it the king cannot recognize her» 
1. Natyasastra. 83.11.13. 
2. Vikramorvaslya — R, Mishra, p.76. 
3. Ibid. p.113. 
Ill 
In nanjr tempBot; diitraXeicba rcsaablas siiuiAati* 
ThejT OAy b« said to form a pair of aniqua woaan praaantad 
to tta by tha aaatar-poat* Both of tham ara oalaatial 
woman, brought to tha aortal world dua to thair lova for 
thair raapaoti?a friands. Lilca Sanumati, Chitralakha too 
knowa wall tha ritaa of tha mortala* On saaing tha particular 
drasa of tha Qaaan iha eooas to know that sha ia obsarving 
aKfaat and hanea will not stay long with tha king. Whan 
Urvaal cooplaina that tha King loiras his wifa very aueh, 
aha giiraa tha right answer that ha ia not having real lova 
for tha quaan. Ha is i»>re oourtaoua at this tiiaa baeausa 
ha is in lova with Urvasi, In order to hide his loira for 
tJrtrasi fron the queeni ha is just pretending to love tha 
quaan maeh — 
I -
Shaa sha gives courage to Urvasi* It shows that sha 
undaratands htwan psychology wall* 
/ -
Chitralakha knows that tha king and Orvasi love each 
other very auoh but being a friend and wall-wiahar of Urvaai, 
sha requests the king to behave with her in such a way that 
aha Bay not pine for heaven --
1* Vikraaorvasiya —> R« Mishra, p«119« 
8. Ibid. p.129. 
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May be that she doubts that at present the king loves her 
passionately but later on he may discard her like her other 
queens for someone else. It also shows how keen a vell-
vlsher of Urvasl she Is. Her solicitude for her friend's 
happiness In married life Is akin to that of Anasuya and 
Prlyamvada In Abhljnanasakuntala for Shakuntala's• 
Thus after the union of the king and Urvasl In Act III 
Chltralekha Is absent from the scene for quite a long time 
and again reappears In the Praveaaka of Act IV. We have 
also been Informed by the poet as to the reason for this 
separation of Oiltralekha from Urvaslt Being a servant of 
Indra she Is not always free and has to perform certain 
duties one of vhloh Is to offer service to the sun by 
2 
turns. Through the eonversatlAn of Chltralekha with Sahajanya, 
another Apsara, we learn of the events that have transpired 
since the unldn of Pururavas with Urvasl. When Chltralekha 
left Urvasi with Pururavas, she had gone to offer her service 
to the Sun god. Therefore she could not visit Urvasl for 
a long time and could know nothing about her. Now when free 
to contemplate on Urvasl, she finds her In calamity which 
1. Works of Kalldasa - Abhljnanasakuntala »> C.R. Devadhara, 
p.84. 
2. Vlkramorvaslya - Act IV. Pravei((aka« 
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aooordlng to Chltral«Isha*8 narration to Sahajanya was that 
tha king after giving obaia of bis responsibilities of the 
kingdom to his oiinisters went to Gandhasadana with Urvasi 
for a honejrmoon* Once the king happened to look intently 
at Udayavati ndio, not minding the prohibition and with 
her mind darkened by the curse of the preceptor, entered 
the grove of Kumara, forbidden for womeni and through bis 
oursoi got transformed into a creeper. Not being able to 
find her the king has become ins«ne-like in grief* 
l^ tts Chitraleldia^ brings the story of the play to 
an advanced stage. This calamity takes the story to 
1 
Avamarsha juncture (deliberation). This is sufficient 
to make Cihitralekha worried and sad about the fate of her 
dear friend Urva^. Though she knows that Orvasi, being a 
divine and immortal being could not remain in that condition 
for ever but such was her attachment for Urvasi that for 
the time being the sufferings that the lovers were facing 
make Chitraleli^a also sad. Thus Chitralekha embodied in 
herself the qualities of Priyaantada* Anasuya, Bakulavalika, 
and Sanumati * the female characters of the other two dramas 
of Kalidasa - Halavikagnimitra and Abhijnanasakuntala. 
1. Dasarupaka. I.SI* 
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Chltralekiii, mor9 fortojoat* than the other Apsaras, 
obtainijog through three Acts a large canvas as the favourite 
and comajko of Urvasli suffers dramatlealljr froa her friend's 
good fortoneI for she must necessarily appear a little 
Indlstlnctt so near to the superior light to her oonpanlon. 
Indeed, dramatic necessity demands subdued tones In her 
portraiture l^t she should deflect attention from Urvaslt 
richness of colour and prominence of line therefore are 
not permissible* Yet in spite of these hampering conditions 
the poet has made for a sufficiently definite personality. 
Indeed her indulgent affection, her playful kindliness, 
her little outbursts of loving impatience or sage advice, 
the neglect of vhlch she takes in excellent part - her 
continual half-smiling surrender to Urvasi's petilanoe and 
wilfulness and her uftiole half-matron like air of elder 
sisterly protectldn, give her a very sensible charm and 
attractivenesst there Is a true nymph - like and divine 
grace, tact and felicity in all that she says and does 
and Dr, Janakibas traced many characteristics of the friends 
of the heroine in other plays in her thus *-
1* S«nskrit Ranga Annual. Dr* 3.S« Janakl, p,29. 
U6 
Sh9 thus falfils th« rol« of a botoia friend to th« 
heroin* b«fid«i taking tha thema to ttaa daairad goal* 
r 
Coming to tha mortaX aiiu>r famaXa eharaetara va 
anoountar Nipuniki who la tha oudd^aarvant of Ausinarly 
tha quaan of Paruravas, Vhan saspleioaa of Bis Lord*s 
being infatuated by toaa other lady tha Queen opens her 
heart before Nipunika and she works as a spy on the king 
and Tidusakai and vry easily aakes out tha eausa of Pururavas' 
absent aindedness. In the f9Ty beginning of the Act Hiponika 
in the eouraa of a soliloquy tells us that tha Queen has 
noticed a change in Pururavas, eirer since his return frosi 
M i ^fUmn " 4 •» 1.. 1. ».eh «orrl«l OT.r thl.. Mrl.in. 
that soaa love^ffair may be at tha root of king's changed 
condition, Niponika wants to learn from Vidusaka what tha 
matter was with tha king. She thinks that Yidasaka will 
sooner or later babble it out because any secret does not 
stay long in his bosom Just like the dew hanging on a straw — 
Therefore lipunika approaches Vidusaka and by using 
1* Works of Xialidasa • Vikramorvasiya — C.R. Devadhara, 
p.26. 
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1 
a very ingenious trick succeeds in screwing out of him 
the secret of the king's passion for Urvasi* 
Nipunika thus shows her capacity of comfortably 
squeezing out the secrets from others. 
She has infinite witl in satirising Vidusaka, She 
calls Vidusaka by the name 'Brahmabandhu' which is used 
as a contemptuous term — 
Maybe she did not like the Vidusaka because he is 
the main accomplice in the king's love-affair v^ereby 
making her mistress Aushinariunhappy, 
The Vidusaka is usually an ugly, deformed man and 
so Nipunika calls him •> 'the very picture of a monkey' «— 
7he word Manavaka too signifies his short stature« 
Nipunika is very clever as her name conforms to her 
qualities. Vidusaka calls her yftdHTdl*! ** ^^® ^^^^ sight 
1. Works of Kalidasa - Vikramorvasiya — C.R. Devadhara, 
PP.S6-28, 
2 . Vikraoorvasiyam . R. Mishra, p.35. 
3 . Ibid. p.36* 
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of her. Thus hinting that on previous occasions too he 
has not been a worth/ match for her and had to give in. 
He asks her .. 
This shovs that she is not a mere attendant upon the 
queen but she is also a well-accomplished lady. She seems 
to be well-versed in vocal as well as instrumental music. 
She underitands the reason of the King's unusual 
indifference though she is not confident of the actual nature 
of the matter, so she puts the whole picture before the 
Vidusaka in such a manner as to get the secret from him — 
p^r^prp^ — tazrr ^^^-i i4i^ q 5 « ^ I 
rHi^ruifr — arr^ f ^ r n f ^ g H^fr*ru<iciwwi: trsm- =T"m^ 
—^ 
The fool, as the Vidusaka is) pronounces the name 
Urvasi and Nipunika gets the clue to the secret of the king 
1. Vikramorvasiyam — R. Mishra, p.36. 
2. Ibid. p.37. 
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and thaa v«r/ 'Sr^v^U «b« tajrt •« 
*f?f "PTT %^ Mjl^W^'fWI 1 * 
«ndl goes to ooavay everjrtlliag to tb« Quota* 
Tbo tlaplo 71duMlc« dooi not eo^ prohond that ht hat 
boon dhaatad by tllpunika* Bo vaalisaa i t i^ «& the Slug 
aaks hliB <•* 
^en ha —ym — 
SlpuBiln ia faithful to har adatrasa* When the qaaan 
aaka har nhather sha haa oonveyad to har eorraetly that tha 
King had antarad tha yf^ >^ <4a»aiH»gtJ vith tha Viduaalm, 
Sipunika aakaa itelaar that aha haa narar told a lia to 
4 
har «iatrasa« 
Sha than appaara with tha Quaan* Tha quaan iianta to 
ovar-haar tha king and to aaa if aha ean gat any oonfiraation 
1* Vikraaonratiya - R« Mlahra, p*38, 
2. Ibid. p*48. 
3. k'orka of Kalidaaa • Vikraaorvaaiya • p.30| p*4S« 
4. Ibid* p.66 (4ot ID 
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of th« r«port brought by Hipuniiui about tfa« King't amour 
tow 0rvasi« As she is about to hld« h«raelf b«hiiid a 
bush, tha leet a scroll of biidt.leaf bloim along by tba 
vind, %^ioh at last olioga to her anklet* !rha quean 
thinks that it Is a tattered shred of a garment, vhile 
Nipunika atonoe reeogniees It and tells her that it is a 
biroh^leaf on i^ lcfa something is written .. 
She reads it and tells the queen that it is the proof 
of the seeret lofe affair of the King. It is the love-letter 
of CTrvasi addressed to the king, and exposed through the 
foolishness and carelessness of the Manavaka* 13iis also 
proves that she is literate* 
Ripunika veil understands the male psychology. 13iat 
is nihf she understands that the king is unhappy due to his 
lofe for some woman and that the letter has been secured 
only through the carelessness of Hanavaka* 
She appears next in Aet III, when the queen comes 
to celebrate her fast. Xhe queen observes — 
1. Works of Kaiidasa - Vikramorvasiya -. C.R. Devadhara, 
P«68. 
2. Ibid. p.84. 
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bttt HipunlkA «ooattoa«d to flattery for her «ifltr«fs 
expresses it In s different sense and ooauaents aooarately 
that as the moon gets new brllllanoe vhlle it is united 
vith Rohinif similarly the king gets hrillianoe vhen he 
is united vith the queen Aoainari •* 
I 
*^ ^'frof^ w f f«i?l"»rwo'n«i; i *  
It is she 1^0 pronounces the name of the fast observed 
by the queen •-
Thus Hipunika'is clever and devoted to her mistress. 
She is similar to her naiaesake in Halavikagnimitra. U k e 
her she helps her mistress in every possible manner and 
loves to ridicule the Vidusaka vho is aiding the king to 
the dislike of her mistress. Her role in the play puts 
her in the category of Anvesanakarika. 
Thus Hipunika" is a very clever servant vho never looses 
any opportunity. Her contribution to the play lies in her 
finding out about the kingts affair iiith Urvasi and telling 
Ausinari of it and thus producing the element of conflict 
howsoever meagre it may be. 
1. Works of Kalidasa -* Vikramorvasiya -. C.a. Devadhara, 
p.84. 
2. Ibid. p.86. 
3. Natyasastra. 24.40. 
isi 
Sahajanya is of an int«nser, mora siXant, Xaat 
iaaginatiTa» oaora praetioal type than RambhaTor Manaka, 
It la she nAko gltres Paroravas the Inforaiatlon of the road 
vbieb the ravlsher has taken, and froia that point onward 
amid all the anxious and tender chatter of the sisters she 
is silent Until she has the praotioal fact ot Pururavas* 
1 
appearanoe. This she is again the first to announce — 
Her utterance is brief and of great point and sulbstance. 
From her words we receive a deep impression of helpfulness» 
earnestness and strength. Sahajanya feels that the demons 
are really so powerful that there is •very reason why they 
should rejoice at the victory and safe return of the King. 
For the second time she appears in the introductory 
scene of Act ZV. There is the dialogue between SahaJanyaT 
and Chitralekha - friends of Urvasi. Sahajanya puts ques-
tions to Chitralekha about nrrasl which the latter replies 
and SahajanyiT comments on that. Their conversation serves 
1. Kalidasa — Sri Aurobindo, p.72. 
2. Vikraaorvasiyam .- C.H, Devadhara, p.8. 
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th« purpot* of narrating the events that hate transpired 
sinoe the union of Paruravas with Urvaiii as described 
towards the eo^olusion of the third Act* 
Learning the prediotament of tJrvasi and Pururavas « 
Urvashi being converted in a creeper due to the curse of 
Kumara, through the contemplation of Chitralekha, Sahajanya 
too becomes very anxious for their well-being, Sahajanya 
asks Chitralekha •> 'is there any way of their meeting 7* 
Chitralekha replies that Sangamaniya stone is the only way 
1 
of their meeting. 
After this the optimistic attitude of Sahajanya is 
characteristic* She believes that such excellent forms 
do not undergo misery for long. Surely there will befall 
some event making them reunited. She invites ChitralekhaT 
to leave all worry and come for the worship of the divine 
sun, that is just to rise — 
Here the comment of Sri Aurobindo is worth-mentioning 
1. Vikramorvasiya - R. Mishra, p.141. In some recensions 
this text is not available. 
2. Ibid. p,U2, 
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*Sh« vlll not vaste time ov«r vain Xamantatloni 
slnot aha cannot halp. Fata has diirldad tha Iov«r»» Fata 
vlll tinlta then agalnt so with a ehaarfal and nobis word 
1 
of consolation she turns to tha iamadiata work in hand** 
Raabha 
Bambha oonas on tha stage from the very beginning 
of the play and reoains up to the last scans • Uhen the 
nymphs cry for help to rescue their friend Urvasi.fron 
the denon Kesini theKing coses to their rescue and asks 
them the cause of their woe. Rambha" tells the king that 
they are seeking help against a demon's violence — 
When the king eonaoles them and says that he will 
endeavour to restore their friends* Rafld»ha comments that 
it was worthy of descendtnt of the Moon «-
RambhiT seems to be leading the other Apsaraa. Irihen 
the king goes away with the harlot and the charioteer, 
Bambha asks her friends to r*tire to the place pointed out 
by Pururavas — 
1. Kalidasa — Sri aurobindo, p.72. 
2. Tikramorvasiyam — C.R* Devadhar^, p«4« 
3. Ibid, p.6. 
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other Apiarat do ftt ah« bids then. Btat nkm sa«p*ets 
th« luooass of th« king in rasooing Urvasi — 
Evan when Kanaka ahowi har eonfidanea in hia graat-
nass aaying that avan tha graat Xndra honoara him by appoint* 
ing him to tha eoomand of hia eonqaaring hoata, RambhcT say a < 
shows har timid nature* Vlhen the king oomas with Urvasi 
and diitralekha, Rambha~ draws a baaatifol simile. She 
says that the royal saga is eoming taking TJrvasi audi 
Chitralakha with him as if ha ware the Hoon attended by 
the Tishakha — 
/-
Eambha feels wry happy at the return of Urvaai and 
ChitraleUia and bleasaa tha king — 
!• VikramorTasiyam ->- C.R* Devadhara, p.8* 
Again at the return of the king, it is she who 
asks the Apsaraa to honour the royal saga -* 
and othera follow her* 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
Ibid* p.8* 
Ibid. p.8. 
Ibid. p. 14. 
Ibid. p.IS. 
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Rambha reappears in Act V at the time of the ooro* 
nation of tho prince Ayus, Narada asks Rambha to bring the 
materials for intallation of Ayus as a crovn-prince. 
The ceremonies of the coronation are performed by Xndra 
and Rambha« Rambha brings the material prepared by Xndra. 
She leads the prince to the holy throne* Narada pours dovoi 
the holy water from the emer on the head of the child and 
the rest of the ceremony is completed by Rambha, The sprinkling 
of water forms the central part of the ooronatiaii) and it 
is therefore performed by Narada and Rambha is directed 
1 
to do the remaining minor ceremonies. Later on Rambha asks 
the boy to pay regards to the holy sage and the parents. 
The prince does as bidden. 
Thus Rambha" plays an important role at the time of 
the coronation of Ajfyus • son of Urvasl and Pururavas. 
Though she is a heavenly being yet she is well-versed in 
earthly rites. Sri Aurobindo has estimated her character 
in the words — 
'The timid, warm-hearted Rambha easily despondent, 
full of quick outbursts of eagerness and tenderness is 
other than the statelier Mena|B.a with her royal gift of 
TikramorTasiyam - C.R. Devadhara, p.164. 
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1 
spfteoh and her high confidence*. 
Henaka 
Menaka appears In Act 1 along with other Apsaras 
crying for help against the demon Kesin's violence on 
Urvasl. When the King Pururavas makes enquiries as to 
their woe, they explain It Individually distinguishing 
their traits. 
It is Menaka who gives a clear picture of the acci-
dent » how the demon Sesln of Hlranyapura took Urvasl and 
her friend Chltraljekha while they were on their way from 
Kubera*8 mansion -
Menaka gives the account of the beauty of Urvasl 
too — 
^m cmlrq^ *iMrwr^ <ww fgrri ^wm *#=^^ j ^T^TTM 
1. Ealldasa — Sri AuroblndO| p.72. 
2. Vlkranorvasiyam •.- C.E* Devadhara, p*6* 
3. Ibid. 
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Sh« thus makes it clear that Urvasl Is very beauti-
ful. She even surpasses goddess Lakshmi in her beauty* 
She also refers to a trait in Indra's character, who is 
always represented in classical is^thology as being Jealous 
or intolerant of an excess of penance practised by any one 
on earth. He atonce sends down a band of nymphs in order 
to entice the person practising penance, into vice and 
immorality* Menaka says that Urvasi is a weapon delicate 
enough in appearance but dangerous in its consequences* 
Here Shri Aurobindo comments on her character with 
the words that Menaka is stately *with her royal gift of 
t 
speech and her high confidence*. 
When Hambha doubts the success of the king in rescuing 
tirva&i from the demon, Menaka makes it clear that she should 
not doubt* Even the great Indra seeks the help of the king 
of this earth, Pururavas, against his enemies —• 
1* This trait of Indra's character^is often referred to 
in the works of Kalidasa as in Sakuntalaa — 
Act X; and in Haghuvamsa 
5fif^ rrq ^HintAfyfy w f t m wfWf ?rrPHT«? i ^ 
VIII. • 
2* Indra's usual weapon is his *Vajra' which is extremely 
hard lAile tJrvasi is a very tender weapon in the armoury 
of Indra* 
3. Kalidasa -. Sri Aurobindo, p.72 (Second Series) 
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Vlk. Act. I. 
She feels happy at the success of the king In rescuing 
Urvasi because on the one hand Urvasi and Chltralekha are 
restored to them %^lle on the other, the king Is unhurt — 
The correctness of Iker remark Is proved by the state-
ment of Sahajanya .-
Thus Menaka, being an apsara, Is very similar to 
her friends, yet she stands apart with her individual traits 
of statellness and high confidence* Moreover her importance 
lies in providing the general background of the Hero King 
Pururavas• 
Yavani 
There is one character vho is very different from all 
the earlier mentioned minor female characters and she is 
1. Vikramorvasiyam — C.R. Devadhara, p.14. 
2. Ibid. 
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lAtranl «. th« k»eper of the vtapont of king ParuraTai* 
Kali4a8« Is tbe oal^ pott, apto tblt tlM, 1^0 aantloni 
th« «ord Tavaai. Thla word has baan tatcan by aoaa erltie 
to naan a Oraak weisaii* It naad not ba naeaasarlly ao« Vihan 
tha Aryan oonquaat took plaoa, tha poapla who VTB conqnarad, 
wara radaead to alavahood and aaeb was givan taitabia work 
to do* It la only natural that wild trlbaa wara wallovartad 
In tha uaa of waapona, aapaolally baeaaaa of thalr hunting 
habits and warllka natura* fhalr woman ware alao exports 
Inthe use of weapons. So there Is nothing wrong In oonoludlng 
that they were given the custody of weapons. The Bhlls 
of Rajasthani the KUrlohyars of Malabart and the aountalneers 
of the Taollnad provide exai^les of women» expert In the 
use of weapons. 
In Vlkraoorvasiya, a Xavanl Is Introduced In Aet V. 
klhen the vulture takes away the jewel , the king Is very 
wioh worried about It and wanta to kill the vulture. He 
requires his bow and arrow. It Is the Yavanl who brings 
for hln his bow and arrow •-
The same worda are spoken by a Yavanl In Aet YZ of 
1. Works of IGilldasa — Vlkraaorvaalya — C.R. Devadhara, 
p.132. 
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/ _ Sakuntala* The comment of Sri C*R* Dovadhara} on wp^f^fcrff 
;qq5fr Is worth noticing — 
'Ionian Greek girls were employed as servants in 
the courts of kings in ancient India. In the Sakuntala 
(Act II) ve find that king Dusyanta's retinue consists of 
several Ionian Greek girls and in the sixth Act of the 
same drama ve have an Ionian maiden whose duty is to carry 
1 
the how of the king wherever he goes*. 
Kirati 
There is a very little reference to Kirati, in 
Vikramorvasiya. It is she who speaks behind the scenes 
giving information that a hawk has snatched away the gem, 
which is highly valued by the king. But she appears on 
the stage afterwards. She informs the king of the way, 
the vulture has flown -> 
'It is hovering in the sky, and scratching it, with 
the gem, the golden thread iidiich he holds in his beak.' 
1. Works of Kalidasa .- YJUcramorvasiya .. C.R. Devadhara, 
p.98. 
2. Ibid. p.l30» 
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n«xt time she Is referred to vhen the king asks her 
to purify the Jewel in fire and keep it in its box «-
And she does as ordered by the king* 
Thus she is simply a menial who is present in the 
Goart to carry oat simple orders of the king and others, 
and falls in the category of Preaya. 
Female attendants bearing torches 
We meet such ladies in Act III, When the chamberlain 
goes to inform the king of the fast observed by the Queen, 
he sees the king coming surrounded by the women bearing 
the torches. The king is compared to the mountain whose 
wings are unolipt* These women are compared to the blossom-
ing Karnilrar ( ^ u ffl < ) trees. As the Karzdkar trees are 
clad with flowers blossoming and they are reddish yellow 
in colour, similarly the torches with flames are reddish 
yellow like the Karnikar flowers. The reference 'tall 
karnikar* shows that the women are also tall and thin. 
The chamberlain calls them as MfW^t^mi — 
1. Works of Kalidasa • Vikramorvasiya .. C.R. Deradhar, 
p.134. 
2. Natyasastra . 24.10. 
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-— Vlkramortras^a, Act III-3. 
In the night the burning torches were used for light. 
They were borne by the ladles. These ladles are understood 
to be tall and thin* It cannot be said that these ladles 
are Indian ladles or ladles from some foreign lands* Because 
there Is no such hint about them. 
Ihese ladles guide the king to the place of his 
destination and they work according to his orders. They 
take the king to the Manlharmya Palace. liAien the king sees 
that there Is much light of the moon, he asks them to put 
off the torches and go to rest* 
Why the ladles were given this vork ? The reason 
may be that they were to accompany the king to the Inner 
apartments where the access of men was restricted* 
Moreover they are shown accompanying the king only 
and not the queen. In Act III, just after the arrival of 
the king to the Manlharmya Palace comes the queen but she 
Is not attended by such ladles. Thus they are the maid-
servants belonging to the retinue of the king. 
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(d) & gtneral evalaatlon of the roles of the minor faaalt 
chayacters In the pltiy 
The women characters In the Vlkramorvasiya are mostly 
divine characters, but they stand on a human footing* They 
have been delineated with humainness in them. They are 
represented in relation to their partners on earth. Unlike 
that of the Malavikagnlmitra, the hea'olne ot the Vikramor-
vasiya is a divine character. Therefore her helpers too 
are divine characters. In the Malavikagnimitra, the women 
characters were restricted to the harem of the king but 
in the Vikram«rvasiya, they move in heaven and on earth. 
As regards the role in play Chltralekha is the superior-most 
of the minor female chracters in the Vikramorvaslya. In 
a way she is the reproduction of Bakulavalika of )te[lavikagni-
mitra to a greater extent and fif Priyamvada and Anasuya 
to a smaller extent. Being an Apsara she is a befitting 
friend of Urvaai. She is an active helper in the love 
between Urvasi and Pururavas. She is clever and prudent 
enough to behave as a guardian to Urvasi's love for Pururavas* 
She is more of a nymph than a human of this earth. Thus 
she is an active partner of this play ^o plays a significant 
role in the development of the story. 
Some types of characters have been reproduced by 
Kalidasa in his dramas. Nipunika is such a chcraoter. 
In Malavikagnimitra one Nipunika was the servant of the 
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teeond qa««zi Xrlvmti and In tht Tlkranonraslya ITipimllsa 
Is a clever and vitty lenrant of iUislnarl » the wlfa of 
Pururavas* These 'tvo Nlpiinlkas* have many slHlXaritiea 
and dissimilarities* Both of them are the faithful servants 
of their respective mistresses. They help their queens in 
every possible aanner» and love to ridicule the Vidasaka 
who is aiding the king concerned. Both of them are clever 
in flattering the vanity of their qUeens. But Nipunika 
of the Malavikagnimitra is more active and has a greater 
hold on her queen but Queen Ausinari does not easily believe 
her servant nipunika in Tikramorvaslya. Iravati in Malvikagni. 
tBitra even acts according to her servant Niponi^'e advice 
shoving her absolute faith in her amid but it is not so in 
Vlkraaorvasiya. Hence their individuality lies in their 
differences. Thus Kipunika of the t^avikagnimitra is a 
nore clever and active partner of the play as compared 
to her namesake in the Vikramorvasiya. 
Kenal^, Raml^a and Sahjanya are ^ e other Apsaras 
or friends of Urvasi. They are presented to give a divine 
colour and background to Urvasi's character. Satyavati 
is a representative of the hermit class of women presented 
in this play. She is made an instrument of introducing AyuS| 
the son of Vrvasi and Pururavas, in the court of Pururavas. 
Kirati is quite a new character who is not to be traced in 
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any other play of Kalldasa, She fulfils the role of a 
Preaya in this play, Yavanl la a unique character* She 
seems to belong to some foreign land. She has been repre-
sented by Kalldasa as the keeper of the King's weapons, 
possibily to enqphaslse the Dhlroddata < ^ (|^ (g ) character 
of the hero. Female attendants bearing torches have been 
Introduced in this play alone,to provide a regal atmosphere. 
Thus these minor female characters of Vikramorvasiya 
show hov interested Kalidasa is in depicting various types 
of characters. They also represent the keen insight and 
study of Kalidasa into the women characters of a king's 
harem as veil as his conception of semi~divine like Apsaras, 
Chapter V 
/ -
STUDY OF MIHOR FEMALE CHARACTERS IN ABHUNANASAKONTAU 
(a) Introdaotion of the play - Its theme, characters 
and sentiment. 
(h) Classification of the female characters. 
(o) Individaal study of the minor female characters* 
(d) A general evaluation of the roles of the minor 
female characters in the play. 
(*) Introduction of th« play .* ita theme. 
characters and ientlment 
Kalidasa's 3rd play^  Abhljnanasakuntalaia is a great 
drama of International repute. Vftien Europe and the world 
at large knew nothing of the great artistic achierements 
of the stage in India - It was the Sakuntala of Kalidasa 
that gave evidence of the magnificient wealth of dramatic 
compositions that India could boast of* 
Vihat has made Sakuntala a great work of art 7 Is it 
its sublime theme or superb characterization, its unique 
plot-construction or its exquisite lyrics of love and nature ? 
It is certainly all this and something more. In the words 
of Sir Monier Williams t 
"No composition of Kalidasa displays more (than 
the Sakuntala) the richness of his poetical genius, the 
exuberance of his imagination, the warmth and play of his 
fancy, his profound knowledge of the human heart,hls delicate 
appreciation of its most refined and tender emotions, his 
familiarity with the workings and counter-workings of its 
conflicting feelings — in short, more entitles him to rank 
as the Shakespeare of India*** 
1* Q*C. Jhala - 'Kalidasa*, p.138. 
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Through this one drama, Xialidasa hat been able to 
secure a permanent place among the greatest poets and 
playwrights of the world. The beauty of Saimntala Is as 
much a source of delight to great poets of the present 
day as it was to those of the past* 
It was first translated Into English by Sir William 
Jones more than a hundred and eighty years ago, the play 
has fascinated the Western mind and heart as shown by 
the lavish tributes showered upon it by Goethe, liassen, 
Sohelegel, Monier Williams, Herder, Hillebrandt and others. 
It has been translated almost in all the prominent languages 
of the world. 
The title of the drama is Abhijnanasalcuntala or 
Abhi j nanasakuntala • 
This means a drama in which Sakuntala is recognized 
or remembered by a token* 
/-
The title is similar to that of the Vikraaorvasiya 
which means a drama in )diioh Urvasi is won by valour. It 
was, indeed, the valour of Pururavas which brought him and 
Urvasi together for the first time and made their love 
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possibleI It ISf again, his valour by vhich the union of 
the two lovers is perpetuated, Similarl/, the poet, in 
naming the Abhijnanasakuntala, attached great iaportanoe 
to the means of recognition of Sakuntala* The conception 
of the ring as the means of re-union of Dusyanta and Sakuntala 
is the fruit of the poet's ovn creative imagination and 
is the pivot on vhloh the denoument of the play turns. 
The Abhijnanasakuntala, a drama in seven acts, is 
marked by the remarkable achievement of the poet* The drama 
draws a portrait of passionate love between king Dusyanta and 
Sakuntala, the daughter of a nymph, Menaka, King Dusyanta 
of Puru dynasty arrives at the penance-grove of Sage Kanva 
in course of hunting. In the absence of the Sage, he is 
welcomed by the friends of Sakuntala on her behalf, He 
is chaxtmed by the beauty of this foster-daughter of the 
Sage, Sakuntala, too, is enamoured of the beauty of the 
King. The lovers then get united in the Qandharva way of 
marriage, Aftemardds the king leaves pregnant Sakuntala 
with a promise to call her to him after some days, Absent-
minded Sakuntala is cursed by Sage Durvasi, As a result 
of this the King forgets all about her. When Sage Kanva 
leavns of this ypqif marriage he approves of it and with 
the best wishes of a father he*sends her to her husband's 
house* When Sakuntala appears before the king in the royal 
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court, h% is tuxabXe to recognize her. Discarded and dis-
hearteded Sakuntala is taken off by some heavenly body. With 
the restoration of the ring, which Dusyanta had given to 
Sakuntala and vhich was lost in the Sak^ravatara by Sakontala, 
the duration of the curse expires. Dusyanta recollects 
everything. He is filled with remorse but is helpless as 
he does not know ^ at happened to Sakuntala. Later on he 
is called to heaven by Xndra, After his successful drive 
against the demons, he starts for his capital. In the way 
he stays to pay his respect to the Sage Marica. With the 
mercy of gods, he meets Sakuntala and their son Sarvadamana. 
Thus the play ends happily. 
As to the sources of the theme, we go back to the 
Vedio times. The Hgveda mentions the Bharatas as a war-
like tribe. The names of Dusyanta, Sakuntala and Bharata 
appear in Satapatha Brahmana. But the love-story is not 
1 
to be found in the Vedio literature. Thae Mahabharata, the 
2 
Eathaharijataka and the Padma Purana mention the story of 
Dusyanta and Sakuntala in detail. It is the story of the 
Padma Purana which closely resemUles the plot of the drama 
of Kalidasa. But the stories of Padma Purana and Kathahari 
1. Mbh. 1.80.88, 
2. Padma. 111*1^ Svarga Kbanda, 
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Jataka belong to later time. They are influenced by 
Kalldasa himaelf• The poet seems to be mainly indebted 
to the Mahabharata for this dramatic creation. According 
to the Mahabharata, Dusyanta was a descendent of Puru and 
t 
/ _ 
Sakuntala a daughter of the royal Sage Visvamitra and Menaka. 
Kanva brought up Sakuntala as his foster•daughter* When 
Dusyanta visited Kanira's hermitage, the Sage had gone out 
to gather flowers and fruits % Sakuntala welcomed him. 
They fell in lotre with each other. Dusyanta invited her 
for the Qandharva marriage. She agreed on the condition that 
the son born to her must succeed Dusyanta on the throne. 
Then they married. The king went away. In course of time 
Sakuntala gave birth to a son. When he was six years old, 
Kanva sent her to her husband. At first, in the royal 
court, she was rejected by Dusyanta but was accepted on 
the persuation of an aerial voice* 
To this skeleton of a story Kalidasa has added flesh 
and blood and above all the 'life'. Kalidasa has represented 
the old theme according to the high ideals of Hindu Religion. 
He has modified the story with his poetic imagination. The 
story of the Mahabharata has many instances idiich are opposed 
to the sacred ideals and moral principles of our culture. 
Therefore Kalidasa has introduced considerable modifications 
and inventions in the main theme. 
The fatal flaw in the story of the Mahabharata, is the 
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vilful rejection of Sakuntala by Dusyanta. This gives 
him the character of a rake who hides the folly of his youth 
by stubbovm denial. The Duiyanta of the epic is contemptible, 
Thus the first change) the poet Kalidasa has introduced is 
the curse of Durvasa, which is responsible for the king's 
forgetfulness and which saves the King from moral responsi. 
bility in his repudiation of Sakuntala, To modify the curse, 
the poet has introduced the recognition-ring. 
In the Kahabharata, the tale of the wooing and winning 
of the bride, is drab and prosaic, Sakuntala of the epic, 
herself welcomes Dusyanta and narrates the story of her 
birth and marries him on a condition. But Kalidasa has 
transfused all this into the very quintessence of romance 
and poetry. In Kalidasa Kanva remains absent for a long 
time thereby giving time and opportunity for the growth 
of their love. The story of Sakuntala's birth is woven 
into the conversation of the king with her two friends, 
and the promise as to Sakuntala's future destiny comes 
spontaneously from the king. Sakuntala has been made an 
example of a maiden's modesty and shyness. 
Sakuntala of the epic lives with her father for a 
long time, until her son reaches an age of six. Kalidasa's 
Sakuntala leaves her home before her son is born. 
Acts VI and VII are completely the creation of the 
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imagination of Kalidasa. In Kalidasa the final union 
takes place after a long period of suffering and remorse. 
Besides these changes, the poet has introduced certain 
minor changes too. A drama csuinot be successfully written 
with such a meagre number of characters as in the epic, so 
Kalidasa has added from the hermitage, the palace and the 
street « such characters as Priyamvada, Anasiiya, Gautami, 
Sanumati, Durvasa, Vidusaka, ^tall, Indra, Marica, Whelp, 
Eahcuki and Pratihari etc. 
The plot of the play is well-constructed and the 
incidents are naturally interwoven. As Tagore remarks, 
'there are two unions in St^untala and the central motif 
of the play is the progress from the earlier union of the 
first three acts with its youthful beauty and remance through 
an interval of separation and intense and speechless agony 
to the ultimate union in the last Act. Thus the seven Acts 
of the play can be divided into three divisions — the first 
four constituting the first division, the fifth and sixth 
the second, and the seventh act the last. 
As we have seen earlier that characterization in 
Kalidasa'8 dramas has a class of its own. He knows how to 
present different kinds of characters t the earthly and the 
celestial and brings combination between the two. The human 
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eharaot«rs rist to th« divln« luad tha dlvln« characters 
d«ao«nd to the htuun level, Hia art of characterisation 
le revealed at ite beat In thia drasa. The character a 
are drawn from varied atatione of life and every one of them 
haa a aoolal, moral and intelleotual background. Hot only 
the main charactera but the ninor eharactera too are very 
lifelike and they have been depicted in their mlnuteat 
details• Sagea like Kanva and Marica, pupils like Sarangarava 
and Saraduata, the old lady Gautami| the yoang maidens like 
Sakuntala and her frienda, the naughty boy Sarvadamana, the 
Klngy the Tiduaaka, the frivolous maid^aervanta, the ataunoh 
diaeiplinarian Kanchuki, the evergreedy policemen etc., 
all of them are living eharactera, possessing an individuality 
of their own. In Act I, by slowly unfolding Sakuntala's 
feelings of love through reaction to the conversation of 
her two friends with the king, K^lidasa has provided a 
masterly piece of delineation of characters. In the fourth 
Act, every word of Kanva reveals the father in him.Tfce scene 
of Sakuntala*s repudiation reveals the superb characterisation. 
The difference between the two pupils is obvious from their 
speeches. In the Seventh Act, the delination of child-nature and 
the anguish of childlessness ehow the poets skill. Moreovtr 
there is one unique character in this drama and that is Nature. 
It is not mere background, it has entered into the warp and 
woof of the drama. Sakuntala herself is a daughter of Nature. 
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Thus Kftlldasa't d«pth of understanding and tuparl) ittaglnation 
b&WB saooaadad in giving as aiany major and minor eharaetars 
bubbling vith individaalistie quaXitias* 
Srngara or the arotio santimant is tha main santimant 
of this play* Both tha aspaets of this santimant hava baan 
dapiotad in this play. Ha has not simply dapietad Srngara 
but has outlinad tha purification of the physical attraction 
through tha suffering of separation of the hero and the heroine 
and bring it to sublimation through the child. This is the 
essence of Kalidasa*s treatment of love. !Ihus Kalidasa 
ea;cel^8 in depicting the emotions of love, fromthe first 
suggestion in an innocent mind to the perfection of passion • 
Re is also expert in pathos (Karuna). The fourth Act of 
Sakuntala is a model of sorrow and loving kindness with 
Mitich even the trees take farewell of their beloved one 
and which contrasts with the immediate harsh reception which 
awaits her at the royal court. 
Tidusaka is mainly made instrumental in creating the 
1 2 
comic sentiment. The Heroic sentiment is depicted mainly 
through Dttsyanta and his son Sarvadamana. The delineation 
1. Complete Works of Kalidasa •>- 7.P. loshi, p.549 (Act I D ; 
p.694 (Act V). 
2. Ibid. IXX.lf VlX.Sd. 
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1 2 
of th« T«rrJ.bl« stntlm«nt and of th« Farlott« ••ntis^nt 
3 
is reatPleted. Such esotions AS Vatsalya and hints of th« 
4 
Shanta santlment ara also found in this pXajr. 
(b) Classification of the faaala chagactars 
in Abhl^nanasakimtala 
In eooparlsoB vith his other two dramas Ahhljnana-
sakuntala possesses a greater number of women characters* 
Following Bbarat ragarding the divisions of these characters, 
/ _ - _ 
Sakuntala, Vasumatl and Ramspadika come in the category of 
/ _ 
the superior characters. Sakuntala, a child of Nature, 
combines in herself heaven and earth* Kalidasa has presented 
his ideal of married life through her* She is the best 
of the heroines of the dramas of ICalidasai Vasumati and 
Hamspadika belong to the superior category as they are the 
wives of the hero but they have very meagre role to play 
and have only been mentioned without being actually brought 
on the stage« 
Next to Sakuntala, in the Abhijnanasakuntala, come 
1. Complete Works of xaiidasa —. V.P. Joshi, 14? and 29} 
ZII.24. 
2. Ibid. IV.1. 
3. Ibid. VII.11. 
4. Ibid. VII.12 and 27. 
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Prlyamvada, Anatuya, Gautaml, Adltl, Manaka and Sanumatl, 
who form the mlddlitig group of characters. Priyamvada 
and Anasoya are the friends of Sakuntala. Their names 
suggest their natures and actions. They belong to a respect-
able class of society. They help greatly in the development 
of the plot and the development of the character of Sakuntala. 
They helped in the sowing of the seed of love between Sakuntala 
/ 2 _ 
and Dttsyanta and its nurturing. Gautami too is a middling 
character. She is the matron of the hermitage.of Kanva. 
Thus she holds a respectable post. She is present at most 
of the crucial moments in the play, Aditi is the mother 
of gods. Therefore she is highly respectable. She does 
not play an ilbportsuit role. But it is she who along with 
Maricha forms the final authority to the union of Dasyanta 
and Sakuntala. Sanumati is a divine character. It is she 
who makes Shakuntala aware of the happenings at Hastinapur 
after her repudiation by Dusyanta. 
According to the method of division and discussion 
adopted in the study of previous dramas» in this play too 
1. Note I They appear in the f^^^Ta^ of the fourth Act 
of Abhijnanasakuntala. 
'Really speaking this is fznfVvsws "^i-th its Sanskrit 
and Prakrit. But perhaps the characters are all middling 
xf^ , while .|w requires ^f^ ^ ^^ ?fY« characters*. 
Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhar. 
Abhljitanasakuntala, p.295* 
2« Complete Works of Kalidasm — V.P. Joshi, pp.539-544. 
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the queens and the heroine Salomtala eome in the superior 
category of characters and all the rest of the female 
characters form the group of minor characters* Among these 
minor characters PriyamvadaV Anasuya, Qautami, Aditl and 
Sanumati are superior among the aisor characters because 
of their higher qualities, their social status and their 
role in the play* Menaka is a heavenly being, an Apsaras 
but her role is very meagre in this play. She being the 
mather of the heroine and belonging to a higher social 
strate, fits in the middling category of minor charaoterS| 
to idiieh ITetravatii the three ascetic women of the Kanva^s 
hermitage and the ti«> female ascetics guarding Sarvadamana, 
belong Vetravati too is an important character, though she 
is a servant " a dooe>keeper{ she serves as a confidante 
of the king in the irtienever the Vidusaka is absent* The 
two ascetic vomin, guarding Sakuntala's son - Sarvadamana, 
are more important as compared to the three hermit women 
in the hermitage of Kanva who simply bestow blessings on 
Sakuntala* Ifati,who is important from the dramatic point 
of view can also be counted in this very category of middling 
1* ^r^l>i<>Wi-<H H iyi<fit*^ r^ *<<fi^  I 
/ -
Natyasastra* 24.42* 
Also - Ibid* 24*38.39. 
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characters of th« ninor ones. She fulfils nore the require* 
ment of dramatic praotioes than the reqaireneat of the story* 
Madhukariltt, Parabhrtlka, Caturlfeay Taralika and 
Yavanf belong to the servant class* IDieir status and their 
roles make them inferior characters of the minor group of 
characters* M^dhukarika and Parabhrtlka are the reproduc-
tions of their namesake in the ^lavikagnimitra. Their 
conversation and their actions indicate the arrival of 
the spring season* Their names suit the environment the/ 
are presented in Caturika is a mald-in-attendanee of the 
king but her work is different to that of Vetravatf, another 
servant of the king, Caturika is the king's Usanna Paricarika' 
as the Vidusaka calls her* She simply stands by the side 
of the king and carries out his orders. Taralika and Yavani 
are the other servants who come on the stage for a very short 
period. Nati is a different type of character. She is 
important from the dramatic point of view* 
How we are going to discuss these minor female characters 
in detail in the subsequent individualistic study of these 
characters. 
1. Natjoasastra - 84.33. 
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(c) Individual study of th» minor ftmtlt characterg 
la AbhlJnanatakanta!• 
Pgiyanradi and Anatora 
Of the auddans praaantad by Kalidaaa in Abhijnana-
salcontala, Anasoya and Priyamfada attraot us nost. Thay 
ara tha eloaa frianda of Sakuntala and oo-.maida of har 
unatarriad U f a at Kanva'a Aaraau* They ara present till 
the XV Aot of the play to assist the heroine in her love 
for the hero and like Bakolavalika in Malatrikagnimitra 
and Chitralekha in Tikranorvaaiya they have been dropped 
by the poet in the Avamarsh conjueture (deliberation). 
Priyamrada and Anasuya are not present in the story 
of Mahabharata, the source of the theme of Abhljnanasakuntala, 
They are the oreations of the great poet Kalidaaa*s fancy* 
He has created them with some definite purpose in mind^ %Aiieh 
according to Dr. Baburam Tripathi is --
^ft ft mrmr % 1V ^ ««rf W f = ^ 'TWITT 5#rf *r ;3<|HT«HT 
ifr wf-R T % ?WT ^ % aitN?^ #r vtn- ^ % i w f f V % gRfprr 
1. Abhijnanasakuntala - Ed. Dr. Baburam Tripathi, p*641. 
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Prlyannrada and Anatuya, both ara baautlfoX* In Aot I, 
wttan Dus/anta seas them and Sakuntala, vataring the plants 
of Kjanva*s hermitage, he utters — 
He even goes to the extent of saying that they are more 
heautlfol than the ladles of the king's harem .. 
fhey ar^ of eqaal age too — 
Zt appears that Prlyamvada, Anasiiya and Sakuntala^ all of 
them appear equally beautiful to the onlooker at the first 
sight, though Sakuntala Is the most beautiful of them* This 
Is proved by the Vldusaka's ooouient on seeing them In the 
painting painted by the King «-
»Tf: f«rTfr' 1%^: «i«w«i^: j m ^ i « ^ f W «f#fNT: » 
WMIl ^ W f ^ Tl^^m 1^ 
At this the comment of Sanumatl Is worth mentioning •« 
1« Complete Vforks of Kalldasa -. V.P. Joshl, 
Abhljnanasakuntala. p.632* 
2. Ibid. Aet 1.17. 
3. Ibid. p.5d8. 
4. Ibid. p.623. 
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They too ar« yoang and are due for marriage as Kanva 
Informs Sakuntala * 
But Dusyanta la attracted towards SakuntaXa because 
she is the i^st beautiful of all the three and the friends* 
beauty only serves to emphasise her's* 
Priyamirada and ^nasuya help in unfolding the gradual 
development of Sakttntala*s oharaeter. Again, through the 
introduetkmof these friends, the poet has been able to 
present Sakuntala as a bashful, loving and Mugdha heroine 
as contrasted to the Pragalbha Sakuntala of Hahabharata* 
Similarly the love between Sakuntala and Dusyanta in Abhi-
4nanasakuntala is born spontaneously but it is made enduring 
through the help of Prlyamvada and Anasuya* 
Though living in the hermitage, they are highly olvilised 
and cultured. Their conversation among themselves and also 
with others, their behaviour, their treatment of the unknown 
guest, all go to prove their high education and culture. They 
1. Complete Morks of Kalidasa —^V.P. Joshl, Abhljnana. 
sakuntala, p«623» 
2. Ibid, p.68e. 
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have good knowledge of th« eplos and Paranas, keen pover 
of understanding and application and a good poatio tansa t 
^wr isf=^ I ai«Rrt ^mvrr 'w=r»nmr p"r=?TFi i T^F^ 
By their owi statements on various occasions it is 
clear that thejr are weli>rersed in the different branches 
2 
of literature as veil as arts, 
/' 
In Act IV too these friends of Sakuntala tell her 
that they are not used to ornaments} but their acquaintance 
with the art of painting will help them to decorate her t 
/ 
Sakuntala too comments on their efficiency in this art t 
Though they had neither the practical experience of 
the worldly life, nor any direct contact with the people 
of the cityI still they have heard a lot about the manners 
and customs existent among people leading a worldly life* 
The training imparted to them by the sage is so perfect that 
1, complete Works of Kalidasa .. V.P. Joshi, p,662, 
2. Ibid. pp.666-569. 
arf Ibid. p.583. 
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be ooold safely leaire them In Charge of tbe hernitage, 
whenever he had to go on pllgriaage. Dr. Ratnaoaya Dixit 
in her thesis has eommenAed their ability to conduct the 
affairs of their friend — 
*The efficiency with vAiloh Anasuya and Priyamvada 
perform the duties and rites of daily life is indeed commend* 
1 
able' • 
The position of PriyaavadaT and Anasuya in tbe hermitage 
throws light on the status of women in the public life* 
These maidens are quite grown up and in their youth. !Qiis 
goes to prove that child marriage was not the custom of 
the day. The marriage was thought of only after the girls 
attained a aature age* 
Following tbe pattern of technical requirements of 
his plays in Abhijnanasakuntala too, the poet brings some 
helpers to carry the heroine, Sakuntala, far in her persuit 
of love. And such helpers are the two friends of Sakuntala 
i.e. Priyamvada and Anasuya. They help her as her agents. 
They can be technically called 'dutis' who play an important 
role by fostering the dramatic cause* The dramatic canonists 
prescribe the qualities of such emissaries as -« 
1* 'Women in Sanskrit Dramas*, Ratnamaya Dixit, p.117* 
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AoASUya and Prlyamvadi possasa thesa qaalltias. Again, 
it is thasa two frianda of Sakuntala who sov the seed of 
the draaiatic theme and work in its development. 
Priyamvada and Anasoya appear to be personifying 
the youthful exhuberanoe of Sakuntala'3 age and sobriety 
of her Asrara life. Priyamvada and Anasuya may be called 
symbolic characters. Anasuya is the absence of all bad 
passions and Priyamvada is the never failing sweetness of 
temper and speech. 
Sri Chandravali Pandey has aptly called these twin 
charaotors as *Hati' and *Eati* and Sakuntala is *Sraddha* 
served by these •Mati' and 'Rati' — 
'Tffl aitr Tf^ ^  ETTT vRTFJTRT ?lf=?J^  «Rrr % I msfT r=# 
1. Katyasastra - 23.11. 
2. As quoted in • Abhijnanasakuntalam * Dr. Baburam 
Tripathi, pp.544-546. 
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Thus though fulfilling the pairpos* of h«lpiiig th« 
heroine in her love affair, the role of these two friends 
is sinilar to an extant yet there is a great difference 
in their personalities and therefore the charaeters have 
been taken up separately for study* 
Priyamyada 
Priyantvada, -like Anasuya is loving, simple and 
straightforward but she shows a definite contrast to 
Anasuya'in her nature and behaviour. Priyamvada has her 
own individual character. In this individualistic and 
lifelike depiction lies the greatness of Kalidasa* She 
is not of a serene or thoughtful disposition* She is always 
found to be bubbling with laughter, fun and frolic* 
Besides, she is very clever* In her teasing reioarks 
to Shakuntala she displays her wisdom, wit and hunour* Vlhile 
Sakuntala complains to Anasuya that Priyamvada had tied her 
app«7 garment too tightly, the ready repartee comes from 
Priyamvada •»> 
1* Abhijhanasakuntala . V*P. Joshi (Complete works 
of Kalidasa), p*634* 
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(The blaiM should go entirely to your evergroving 
yoath* Hhy blase ne for it.) 
Prlyaa7ada'e eye Is on pranks, while that of Anas't^ a 
is on duty, though Prlyaorada is too light hearted to enquire 
of a stranger who he is, but once the ball of oonversation 
is set rolling, through the Intervention of 3'i-i^W' , Priyaavada 
takes an upper hand and leads the king from point to paint 
till they reach the subject of Sakuntala (Act ! ) • By nature 
Priyamvada is Jolly and simple. This is clear from the very 
beginning of the play. When Sakuntala goes to water the 
Kesara tree, Priyamvada asks her to stand there for a nonent, 
beeasue vitb Sakuntala standing near it, the Kesara appears 
1 
to be posiessed of a ereepev and Sakuntala feels delighted 
with the idea of a beloved, therefore she rightly eomments — 
The king too agrees with the statement of Priyamvada .-
*f5«wf*? w^^*wf ^s^i'mf f5«i»wrr* 
Where Sakuntala intently looks at Vanajyotsna' which is united 
with the mango tree, Priyamvada atonee teases her further 
by her eoments — 
1*2. Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p. 18. 
8. Ibid. Sloka 21. 
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Th« Jok* of Prlyaairadir r««IIy goes lio»d at is eX«ar 
by tha rapljr of ^akontala —-
then Duajranta appears on tha aoana Priyannrada is tha 
first to be oartAua about tha identity of tha king. 
When tha ICing comes to knov the eirowastanees of the 
birth of SakontaXa and Priyamvada finds that both of them 
seem to be attracted towards each other Priyamvada encourages 
him to proceed though she is being threatened by Sakuntala 
to say anything. 
^ (cppw* w^mf f^mf^ fFPrrP^ ^^^m) ^ rd^ 
and again adds --
VI 
3 
1. Works of Kalidasa . Abhljnanasakontala -> C.R. Devadhar, 
p.20. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. p.26. 
4. Ibid. p.30. 
5. Ibid. 
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The king asks about the marriage of Sakuntala and 
fxiyamvada Informs him that even in the praotiee of reli-
gious duties she was dependent on another^ But it is her 
1 
father's intention to give her to a suitable bridegroom. 
; — 
Hearing this, feigning anger Sakuntala starts to leave 
in order to inform Oautami of the impertinent behaviour 
of Priyamvada« To detain Sakuntala, Priyamvada atonee 
tells her — 
It is in contrast to the mild reproof of Anasuya 
at leaving the quest unattended. 
Here the Aownent of c.R. Devadhara is worth-mentioning — 
'Very cleverly, therefore, Priyamvada has thought 
or m t with . , i « to d.Uln h.r on thl. pr.t.xt. * . n ^ 
even Anasuya's reasoning of propriety failed to stop her*. 
Priyamvada even forces her to turn back. Really her 
behaviour is of a fry intimate friend.*^ Priyamvada does 
not spare even the King for concealing his identity by 
commenting t 
1. Wbrks of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.30. 
2. Ibid. p.dS. 
3. Ibid, p.269. 
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Thus PriyuivadiT drags th« king Into farther talk, 
eonmunlcatas olavsrly a lot of infornation to him, and makes 
the lingering king enquire oore and sore of sakontala. 
fhe reason seems to he that Pri/amvada is extrovert by nature 
while Anasuya seems to be some^ Aiat introvert* 
In Act III, quite another aspect of Priyamvada*s 
nature is revealed. She is not cutting Jokes for ever. 
She is very sobre also at certain times. She is of a 
aature mind too. She quickly guesses the cause of Sakuntala's 
malady ••» 
•nd takes Salnintala in her confidence. Hence Sakuntala 
confesses her love-sickness. 
Seeing that the man whom Sakuntala loves is a worthy 
person, Priyamvada gives her approval — 
1. Works of Stlidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.34. 
2. Ibid. p.72. 
3. Ibid. p.76. 
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PriyaiBiraaa has observed that th« king too !• f««ling 
the panfs of separation due to his lovo for Sakuntala, and 
has baeona vaak baaausa he is passing sleepless nights — 
"f^ ^ (i4r»rt*^f fH'«»5's:*<T ^r^<iir«^r»r 9mr-^n«r^-
Therefore to aeeoapllsh Sa)cuntala*s desire qalekly 
Is not hard. Again It Is the olerer planning of Prlyaanrada 
l.e* writing of a love-letter that helps the king to come 
forward vlth his offer of love* Prlyaonrada dealres to 
leave Dusyanta and Sakuntala alone to enable them to enjoy 
the oompany of each other bat she cautlona the king before 
leaving then «• 
When she Is eonvlneed of their amtaal love, she leaves them 
alone. In this vary Act Anasuya stands aside and It Is only 
the planning and acting of Prlyamvada that Is mainly responsible 
for the meeting of Sakantala and Ousyanta. ^ e goes out only 
to leave them alone but keep watch for Intruders like Qaataml 
on their privacy and cautions her In time ii^ en such Intrusion 
occurs «-
1. Complete Works of Kalldasa — Y«P. Joshl, p.565« 
2. Ibid, p.664 • 
3* Ibid. p.lMS. 
4* Works of Kalldasa — C*R. Oevadhara, p.SB. 
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thus Informing her of the arrifal of Oautami, 
After astltlng in the Gandharva marriage of the king 
with Sakuntala, Priyamvada like Anasuya is not afraid that 
the king may forget her on reaching the capital but is fear-
ful for the present approval of Kanva for Sakmvtala's marriage. 
She says — 
When the question of pacifying the quick tempered 
Durvaaa is faced, Anasuya atonce deputes the sweet-tempered 
Priyamvada to appease him,. This points to the resourcefulness 
of Priyamvada in vdiich Anasuya too believes very much* 
To.c otiinclude we can say that Priyamvada is an intelli-
gent and trustworthy friend of Sakuntala and she helps in 
presenting a eomplete picture of Sakuntala's character. 
Without Priyamvada, the character of Sakuntala would have 
been half-painted^ Thus her importance lies in the smooth 
development of the plot of Abhijnanasakuntala, as well as 
the gradual development of Sakuntala*s character. To 
Kashinatha Dvitedi, Priyamvada appears more Kalidasian --
1* Works of Kalidasa — O.K. Devadhara, p.88. 
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An>»uya 
"9Xt to Priyaonradii eoius Anatuya who is alto a 
clota friend of Salcontala. Anasaya is Bwra thoagtatfnl 
and considaratt than Priyamvada. She aaama to ba tba 
parsonifioation of tranquility. Sha is vry affeetionata 
to Sakontala and is alvays prone to thinking of her vell> 
being vith the solieitude of an elder sister* The vords •* 
ahov that they are equal in age also. The differenoe lies 
not in their age but in their personal nature. It is 
Anasu^a*s sobre nature that is responsible for her elderly 
behatriour. 
/ _ _ _ 
When Salmntala goes to vater the plants, Anasuya doubts 
that the trees in the heraitage were dearer to father Kasyapa 
than Sakuntala* These vords of Anasuya create curiosity 
in the adad of Duayanta, hiding behind the trees | about the 
parentage of Sakuntala. When the king laakes his appearance 
on the stage at the invitation of both friends^ it is 
Anas4ya «fao tells hia that there is nothing dreadful but 
that sakuntala vas frightened by a bee. Again vhen Sakuntala 
is unable to answer the question of Dusyanta — 
1. Coaplete Itferks of Kalidasa — V.P. Joshi, p.$38. 
2, Ibid. p.537, 
arnr ?m ^m 
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I 
Anasuya glfds a fery proper repljr that the devotion 
prospers through the arrival of a distinguished guest -» 
which shows that Anasuya Is well-versed in the propriety 
of behaviour and the rites of hospitality. It is dear 
from her words — 
Anasuya is an adept in conversation. In a very few 
and proper words she asks Dusyanta about his parentage, 
his place of residence and his purpose of arrival in the 
pious grQve«<» 
where the king wields his identity saying that he is a 
'dharaadhikari*, Anasuya comments aptly -. 
1, Complete Works of Kalidasa — V.P. Joshi, p,537. 
2, Ibid, 
3, Ibid. 
4, Ibid. p.638. 
5, Abhijiianasakuntala . Ed. C.R. Devadhara, p.26. 
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It is Anasojra who tells the story of Salomtala's 
birth and parentage to Dusyanta though being of a bashful 
nature she eould not bring herself to narrate the seduction 
of Visvamitra by Menaka. 
Though Sakuntala confesses her love-sickness to 
Priyamvada^ yet it is to Anasuya that she turns to, when 
she is in need of real help. Anasuya is very reasonable 
and of a far-seeing nature. Because of her timid nature, 
she is in a fix when she comes to know that Sakuntala is 
attracted towards Ousyanta and asks Priyaravada as to how 
can they aeoonplish the desire of their friend quickly and 
secretly. Apprehensive of the wellbeing of her friend, 
though confirmed of the king's love for Sakuntala, she 
asks the king — 
!niis shows that Anasuya is more practiccil and she 
is not carried away by the feelings alone. Anasuya is 
satisfied only vben the king assures her solemnly —. 
1. Abhijnanatakuntala - Ed, C.R. Devadhara, p.84. 
/ _ 
2, Abhijnanasakuntala. Ill.15. 
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Sh« if again shown fratting, attar tha King haa 
h^%n. aaan off \xf tba harsita at tba eonplatlon of tha 
aaoriflca, uhather ha vlll reaeabar his lova>affair vith 
Sakuntala on raaehing his capital. Priyamvada is doabtful 
onljT of tha approval of ICanva for tha marriaga of Sakontala 
to ¥hloh Anasujra has no doaht* It so happans that Anasigra*s 
misgiving provas praetieal. Anasuya, a bit eonservative, 
raBambars tha eustosMry worship of tha Saabhagyadevata vhioh 
tha light-haartad Priyaavada ovarlooks. But %dian it is 
tha quastion of pacifying tha qoick-tamparad Durvasa, timid 
Anasoya saivls Priyaavada for tha purposa. 4nasuy& is also 
avara of tha carelassnass of Priyaavada tharafora sha asks 
Priyaavada to kaap saerat tha inoldant of the eurse so that 
it aay not add to tha worrias of Sakuntala .> 
^f^^wt, ?:2ittw =!% =ft ^  ^^ ^^i^r^«d^ I 
This points out to tha prudanca of Anasuya who oontaap. 
latas tha pros and oons of aaeh aatter bafora hand. 
Whan Anasuya eoaas to know that Sakuntala is pragnant, 
sha is vary aueh disturbad, as if tha vhola of tha rasponsi* 
bility of Sakuntala rasts on har (Anas^ya)• Poor Anasuya 
1* Works of Kalidasa - Bditor • C.R, Davadhara, p*98. 
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th«n r«proaeh«« th« king who hftt tr«att<3 Salomtal* 
shftnslessljr — 
She •v«xi calls th« king at parfidloat* But whan 
Priyaanrada triiiga the good navs of Kanva's approval to 
tha dolnga of Sakuntala, she forgeta her worries and is 
exeited in happiness and etabraees PrlyamvadaT and sajrs — 
Here too^ her behavioar towards Sakantala is like 
that of a responsible elder sister. 
tbuB the presence of Anasiiya is vexy inportant 
and even laore iiaportant in the lore affair between Dusyanta 
and Sakuntala* Th« role of Anasoya goes to show the iapor-
tance of *reason* and 'intellect*, urtiich are the essential 
parts of one*s eharaeter# 
Qattta»i 
Oaataai is the Matron of the heraitage of Kanva« She 
serves as the sapervis6r of the girls i.e. Sakantala, 
Priyaavada and Anasslya and a kelper to the other ladies 
1. Works of Kalidasa «- C«R. Devadhara, p.lOO* 
2» Ibid. p.102. 
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prts«at th«r«. H«r Q A M it introdaoed in th« vtrjr first 
Aot «ii«i'« SakimtftXft waots to go and report t&« PriyamvadA't 
imp«rtin«ne« to Gaatani -« I 
Qautaoii ia a "t^fs ainpXe lady who is aasiXy dodged 
2 
by the young girla of the hermitage* Through the eonsiianee 
of SakontaXa^s friendi when Sakuntala is meeting Dasyanta 
in Aot XXX, her friends are on the vatch and when they see 
Gaataoi coining, they infora her arrivaX to SakontaXa in 
the words — I 
Cautious SakuntaXa ooneeaXs the king behind the bnyaehei 
and Gautami ia unabXe to find out anything. 
Xt appears that KaXidasa intended Gaataai to be present 
with SakuntaXa from her very first meeting with Dusyanta 
ttpto ker repudiation by him. Qautami foXXows her Xike her 
ahAiew. She is an unknown witness to SakuntaXa *s marriage 
with Dusyanta. Xn the idioXe of the fourth Aet she remains 
X. CoapXete Works of KaXidasa •. V.P. Joshi, p.642. 
2. * Mother Qautami, a pure and siBqpXe souX, makes us 
bow down before her in reverence, ^ e is a straight-
forward and XoTing oXd woman... The poet himseXf seems 
to be paying homage to the pure and innocent oXd Xady 
ii^ e is the personification of motherXy Xove*. 
Women in Sanskrit Drama — Ratnamaya Dixit, 
p.XOO. 
3. CoqpXete Works of KaXidasa — V.P. Joshi, p.670. 
leB 
with Sakontala* Vk^a nmrad«t th« htniit boy* «atera 
with th« |^ r@fl»nt« for 3akaiit*li, Qmntanl. i s attozilshvd 
and ftsk* hifli tb« •ooro* of th««« eostljr protentf • ^o 
tea grftat fftith in tho p«iiaiie«-pr*etiot9 of Sonva* So tho 
thiolct that th»y ar« eraat^d throush tha saperhujian power 
of Sai^ vai aoquirad throagh Togio praetloaa. 
Qautaod i» mora huiaaoa tbaa aainti^. She i s aa old 
aotherly lady. Jatt aa aa aldarly wooan or taother gtiidaa 
her child slnllarly Qaataai doea. aha treata Qhakontala 
as her own daoghtar* daiataisi aaka her to pay har revaranee 
to her foatar-father a»d iakontala doea aa hidden when Kanva 
hleaaea Sakmtala — 
^ vmf^ ^ifm ^  %i^ H«ii »^ "f* 11 
1V,7, 
Qaataal rightly eoaaanta that the worda of Kanva are 
a boon and not a aere henedietion. — 
mt^ wi: v3i?t«r: ^rret: i 
Sven Kanva hold a Qaataai in reveranoe. Be givea hia 
ad Viae to Sakontala aa regarda her behaviOttr in her husband* a 
houae* Then he aaka Oaataal if the advlee given by him 
1» Worka of Kalldaaa .- jSd* C.E* Oevadharai p«110» 
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wfts ftpproprlat«, \i^ ioli OautAai approv* wbt>l«-b«art«dXjr, 
Baing a wooan and Dalng atta<d)«d to SakimtaXa gha is tha 
Host fit parson for saoh piaeas of adviea. Salcontala Is 
again and again taking laava of har Asram-friands and thus 
tha tina of dapartura is passing by* Oaatamf, inspita of 
har o«n pangs of aaparationi in a vary motharly tona 
oonsoXas har and asks Kanva to return to tha haraitaga •» 
fhia brings out tha faet that though vary sentiaantal yat 
sha is praetioal* 
Sha had aoeoopaniad Sakuntala to Hastinipur. On tha 
yi^t^ first avaiXabla opportunity, whan sha addrassas tha 
king, siapia and straightforward as sha is, sha, diraotly 
pinpoints tha inappropriatanass of tha bahaviour of both 
tha king and Sakuntala as wall in this affair >* 
(Act V) 
This raaark shows that in har oonsarfativa attituda 
1* Works of Kalidasa — Ed. c.R. Datradhara, p.124, 
2, Tha Coaplata Works of Kalidasa —> V.P. Joshi, p.699. 
arfMSUmi^'^*^ , p.364. 
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of llfttclkh* did not U k « SAknntala** aotins on h«r ovn 
In th« ea«« of h«r aftrrlago though tho had aeeoptod it 
following Emnwm* 
Whon tho ••«• that tho king doat not satm to reeogniaa 
Sakuntala^ Oatttaa^aaka Sakontala to onvail har faoe« llhtia 
the nain purpoaa of har aeeoapanjring Sakontala to har 
htiaband*a houaa v h i ^ tha poat aight hava intandad, vaa 
to try to halp Sakontala oat of har diloana in idiatarar 
Hajr Oatttaiai eoiild profida« 
£fan whan tha king apaaka radaly to Sakuntalat Cantaai 
addraaaaa hia proparly though ehiding hiis for hia rathlaaa 
rapttdiation — 
Oaatavi haa fall faith in Saktintala, Whan Sakontala 
faila to find tha ring through nhieh aha vantad tha king 
to raaaaWr hia uaion vith har, sha talla Sakontala that 
aha aight hava loat it in Sakravatara. Whan tha king taunta 
har by toah norda aa ^airafflflH^W* of voaan in ganaral, aha 
ia doabfeundad vith raga but kaapa qoiat. 
Whan rajaotad by tha king, dajaetad Sakontala triaa 
1. Morka of Kalidaaa — C.R* Oavadhara, p»160. 
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to follow and th« pupils of Kuyrm chid« her tb«n Qaataal^ 
being a ladjr and hatrlng aotharly ftalings for S&kimtaXa, 
faals pity for h«r and antiMats Sarangarava thus —• 
The tarm qfnyi itsaXf danotas tha boondlats lova 
aha faelt for Sakantala lAiom aha atast have brought up 
sinoa h9T birth. And har vorda ara raally vary touching* 
To.eoneluda in tha words of Sir Moniar Williams — 
*Qaatani is tha naoa of tha matron or supervisor 
of tha feiaale part of tha society of heroits. Every asso* 
oiation of religious devotees seems to have included a 
certain number of women, presided over by an elderly and 
venerable matron, whose authority reseiid>led that of an 
2 
abbeaa in a convent of nuna'« 
Aditi 
Aditi ia the daughter of Daksa so she is called 
Dalcsayani* She is the wife of the son of Marioha. She is 
called the mother of gods. In Act VXI when Maricha, her 
husband, praises Dusyanta she also agrees with him and says 
X. The Complete Works of KaXidasa — V.P. Joshi, p,<06, 
/ — 
2» Sir Honier Mimams ** SalooontaXa, p.236* 
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tbat his grtatn«it ean b« lnf«rr«d from his sppearsnes — 
Shs is an old hsrait-vioaaii* Sh« blsssss hoth 
Dasyanta and Sakuntala* In a way Kalidasa has aianagsd to 
oak* MiTriiiha and Aditi the reprssentatiires of the gods, 
and bless the representatives of the haiaan.vorld* 
Aditi has aotherly feelings for Sakuntala. So she 
understands veil the situation at the time of her union 
with her husband and asks Msricha to inform Kanva of the 
good news about Sakuntala* This was really the %rish of 
Sakuntala ^Aio vas bred and brought in the heraitcge of 
Santa — 
Thus she has been introduced to pinpoint the feainine 
touch in the austere life of the heradtage.^ust like Qautaoi 
she too understands the affection of Kianva for Sakuntala. 
Sanuaati is an ApBt^r^t and has been introduced in 
Act VX when it appears that the draaa is gradually leaving 
If Works of Kalidasa - Abhijnanasakuntala — C.R* Devadharat 
p.236. 
2. Ibid, p.844. 
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th« •th«r«aX pX«n« and Is rifing towards the heavsnljr world« 
Ths last Act is acted in heaven. Henee Act VX is the 
eombination of the heaTenXjr characters* 
Saaomati is a heavenly being* She is the friend 
of Menaka^ aother of sakontala therefore she loves Saktintala 
as her own daughter* She is always present to &9rfe and 
further the interests of aakontala. As requested by Menaka, 
she cooies to the kingdom of Ousyanta to see everything 
through her own eyes* ISiough she had the capacity to perceive 
every happening siotply by exerting her supernatural powers* 
She coses there personally due to her regard for Menaka* 
Froa her r9rs^ first statesent *> 
her heavenly character is revealed* Being an Apsaras, she 
can nove in the air too* Secondly Sanuiiati is shown coming 
after perforaing her duty at the Apsaras Tirtha which fell 
by rotation on her as celestial nyaphs had to attend to it 
at the tiae of the pious people having their ablutions there* 
She knows the Tiraskarini art by which she can cover 
herself, aaking herself invisible to the mortals while she 
can perceive everything without going anywhere* 
1* Works of Kalidasa *- Abhijnanasakuntala — C*R* Devadhara, 
p.lSty 
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_ - J 
Sanmati pere«iY«f that th« kingdon of Ousyanta la 
davold of the preparatlona of tha aprinf-faatlval and la 
eurioaa to knov tha reaaon bahlnd thla haoaaaa, aa aha aaya* 
man are fond of faativala, and if thara ia tha danial of 
tha ealabratlona of tha faatival, thara nuat ha aoaa atrong 
raaiona for It »« 
g^^rfjiT ^ «if«rr: i 
Whan aha ooiiaa to Imov that tha king apands aleapiaaa 
nighta remeiaharlng SalnintaXa, naturally aha faaXa happjr 
at tha nawa aa this shova that he ia anffaring tha panga 
of aaparatlon daa to hla love for Sakuntala« 
We aXao learn from another atataawit of Sanuaatl that 
Sakuntala, tdio vaa ao cruelly rejected by the king, atill 
plnat for hla <-• 
Senuaatl aaya that tha king la so charalng and full 
of love for Sakuntala that there la no wonder that Sakuntala 
too plnea for hla, although Insulted by hla rejection of 
her* Any woaan would feel deeply the loss of such a lovely 
husband. 
1« 1!ha Coaplete Worka of Kalldaaa — V*P. Joshl, p»61€* 
S. Ibid, p.617. 
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Sttelng aov th« king in th« angoltb of remorse, 
— / _ 
Sanumatl observes how ttnfortimate was Sakuntala yAio vat 
repudiated when she had gone to her husband In person 
and is being remembered in her absence due to the end of the 
eurse when she is far from hia,i She means to say that here 
the fault Xies with the fate of Sakuntala and not with 
the king — 
^«"4t^<airH ?nTf^P«FqT HVlM'lf^ I * 
Sanonati feels actually delighted to observe the 
king's plight and his outbursts of grief -~ 
She means that Sakuntala union with her husband is 
in sight, for the king is in such a state for her therefore 
Sanumati has an occasion to be happy at his griefs But 
she is surprised at hXn forgetfulness of Sakuntala and he 
reaeabers her now is not to be wondered at* Really it was 
a thing of great wonder to Sanoaati that the king should 
have been under such a delusion as to forget everything 
about Sakuntala -. 
I 
1. Works of Ralidasa — C^R* Oevadhara, p«176. 
S. Ibid« p.iao, 
3« Ibid* 
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Ii2h«fi th« klag lfta«iitt th« oondition ot th« rinc 
bteaat« it hat faXX«n from th« b«autlfal band of S«]cunt«I«, 
SanuMitl toon ftifartt » bad it faXlan ia fOB« otb«r band 
it would bava baan trualjr daplorabla baeaaia in tbat easa 
tbe king voold not bava raaaaberad Sakuntala — 
still aba feali earioua aa to wby Dusyanta forgot 
Sakuntala. For tba Bomant sba eonaidars it bigbljr atranga 
tbat aftar saob a loira vbicb tba king vat showing now, ba 
raqairad aos» tokan to ba ramindad of bis oarriaga witb 
Saktmtala and at tba Yory naxt moaant tba tbinkt that tba 
king lovat bar deaply and tuoh a lova doat not reqaira any 
tokan — 
Aftarwardt idian Vidntaka it unabla to racognisa 
Sakuntala aaong tba tbraa frianda dapiotad in tba pietura 
of tba baraitaga, Sanuaati pitiaa bia and callt bia a 
ainmplatoa — 
1. Vorkt of Kalidata — C.R« Davadbara, p.182. 
£• Ibid. p.lSi. 
3. Xbid. p.lSt. 
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This shows h«r ooqplsesney In th« btauty of 
SakttntalAt Sanoaati is so aach iaqprssssd bjr ths painting 
of Dttsyanta that for a fsw BOfflant sho too fait as if 
Salomtala was aetualXy standing bafora har* Such iras 
the stata of tha king also. Whan tha king is ramindad 
by tha pletara by tha Vidusaka that it vas actually a piotura 
and not Sakuntala harsalf, ha shads taars. Saaing sneh a 
pitiabla condition of tha king Sanooati foals that this 
saparation is ideally withoat a praeadant. It is stranga 
that having previously lovad har so machi he diseardad her 
eold*haartadly and la again feeling grief and bereaveaent 
in her reneaberanee ** 
She feels that the king haa thus eonpletelj atoned 
/ — 
for the pain he afflieted on Sakuntala by repudiating her* 
In a vay she serves as an io^artial assessor of the eharaeter 
of Dttsjuuita. Shtts it appears that by softening tha heart 
of Sanumati the poet intends to soften the aood of the audianee 
towards Dusyanta and thus the ohraeter of Dusyanta is puri-
fied. 
When Dusyanta laaants the loss of Sakuntala reaeoiberiog 
1, works of KAlidasa -> C.R. Devadhara, p.l04« 
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that th* vas to glva birth to hit ehiXd and la aMv *t 
hit ehlldl.9stattt* sintuaatl informt that tht king It not 
ehlXdlttt, SalcontaXa hat alraady gl?an birth to a twa — 
Of eourtti tht Idng it not auppoted to hoar it* Whan 
tht king falnttt Santmuitl it grit^ad and tayt that tht king 
hat a ton bat hit ebildltta condition it like that of a 
nan 1^0 groping in tha darknett aven vhan the laap it thara 
daa to itt light baing obtoarad by tha toraan. Sha vantt 
to maka tha king happy vlth the navt of hit ton bat the 
doet not want to interfere with the vithet of the godt at 
the tayt that Oods^are planning to that the hatband vill 
toon veleone hit vlfe Sakontala — 
mv^ff'ff^ I ^ gf^si-nA^-f f^#! vTtf*r i m nr ^ mr ^%H^f 
fhttt the hlntt at the happy and of the drama* When 
the hat aceosplithad the work attlgned to her by her friend 
baek the goet to Inforn Sakontala of every happening in 
Hattinapar and that eontole her. 
1« Workt of KAlldata -* C.R. Oevadhara, p«200. 
2. Ibid* p«a02. 
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Siiauaati too, liko ChltraXokba soomt to bo volX. 
acqualntod with hvmtm. «iiotioas. Vh9n sh« eoati to Jtoaov 
tho slneero lovo/\tho ropondant king Dusyanta towardt 
Sakiintala, Sanonatl trios to bring about thair tanioa* 
She is a fit friaad of Sakcmtala %Aio is a human as vail 
as haavanly being, Tliough soon for a ftv sanutas onljr, 
Santmati earns oar love and respect and serves to provide 
the oiission links in the story since the nipudiation 
of Sakontala in Act V by telling us about her. 
She role of Henaka is very meagre in the play. 
She never comes on the stage. She is introduced in the 
very first Act tAMm the friends of Sakuntala describe her 
parentage to Dusyanta — 
N1«i«fl<nt ^ t ^ ?rw <t^yi(r^l mf^ v^^mv:^ 
Sh9 is a wrf beautiful lady as the vords of Anasnya 
•ake clear — 
She is the oother of Sakuntala, and is full of 
1. T.P. Joshi — Xhe Coaq;>lete Works of Kalidasa,p.640. 
2. Ibid. 
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•oth«rIy f««llngs for her daughter* This has been eapha* 
•ised in the end of the dram by Adlti -• 
Shough not present physieaXly her pr9$9nc9 Is felt 
in the vhoXe drama. It appears that she is present froa 
the very beginning of the draaa up to its end through her 
oonneotion with Sakuntala and Sanumati* 
Tho motherly feelings on her part make her take away 
Sakuntala with her %^4m Dusyanta repudiates her and the 
disciples of Kanva ask Sakuntala to stay in Hastlnapur to 
2 y 
prove her fidelity to her husband. Even when Sakuntala is 
living with her mother* Menaka, her sorrow does not make 
her sit at ease and she (Menaka) therefore asks her friend 
Sanumati to go to Hastinapur to see how the matters stand 
3 
at the king's plaee. 
This emphasises the mother in her and shows that even 
an Apsara can be anxious for the conjugal bliss of her off-
spring. Thus the poet has aptly invested Menaka with a human 
character. 
1. W6rks of Kalidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.244. 
2. Abhijainasakantala - V.dO. 
3. Merks of XAlidasa — C.R. Devadhara, p.l66. 
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We iM«t \r«tr«vati In Act V of AbhljnanatianmtalA* 
1 
\ridu«a]M has t>9en disalaaad by thB King on soma buainass 
and Vetra^ati takaa his place b/ the aide of the King as 
she is a servant of the King* If the Vidasaica had been 
present at the moaent uhen SakantaXa comes to Hastinapur 
with other hermits» he eould have made the king remember 
the earlier incidents at the hermitage and therefore the 
poet cleferly removed him froa the scene, Vetravati very 
properly fills the gap of the ndttsaka as ve find Dasyanta 
consulting her from time to time vhen informed of the hermits* 
arrival from Kanva's hermitage accompanied by the ladies* 
IThen ^syanta asks her as to vhat eould be their purpose, 
she gives a very apt reply — 
and she oonfirms it agitn by saying ** 
She is a good commentator. The king is unable to 
recognise Sakontala as his wife and he is not prepared 
to accept her only for the sake of her beauty i^ieh of course 
1* Works of Ealidasa — C« R. Devadhara, p. 188. 
2« Ibid* p*138* 
3* Ibid* p*138* 
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attraets hia. At this V^travati lattds hla saying that 
It It only Datyaata vtK> honours virtat Buohi otherwise 
who, in his position woold hesitate to accept the offer 
of such a beauty —• 
Vetravati*8 comment refers to the goddness of the 
king*s character* She knows that most of the kings have 
a weakness for beauty but her king is not of this type. 
By this comment the intelligence and feelings of this 
partress of the king's harem, have also been e3q)re38ed 
by the poet* 
Vetravati seems to be one of the important servants 
of the king, Ousyanta conveys his command to his ministers 
through her and she carries out his orders as is apparent 
from her carrying the offieial letter to the king from the 
minister in Act VI• Though the oitisen's suit is written 
in the letter, which the king reads out, the king wants to 
make an enquiry whether anyone of his wives is with child. 
Tetravati, well informed about the whole case, herself 
informs the king that one of the wives of the merchant was 
pregnant «-
1, Works of Kalidasa — C.R. Oevadhara, p.l44. 
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*^, f^Tfl% m^am f^'SFTt j^fwr t^ fqjn<HT wt^rm f^ \ * 
Th9 king ftsln h«r to eontr*/ to tho olnlttor that tho 
ooaing child vouXd bo ontitXod to tho father's proportjr and 
alto atks her to get it proclaimed that 
She welcomea the older of l^e king and retome to 
InfortB him that the decree has been veleomed by the public *» 
The king is very much aggrieved at hie own condition 
of chlldleeanest and saye «•-
The ever faithfol Vetravatl atonee vlahes to drive 
away hit •Itfortune by uttering -. ^nn^HHytf«j^ 
She agrees with the idea of Caturika that the 
aerchant's story has doubled the king's reaorse. Therefore 
1. Works of Salidasa -- C.R. Oevadhara, p.198 (Act 71) 
2» Ibid. p,198 (VI.23) 
3. Ibid. p.198. 
4. Ibid« 
6. Ibid. p.800. 
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Midhavya ohoald b« call«d to ooafort th« king. And sh« 
atone* co«s to call bin* But on h«r vay the finds that 
8oa« invislbla spirit has ovsrpovsfad Vidasaka and has taksn 
hiffl to tha topKost floor of tha Maghapratieobanda palaea* 
So sh« oalls tha king to sara him. It is again sha aho 
Xaads the king to tha stairs of the palace. 
# 
Cattirika and Vetrafati, both are the serf ants of the 
king. But it is Vetrairatr vho carries oat the official 
orders of the king. She leads the king to different apart-
ments of the house. Vetrarati is a helper in the king's 
love-affairs too. Caturika is simply a maid-in-attendance 
to the king. 
Her role in the play^ fits her in the category of 
'Samearika* mentioned by Bharata in his Katyasastra — 
«rr^^ fT^s^ m i m r ^"Nf^imMI i 
Natyasastra - 24.38-39. 
!yfae Two female-ascetics 
In net m of Abhijnanasakuntala, ve meet tvo female 
ascetics aocos^anying the child Sarvadamanai the son of 
X86 
Daijrsnta and SakuatiOLa. All tho inforaation about the ehild 
and Saku£>.taia is given to Dusyanta by thesa voMan* Zn a 
way, thay aerte to bring about the maating batvean SakuntaXa 
and Dusyantai after tho long gap ainoa the rejection of 
SakuntaXa by the king* Aa Friyai&Tada~ and Anaauyai accompany-
ing SakuntaXa in Act 2, give aXX the information regarding 
/ - / 
SakuntaXa to Duayanta* SimiXarXy these tvo aaoetio women 
aeoompany SarvadaoiEtnay the aon of SakuntaXa, in Aot VZI. 
Through his oonvor^ation ^ t h theae vomen, the king Dusyanta 
gathers aXX the information about the chiXd. Theae are the 
vomen vho eaXX SakuntaXa and inform her about the arrivaX 
of the king, 
Theae women are there to guard the boy. When Duayanta 
entera the hermitage, Sarvadamana ia shown peatering the 
Xlon cub. They point out that hia name Sarvadamana ia very 
appropriate* Thua being eXderXy Xadiea and trailing him 
Xika their aon, they rebuke him too for Ilii naughtineaa •> 
The boy ia ahown dragging the Xion'a wheXp ao the aaeond 
aaeetie woman triea to scare him that if he ia not going to 
X, CoapXete Worka of KaXidaaa » Ed* V*P* Joahi, p.640. 
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•pftr« th« iili«lpt th« llon«st fhall attack hla — 
Wh«n th«y •«• that tha eblld cannot ba ovarpovarad 
by rabttklng thay try to coax by pro«l«lnf to gl?a hl« a toy — 
7ha Qana of tha flrat XaAy Is f^f^ as tba aaoond 
ona ealla har by thla nama* Sha aaks ^ ^ to bring tha 
pXay-toy of Markandaya, a herait boy, to glva it to Sar^adaaana* 
^9n tha ^lld doaa not haar tha herirdt wooan, sha ealXs oat 
to Dasyanta for halp . to gat tha i^elp fraa froa tha grasp 
of tha boy, Hon tha aetaaX Introduotion of tha tAxtlA starts* 
Dusyanta addrassas tha ehlld as a haralt.boy to vhleh sha 
objaets and tails tha king that ha Is not a harait boy, Sha 
is aitonlshad to saa tha rasamblanea of tha two • 
V 
Tha king asks har aboat tha parantaga of tha boy* Sha 
Inforas hla that tha boy balongs to Paru Una of Ksatrlyas* 
X* CoapXata works of KiaXldasa — Ed, 7,P. Joshl, p.640, 
8. Ibid, P.64X, 
3, Va ean*t say lAiy ona of tha two is naaad and tha saccAd 
lady Is not naaad, 
4, CoapXata Works of KaXldasa » Ed, V.P, Joshi, p,643. 
1S7 
Th9 fui0 wamaja Infofu Datyanta that tha boy*a flK>thar, 
dae to her relation with a nyaph* has given birth to him 
in this pious place of gods but is not prepared to speak 
the name of his father dae to his oraelity -
Their words too refer to Dasyanta. 
The vords of the second woman ^ra^ remind the child 
hii of his mother and thereby gif^ e a nt to Dasyanta -
The amniot incident makes these women confirm that the 
gentleman is none else but Dasyanta^ the father of the child* 
Mhen the amuleti made of Aparajita herb falls down on earth, 
they forbid Busyanta to toadi it beeaase it could be touched 
only by the parents and the child himself. If anyone else 
tried to touch it, it would bite him being transformed in 
the form of a snake • 
1« Complete Works of ICalidasa — Ed. V.P. Joshi, p.643* 
2. Ibid, p.644. 
3. Ibid, p,64a. 
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Zh«/ f««X d«Iight«d to find that th« man it Dasyant* 
/ — 
and thejr harry to eall Salcantala. 
Thus thuy, along with tha ehild Sarvadaoana, bring 
Oaffanta and Sakantala naarar* 
%hB p^f llfpaa^  Woaaq 
In addition to OtiUtaal and friends of Sakuntala thera 
ara tome horalt voiaan too. Saeh ladle* are the three Tapaal 
voaen who are lutroduoed In Act IV of Abhljnanaaakitntala* 
liihen Kanva, after returning from the pilgrliiage eone to know 
that Sakantala has wedded Dusjranta seoretJty &ad Is pregnant» 
he deoldes to send her to her husband's house. At the tlae 
of Sakuntala*s departure to her husband's house, these asoetle 
woaen ooaie and bestow blessings on Sakuntala. ^ey are shown 
holding the hallowed grains In their hands and Inroklng blessings 
on her — 
As Sakuntala Is the foster«danghter Qt Kanva« all the 
herMlt*we»ea treat her as their daughter. All the three 
weaen bless her In their own way. The first wosuuk blesses 
1. Cos^lete Works of Kalldasa — V.P. Joshl, p.581. 
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h«r to be honoured vith the epithet 'Ifohadetrl* in her 
huehandi hoaee. Sh* sajt »* 
Bf blessing SakimtaXa vith theee words, she seeais 
/ — 
to be intending to taf that Sakontala shoold try to aeqoire 
the qualities of a *Hahadevi*. Some such qualities are 
enumerated b^ r Bharata in his Natfasastra too •• 
r^ftr^ r^r ^rnrrfwr «^:^ | j f^ Terr i 
^rf^i'fot^^^RTT w r ^ 5#rNHT ii 
AM Sakuntala is pregnant also, the seeond woman blesses 
her properly by saying *• 
I 
fhe third aseetie woman too wishes Sakontala to be 
honoured by her husband* So she blesses her -* 
V 
TT^ 4^ 4'f«ifli ^^ I 
1. Complete Works of Kalidasa — 7,P. Joshi, p.58i. 
e* Hatyasastra, 24,18.20« 
3* Cemplete Verks of Kalidasa — V.P* Joshi, p.58l. 
4. Ibid. 
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that in th« atteranotts of the thr«« «ie«tle voa«n 
/ _ 
lies the %dah of Sakantula being loved and respected bf her 
/ 
husband* In this difference of their blessings to Sakuntala 
lies their inditridualitjr. 
Thas their only use seems to point out to the presence 
of vooen ascetics in the heraitage t&o look after the inhabi* 
tants and take care of tiaely rituals in connection vith 
important ceremonies celebrated therein* they also aevtm 
the purpose of providing a religious and ascetic background 
to Kanva*s hemitage thereby providing such an atmosphere 
to Sakuntala. 
Madhukarika and Parabhrtika 
These tvo maid-servants are introduced iH^  the beginning 
of the VI Act in the harem of the King Dusyanta* Actually 
they serve to provide the background of the atmospheie pre-
vailing in the palate of the king* They appear at the stage 
when the king remembered through the f99ifrf of the ring 
that Sakuntala was his rightful wife whom he rejected so 
ruthlessly* Pining after her, he has every sort of festivity 
eonneeted vith the advent of spring festival* 
Madhukarika and Parabhrtika, at their very first appearance 
on the stage shov their delight at the arrival of the spring 
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f«aioa and thus by eontrast represent the plight of th« kliig, 
Farabhrtlka It shown gazing at th« mango•blossoia and Madhuk^l 
ooning after har. PaFabhrtlka~hail« the arrival of tha spring 
«pet>sf^  fwtr^ mwi^4 f^ ^mwrrPi 11 ^  
fiihen Hadhulcarika astts Parabhrtika~ as to vhat aha has 
been talking about to herself, she playing a pun on her name, 
eomiBentf that the feoale euol^o goes eraay with delight at 
the sight of the mango.blossom « 
fhtts she informs {CadhiUmriksr the arrival of the spring. 
!rhe eommant of Parabhrtika • 
shows that it was her duty to sing the graceful songs in the 
spring season. 
Prom their conversation it also becomes clear that at 
the arrival of the springy the God Kamadeva was worshipped 
by youngmen and women. Madhukarika worships the god of love 
1* Complete Works of Kalidasa >• V.P. Joshi, VI.2. p.613. 
8. Ibid. 
3. Ibid, p.614. 
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1 
by joixilng her hands in a laanner oallod *Kapotahastaka'* 
Ift«r uttering the voiMs «-
she throws down the oango^sproat* This points to the various 
rituals ooneemed with the worship of ^ m a in ancient times* 
The god of love is said to be hearing the five flower-shafts, 
the isango^blossom being one of then* 
Parabhritika and Hadhukarika are fast friends, Kadhukarika 
states w 
This is a proverb ^y idiieh the ideal of friendship is 
usually sweared* 
A 
Their names are fry significant* Parabhrtika means a 
If Bharata has defined it as -
#r^ '^  ^  mnf v;rm: *ftq?i: ^ frm: 11 ix.iao. 
2*3* y*P* J^ oshl — Complete Works of Kslidasa, 7I*3* p.614. 
4, Sir MoBier Williams has translated Parabhrtika as 'Koil* 
and comments •. 
*The soil, or Kokil» is the Indian cuckoo* It is 
(contd••••) 
19a 
f«BBal« euek»o maA MadbukariicA meacis a f«iBaX« b««* 
Both th«a« ftttoQdanta fit in with the atnosph«ro of 
the spring vhioh the poet has created and where the ckokoo 
is profflinent iiith her sweet warbling and the bee by its 
hunming and hovering over the fresh tnango-blossoms* ifter 
this pointing at the spontaneous gaeity of the spring seasonSf 
the poet underlines its adverse affeet on the separated ones 
throagh the oonversation of these aaids with the ehamberlain. 
Me come to know that Dasyanta has forbidden the celebration 
of the spring»festival, We also come to know that ^ese 
two omids are comparatively new comers who have been recently 
sent in the queen's service by her brother, ^fitravasa| and they 
are entrusted with the duty of keeping the pleasure-garden. 
Hence the curiosity of the two when they are forbidden by 
the chamberlain from offering the oblations to cupid — 
sometimes ealled Parabhrtika (nourished by another), 
because the female is known to leave her eggs in the 
nest of the crow to be hatched. The bird is as great 
a favourite with Indian poets as the nightingale with 
European. One of its names is * Messenger of spring*. 
Its note is a constant subject of allusion, and is 
described as beautifully sweet, and, if heard on a 
journey, indicative of good fortune.' 
Here the second sense 'Messenger of spring* is intended 
/ — 
—Monier Williams * Sakoontala,pp.&43-244. 
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fhBf have heard th« scaii<lal about Sakuntala*s rapudla* 
tlon from th« mouth of tho klng^ s^ hrother-ln-lav, npto 
the raoovery of the ring. (The aadlance too has hoard or 
aaes the drama up to this point. So the poet oonreys the 
rest of the happening through the chamberlain). Therefore 
the ohamberXaln maket It eXear that because of his mental 
derangement on realising the loss of Sakuntala, the festival 
has been forbidden by DuaVanta* 
These two maids vere sent to the king Dusyanta as a 
present by his brother-lnolav. It seems that It vas a common 
praotlee of the time* Similarly In Malavlkagnlmltra too^ 
the tim maids I.e. {^danlka and JyotsnlkiT, vere sent to 
2 
Agnlmltra as a present, by the king of Vldarbha. 
Through this pair of minor characters the poet appears 
to be explaining the social factor that the servants always 
take Interest In the family scandals of their superiors and 
they like to knew each and every fact of their life. 
Thus they occupy a separate place In the king's apartment. 
Besides they serve the purpose of Informing that Dusyanta, 
1. Works of Kalldasa - Abhljnanasakuntala — C.R. Oevadhara, 
p.172. 
2. Ibid. Halavlkagnlmltra, p.l44. 
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vho, undtr the Inflacnot of the earse of Ourvasi hud on-
kaovXagly repudiated Salnmtalai Is aov repenting hit harsh 
behaviour towards her and Is helpless about favouring again* 
Henoe no question of his taking an/ Interest in Spring festival* 
Caturltea 
fhe name of Caturika is introduced by the Vldusaka in 
Aet VZ of AbhljBinasakuntalai \619a he ealls her as the klng*s 
'Asanna Parlearlka* . 
It Beans that she Is a naid servant of the king who 
generally stands by the side of the king to carry out his 
2 
orders* But she eoaes on the stage on a very proper and 
!• Coaplete Works of Kalldasa — ?•?• Joshl, p.6l8* 
2, Bharata has also referred to such a servant as -. 
« > II • • • _ _ _ * ^ i I -
Natyasastra, 24.d6-37* 
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erltioftl Bom«nt wh«n In Aet 71 the king is shown ai pining 
for the sight of SakuntaXa. Caturika makes her appearance 
with the picture in hand and shows the picture to the king* 
But the king thinks that the picture painted by hia is 
unfinished and in order to complete it he asks her to bring 
the brush and colour for him. she gives the picture to the 
Tidusaka and goes to bring the box of the p<^int>brushes. 
On her way she meets queen Vaaumati ^o forcibly takes the 
box from her hand saying that she would herself take it to 
her lord. 
Witty Caturika thinking that the queen will not be 
pleased to see the king engrossed in the contemplation of 
Sakuntala^s picture. Soon avails the opportunity of the 
queen being delayed by the incident of her clothes being 
entangled by a bough and comes to the king to warn him of 
the queen*s arrival. 
The Tiduaaka now is worried about the king and himself 
and so comments to her •> 
He means to say that the queen might have enquired 
Caturika about the painting but she left Caturika unpunished. 
!• Complete Works of Kalidasa ->- V.P. Joshi, p.628 (Act VI). 
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Nov sh« voald coa« to tb« king and Vldusaka and they vill 
b« the prey to her ans*r, 
Catarlka is a servant devoted to the king and %d)ole 
heartedly serves hlia* Seeing the king's condition after 
hearing the aerchant*s story she is worried and asks ?etravati 
to calx ?ldasaka to help the king « 
When the king faints, she is very auoh perplex^A axui 
tries to console him* 
Thus Caturika is a t m e and faithful servant of king 
Dasyanta* 
Yavani 
The word *Yavani* is used in Kalidasa for the female^ 
body .guards of the king. They aecoapany the king to aost 
of the apartaents of the house and in the battlefield too* 
As in Act II of Abhijnanasakontala, we find that the King, 
while on a trip for hunting, is attended by these woaen as 
has been described by the Vldusaka« :niese woaen are shown 
!• Com)lete Works of Kalidasa — V.P* Joshl, p.630. 
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as holding bov« la their Imnda and vearlng garlaodf ot vild 
flovvrs • 
SlmlXaply In Act VI, seeing that the Vidusaka ia over-
powered hy some imrislble being and is crying for help, the 
king asks the Yavani for his how. It is she who gives the 
king his bow and arm-gaard — 
H^^ f:, ^ tj^wRmfHRf mjm^ i 
Sir Honier Williaois in his translation of Saktmtala 
3 
calls Yavani as 'slave*. Uho these women were has not been 
acoarately ascertained. Generally Yavani is mentioned as 
^Samearika*. Hatriguptacarya has defined Yavani as —-
It aay be that in the time of Kialidasa, these women 
belonging to Yavana eoontry were brought as slaves to the 
courts of the Kings. They were famous for their faithfulness 
and valour. They were expert in the use of weapons. Hence 
1. Complete Works of Kalidasa — V.P. J'oshi, p.547. 
2. Ibid. p.6d3« 
3. Monier Williams .. Sakoontala, p.188. 
4. Dr. Baburam Tripathi — Abhijnanas^mntala, p. 128. 
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th9f t»jnred tbft kixigs as th^lr body-guards. And they 
aooompanied them in the hattle.fieXds too* Sir !fonior 
Wllliaas thinks that Yairana i s Arabia but this tsrm applies 
to Qreeoe also. Therefore, Xavani means a native woman of 
lairana or the Oreek or an Ionian maiden. Prof. H.H. Wilson, 
in his translation of the Vikramorvasiya, vhere the same 
vord occurs, remarks that Tartarian or Baetrian vomsm may 
1 
be intended. The business of these attendants was to act 
as bearers of the king's bov and arrows, and during war-time, 
they gitre weapons to the king. 
I^ai^alil^ 
She is a servant of the queen Vasumati as is informed 
by Caturika, the servant of the king Dusyanta. Taralika 
does not come on the stage. Reference to her eoaws only 
once -m 
?TTf^ fT wh^ ^\^^^\] ff^fftw anrrr i^' 
1, Prof. B«H. Wilson - Vikramorvasi, p.261. 
2. Coaqplets Works of Kalidasa — V.p. Joshi, p.628, 
aoo 
It i«eflifl that Taralika ia brought by Kalldata only 
to giva a gXioqpse of the royal rdtlnua of tha quaen. 
Sanskrit dramatic traditions require that a drama 
and its author should be introduced through ^^RTT^TTCProXogua) 
Of C r ^ (Prelude) • Xn a way Prastairana and Arnukh are the 
same. After such an introduction the actual play starts. 
Oasarupakakara defines it as •> 
Thus, in most of the plays the Prastavana is done 
through the conversations of Sutradhara and Nati etc* Such 
is the case vith Abhijnanasakuntalam of Kalidasa too. 
Generally the vords *Ilata* and 'Nati' are used for 
the actors, but here in this draaa, she is not the aain player* 
She is the helper of Sutradhara as she is getting the actors 
dressed. Here she appears to be the wife of Sutradhara, because 
she calls hia 9 7 4 ^ and he calls her arRVf — 
/ - _ /_ 
1. Dasarapaka . IIX.7>8 (Katyasastra - 20.29*32), 
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Kalidftsa has followed here the rules of Bharata, iriio 
says —> 
*?r^Ftrf^: ^rfwf^ arr^f^^ ^iW i 
Following the rolee of Natyaeastra, Kalldasa has aade 
the *Nati' speak In Prakrt as she is a voman and a minor 
character* 
In the very beginning of the draiaa the Sutradhara asks 
Ifati to hestov great eare on every character so that nothing 
may he found wanting — 
and she answers *-
which shows that she manages and perhaps instructs the players 
in their roles. Here the comment of Mr« C.R. Devadhara is 
worth-mentioning — 
1. Abhijnanasakantala, Act X, 
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'If th« SatratShir* is ove]*oar«fal In his e«g«m«88 
to §99 that nothing goas wrong, his vif« Hatl is in a 
saif.eoaplaeant aood and wants to oompliaant har hasbaxd 
1 
on his efficient managenantV* 
It is the STati who sings a song of awamr — 
Sntradhara too has described the summer* There is a difference 
of feelings In each description. Sattadhara, being a man, 
describes the enjoyable character of the summert This relates 
to the happjT ending of the play. While Natl, being a woman, 
expresses the love of ladies for beantjr, adornment and tender* 
ness. The song of Rati forms a part of Kausiid. 7rtti« Hati, 
being a young lady sings a song full of passiionate youthful 
feelings* From this song it appears that the heroine 
Sakuntala, too, likes to adorn herself with the things of 
Nature. She too made ear-omaaent of the Sirisa^flower. 
"^l ^ %\ mTi^^^Pl^^v*-5 ^^ ^^^^ ^*^ ^* kissing is not once 
but again and again. But it is vry soft. As the bees sip 
the honey very softly and kiss it again and again. Similarly 
1. Abhijnanasakuntala .- C.a. Devadhara, pp.252-253. 
2. ibid. I.4. 
3. Hatyasastra - 20.46. 
4. Abhijnanasakuntala - I.25. 
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th« lorer ha« acted to%rard the beloved In this play'. 
The verte Is a Prakrt song, a f^ titf)- or a couplet, 
having thirty tpprr ^^ ® ^ ^ line. It is song by the Natl, 
to the tunes of the ^^^ melody, which has proved highly 
captivating. 
Shus, the oain part of the story or the theme is 
introduced by her song. She, along with Sutradhara intro-
duces the play to the audience. Thus fulfilling the technical 
requirements of the drama, Mr. Indusheldiar has suitably 
summarised her role in these vords — 
*Compared to the Sutradhara, the role of the Hati or 
actress is absolutely minor but her occurence in Sanskrit 
drama is of no small significance. Despite Bharata*s clear 
reeomaiendations to effect economy in the allotment of roles, 
Nati secures a permanent place in the introductory part of 
the plays, though she is only expected to utter a few sen-
1 
tenees*. 
(d) A leneral Evaluation of the roles of the Minor Female 
Characters in Abhiinan^sakuntala 
Kalidasa's art of characterisation is revealed at its 
best in Abhijnanasakuntala. There is a variety of characters 
1. Indttshekhar — Sanskrit Drama - Its Origin and Decline,p.87. 
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who appear on the stare and their number is also larg*. 
The character«delineatlon her« is saperh and full of U f a 
and activity, espeelall/ in case of those Imovn as the minor 
characters, because these minor characters are tery^ Ufa-
like and they have been depicted in their minutest details. 
They possess an inditrlduality of their own. 
In comparison with his other two dramas, ve find a 
greater number of female characters in Ati^iinanasakuntala. 
These female characteJJs fall in three categories of the 
superior, the middling and the inferior characters as pres-
cribed by Bharat in his ^atyasastra. According to this 
o 
classification Sakuntala, the heroine and the two queens 
i.e. Vasumati and Hamspadika come in the category of superior 
characters. Priyamvada, Anasuya, Oautami, Aditi, Menaka and 
Sanumati form the group of mediocre ch»«icters. I^ ie rest 
of the female characters come in the inferior group of cha-
racters. 
According to our classification of characters, there 
are two types of female characters - the major and the minor 
ones. Sakuntala, being the heroine and the most important 
character of Abhljnanasakontala, is the superior-most of 
all the female characters. Vasumatr and Hamspadika, being 
the queens, though playing indirectly a very limited role 
in the play form the group of major characters. 
ao6 
Th« rest of the famals eharact«ra eoBu» in tb« minor 
group of faoalo eharaotors. The most isiportant of the ainor 
fsiaale charaotars are Priyamvada and Anasuya. fhef are 
the two ooapanlona of the heroine, idio have a single heart 
and a single mission to help the heroine, fhejr help in 
unfolding the gradual development of Sakuntala*s character. 
But they are a contrast to each other and it is this contrast 
that gives life to the two oharacters. ftiey are complementary 
and supplementary to eacUi other. Both are full of life and 
are sincerely devoted to the heroine. Even Dusyanta refers 
to this aspect of these twin characters when he compares 
them with the two Visakha stars who follow the crescent>aoon. 
They along with Gautami, Adlti, and Sanomati form the group 
of superiors among the minor female characters. Oautaai is 
the matron of the hermitage of K)anva. She serves the role 
of a mother and also a supervisor of the girls i.e. Priyamvada, 
Anasuya and Sakuntala. ^ e accompanies Sakuntala even upto 
h9T husband's house. She is an old motherly lady. The role 
of Aditi is not muchI hut, she, being the mother of gods 
and along with Marieha, forming a final authority to bless 
the union of Dusyanta and Sakuntala, is an important character. 
1. Works of Kalidasa -« C.R. Devadhara, p.76. 
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Sinuaati is a hoavanly ebaraoter* Sh« is siadlar to 
_ /-
CbitraX«iEha of the Vikramorvaaiya* She serves the purpose 
of inforning us about the events that happened after the 
repudiation of Saktintala by Dusyanta and thus serves as a 
linlc between the Vth and VI aets of the Drama. 
Menaica, Vetravati and the aseetio women eooe in t^e 
category of middling characters of the minor ones* Menaka 
is also an Apsaras. But unlike the Menaka in VlkJ^ cwiojuAftA^ ^ 
who is simply one of the friends of the heroines. She has 
been given an important role in this play through her being 
the mother of the heroine. Her role is very meagre in this 
play. As she is the nu>ther of the heroine and belongs to 
a higher social strata, she is counted in this group. ?etravati 
belongs to the servant-class but she is an inqportant character. 
She is a confidante of the king Dusyanta. Xhe three ascetic 
women of the hermitage of Kanva simply bestow blessings on 
Sakuntala. !Ihey come to ei^hasise the ascetic environment 
of Kanva*s hermitage. But the two ascetic women, t$^ @ the 
Ashram of Marich in Act VZI, guarding Sakuntala*s son 
Sarvadamana are important characters as they provide the 
information of Sakuntala and her son to Busyanta and again 
they serve to be the source of the meeting of Dusyanta and 
Sakuntala. 
The rest of the female oh«raeters, forming the gmup 
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of Inferior ehar«ct«rst b«long to th« sorvant-elass. 
Madhukarika and Parabhrtika aro the raproduotlona of thair 
nanasakes In the HaXavlkagnltnitra. Zn the Abhljnanaaakuntal.a 
they do iiot seem to have a separate identity* Both of them 
are the keepers of the garden. In the (tailankagnimitra 
Madhokarlka ia depicted a« the keeper of the garden and 
Parabhrtika as the servant of Parlvrajika though she is a 
friend of Ma«hukarika too* Hadhokari^nd Parabhrtika of 
the Aljbijnanasakuntala like their namesakes in Milarikagni-
mitra, take interest in the happenings of the harem* They 
are the representatives of their class-mentality ^ich is 
to be found at all times* Caturika too is the king*s servant 
vtio simply carries out his orders* Taralilui is a maid»servant 
who comes on the stage only for a very short time* lavani 
is quite a different type of character* She too is the king's 
servant but she is incharge of the king's weapons and Kalidcsa 
used her for this very purpose in Vikramorvasiya also* She 
seems to be the female body-guard of the king. There is one 
more character and she is Nati* She is more fulfilling the 
requirements of dramatic conventions rather than the require-
ment of the story. 
Thus, the female minor characters of Abhijnanasakuntala 
are very carefully painted by the great dramatist* Salidafa 
has bestowed as much of his art in the depiction of his 
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ninor oh^raetars and thas his portraiture of than Is very 
i&atterly. Re has fally brought out the minor faaal* characters 
and this has resulted in the suparb characterisation in 
^ _ i-
Abhi jnanasakuntala • 
Chapter YI 
C O N G L P S I O N 
From the foregoing discussions ve have seen that out 
of the three elements of a drama - subject-matter, charac-
terization and sentiment - the element of characterization 
is the fundamental and lasting element. The characters 
keep the drama alive. A detailed stud/ of the ch«<«eters 
of a certain drama throws much light on the life and history 
of the people of a certain period. And it can be said that 
it is much more true in the case of the female characters. 
It is a fact that women are more conservative in attitude 
than men and they keep alive the traditions of the society. 
The dharm of the dramas of Kalidasa too mainly rests 
on the women characters of his plays. Kalidasa seems partial 
to his women characters. His women characters have received 
a better treatment than his men characters. This is true 
also of the women in his poems. It appears as if through 
the women, Kalidasa ennobles the men characters. 
The minor female characters in the plays of Kalidasa 
are of many shades. Some have been depicted as friends, 
some as ascetics and some as servants and so on but each 
one of them has a characteristic of her own that distinguishes 
her from the rest of her group. Most of them are young, hand-
some and talkative. Through their discussions and conversation, 
they provide a clue to their own dispositions, through light 
on the characters of those discussed and help in the development 
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of the story of the play as veil. For example in }&lavlkagnl~ 
ffiitra the discussion between Kaomadlka and Bakulavallka' gives 
a clue to the love-scandal between Malavika and Agnimltra* 
The Pravesaka of the IV Act in Vlkramorvasiya contains a 
dialogue between the two Apsaras — Sa|iajanya and Chltralekha, 
which serves the purpose of narrating the events that have 
transpired since the union of Pururavas with Urvasil as des-
cribed towards the conclusion of the third Act. Similarly, 
the Tiskambhaka of Act IV in Abhijnanasakuntala is the conver-
sation between Priyamvada and Anasuya and it refers to such 
incidents as the gandharva marriage of Busyanta and Sakuntala, 
the departure of the King to his capital and the curse of 
Durvasa, 
Thus, after going through the dramas of Kalidasa, one 
fact comes to our notice that the harems of the three kings, 
in the dramas of Kalidasa, had many women as attendants* It 
seems that women in general were employed in aristocratic 
families serving different duties and there was nothizig wrong 
1 
about it. They comprised the 3rr«F?TT group. 
There may be traced an uniform pattern in the creation 
of the minor female characters in all the three plays of 
Kalidasa. We have adso seen that some names have been repeated 
1. Natyasastra, 24,17. 
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in different dramas of Kialidasa. Hlponlka is a character 
in Malavikagnimitra as well as in Vikramorvasiya. Yarani 
is present in Vikramorvasiya and Abhijnanasakuntala too. 
Parabhrtika and Madhukarika are found both in the Mala-
vikagnlmitra and Vikramorvasiya. Menaka is present both 
in Vikramorvasiya and AbhiJnanasakuntala. Their roles too, 
like their names, are more or less the same, Kalidasa has 
presented some of his characters in pairs vriio act as «upple«> 
mentary and complementary to each other. Such characters 
are Nipunika-Bakulavalika (in }^lavikagnimitra), Chitralekha^ 
Nipunite (in Vikramorvasiya) and Priyamvada and Anasuya (in 
— < — 
Abhijnanasakuntala). Most of the minor female characters 
have got the same peculiarities of character and oondut 
and yet each one of them has a special trait of her own 
suiting the atmosphere of the play in which she participates, 
and also the heroine thereof. In Malavikagnimltra, for example, 
we see that both Bakulivalika and Hipunika are maid servants 
of the Queen Dharini. But they have somehow formed alliance 
to Malavika and Iravati respectively and that is iidiy Nipuniki 
who suits Iravati can not be imagined as a friend to Malavika. 
Bakulivalika alone suits the position of the friend of 
Malavika. Similarly in Abhijnanasakuntala Parabhrtika and 
MadhukarikaT seem to be quite befitting the inner courts of 
Dusyanta while KaumudHaT, Jyotsnika etc. are such girls who 
can serve queen Dharini in Malavikagnimitra. 
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After going through the delineation of the minor female 
characters of the three dramas of Kalidasa, one is Inclined 
to feel that Kalidasa seems to have shovn a sort of negligence 
towards his minor female characters in the respect that these 
characters, as already mentioned in the present thesis, have 
been delineated only in relation to the central theme and 
central characters, instead of as human complexes, meaning 
thereby that a complete picture of their life and character 
hai^  not been depicted by the poet. They have been presented 
either to help the development of the plot or to unfold the 
character of the central figures. No depiction of their 
private life apart from it has been done by the poet* Only 
some V9igue hints scattered here and:ihere provide some infor-
mation about their personal lives. 
The maid servants are shown as youthful women, beautiful 
and full of life, taking great interest in the events of the 
harem and the love-affairs of their respective masters. 
Bakulavalika of the Malavikagnimitra, makes }&lavika succeed 
in her love for Agnimitra,with her great interest and active 
participation in the love>affair. Her happiness in seeing 
Malavika surpassing Agnimitra's fttcond wife Iravati may 
contain a hint that Iravati too was once of the status to 
which Malavika belongs and that in some remote corner of Her 
heart BakKlavalika perhaps entertains the hope of such a 
favour for herself too. Hadhukarika and Parabhrtika of 
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Abhljhanasakuntala are overjoyed at the arrival of the spring 
season and they worship the cupid which is indioative of the 
hopes of happiness in field of love in their private lives. 
An inference can be had from all this that women» in the 
courts of the kings though mostly employed as servants, enjoyed 
life like anything. They enjoyed their youthful lives even 
in these courts \idiich were generally forbidden for male 
employers of the king except for a few aged and deformed 
persons as the chamberlain or the Vidusaka etc. 
The reason as to why Kalidasa has not referred to the 
private lives of the main-servants and such other ladies, 
may be that the poet, who was much involved with the central 
theme and central characters, following the dramatic conventions, 
could not find place for their full development in the frame-
work of a Drama, inspite of his i^mpathy with and deep insight 
into these characters. Yet he has given more or less complate 
pictures of these through masterly strokes of his pen. These 
minor female characters appear to be a part and parcel of 
the Royal family and behaving as intimate members thereof. 
Thus the main role of these minor female characters 
is to help in bringing their heroines into 'relief by 
remaining themselves in the 'background*. In this way they 
help in the development of the play, the characters and also 
in the full developnuit of the main erotic sentiment of the 
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play by active participation in the love-affair depicted 
inthe play. Some of these minor female characters even act 
as the activating source of the main love-story* As Bakulavalika 
Chitralekha and Priyamvada activate their heroines » Malavika, 
Urvasi and Sakuntala respectively. These heroines, excepting 
tJrvasi, because of their ^ T^T mature remain as passive in 
the love-affair. These three minor female characters are 
seen upto the fourth Act of the play. That is to say that 
once the impediments in the true course of the love are well-
defined and a way has been paved for their future removal, 
the importance of these characters fades and they are gradually 
dropped by the poet* 
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